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"THE QUEEN 0Γ TABLE WATEBS."
"No atnount of pure ocean air in the
lungs can neutralise the bad effects of
the stomach."
New York Herald.

"The purity of APOLLINABIS
offers the best security against the dangers which are common to most of the

ordinary drinking

/Jutland

Ofall Grocers, Druggists &Min. Wat. Dealers.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

WHITE DRESSES !
Ladies' White and Ecru Dresses
and suits of our own make, now

exhibition.

Also White Parasols of New York
make at marked down prices.

RINES BROTHERS.
d2t

jy7

DR. Ε. B. REED,
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
MEDICAL ROOIV1S

ST^ POKTLAND,

ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure tliem. I find
about four-fttUiB of the cases Given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-ci nt stamp and $2.00.
office si, and consultation free.
OBcc Hour»—!» a. m. la » μ. m. aplOsntf

BEWARE 1
DK¥ SEASON is near and the danger
from EIRE is great.
Therefore INSURE YOUR PROPERTY
before it is too late.
The

W. D. LITTLE &
Qi

CO.,

F

furnish FIBNT-CLAWS lNSr RANCI!
against Fire or Lightning at

will

LOWEST RATES.

sntf

jyl

THE KING OF
BLOOD PURIFIERS
Cures when other medicines fail·
Don't Buffer with Scrofula,
Salt Rheum, Tumors, Ulcere, Pimples and Humors,
because it is unnecessary. Vegetikb positively cures lUL· class
of diseases.
Don't en«we the
pain caused by Rheumatism
and Reuralgla, because you
are sure to be relieved by using
Vegetine. Don't believe it when
you are told that some other blood
purifier is just as good. Insist
upon having Vegetine. Give it
a fair trial and you will be convinced of its wonderful curative
properties in all blood diseases. For Lameness and
Weakness peculiar to women, Vegetine has no
equal. It always gives satisfaction*

111-^SOÛLES

PILLS)61 a[n°dUS

LIVER PILLS

A Perftct Liver Regulator. Cure Headache, Constipation, and Piles. Are gentle in operation.
no calomel.
25 cts.; 6 boxes $1.00,
By all
Druggists and by mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston·
Contain

mh9

—
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WAh. f "ON, July 7.
The indications for New inland are fair
weather followed by local rain, stationary
temperature and southwesterly winds.
MAINE.

waters

ANNUAL SALE, 10 MILLIONS.
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Death of a Prominent Man.

Lewiston, iuly C.—Jacob H. Roak, for
many years president of the First National
Bank of Auburn, died last night, aged about
SO years. lie had been a shoe manufacturer
and prominently identified with the business
interests of Auburn.
Fire atLivermore.
The dwelling house at Livermore, known
the Eben Waite place, owned by George
Loss
T. Piper, was burned this afternoon.
$1500 ; insurance $800.
Two Destructive Fires in Somerset

as

County.
Skowiiegan, July 6.—The farm building
of Darius B. Ham of Hartland burned last
Saturday night between five and six o'clock.
The furniture and everything was lost. Loss
$3000; insurance $1000, cause, lightning.
The barn in Harmony belonging to Mr.
struck by lightning and
Foss was also
burned Saturday afternoon. Loss unknown
The Trip of a Baloonist.
Thomaston, July 6.—Ezra Allen of Providence, R. I., left Augusta at 2 o'clock and
landed at South Warren, near the house of
Joseph Bucklin one and a half miles from
Thomaston at 3.30 this afternoon, one hour
He was up two
and a half after starting.
and a half miles and came down in a direct
line. He reports the
temperature very
The balloon is 95 feet in circumferwarm.
ence and CO feet high, and contained 10,000
feet of gas. It cost $800. Mr. Allen is here
It is liie
and leaves for Augusta tomorrow.

forty-third trip.
Salvation Army Campmeeting.
Old Orchard, July G.—Tiie national Sal.
ration Army campmeeting commenced a ten
lay's session at the camp ground today. The
attendance at the morning meeting was quite
large, and the number increased at the ar1 he principal officers
rival of each train.
present are Staff Captains Pugmire of the
Maine division ; A. D. C. Montory of the
Massachusetts division, Capt. Temple of
Lawrence, Ivers of Gardiner, McGinnis of
Sorham, Navels of Richmond, Etches of Sa50, Connell of Biddeford, Holmes of Bangor
md Strout of Waterville. The morning session opened with inspection by A. I). C.
Pugmire, followed by the dedication service
At 2.15
it 11 o'clock led by Capt. Morton.
3apt. Temple led the march. The free and
The
sasy meetings occurred at 3 o'clock.
îvening session commenced with the march
it 0.30, followed by the jubilee mcetiDg at 7
The
/clock in charge of Capt. Pugmire.
Commisneeting are all held at the grove.
sioner Frank Smith will be in attendance
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
The American Institute.
Bah IiAiiBOH, July 0.—The 57th annual
meeting of the American Institute of Instruction was opened here this evening. A
arge number of prominent people interestid in educational work were present, filling
;he large skating rink which had been fitted
Hon. James XV.
audience room.
ip
Patterson presided. Gov. Robie, who was
:xpected to deliver the address of welcome,
ivas unavoidably absent, and Rev. F. A.
Palmer welcomed the visitors to Bar Harbor
while State Superintendent of Schools Luce
3χ tended a welcome on behalf of the State.
Γο these addresses President Patterson reij)onded. At President Patterson's conclulion Hon. Henry Barnard of
Hartford,
1'onn., delivered a lecture upon Reminiscen:es of our Education Working.
as an

A Forest Fire.

FMW&wlylstor4thpnrm

A HINT 10 SPORTSMEN.
Experence of ]JI. N. Rich, Scc'y
Portland Board of Trade.
The following letter was received last seaaon.
Any one who suffers from mosquito or black fly
future, deserves to.
During a recent gunning and fishing tour
th rough Maine wilderness, I chanced to apply a
little linker'# Great American
Npeciiic
u hich I had with me to my hands and face to
sooth the sting of mosquitoes and midgets, and
found it to he a perfect antidote against, any further attackfromfrom these insects or from black
flies. Others of the party tried it U'ith the saine
effect, and the old experienced guides icith us pronounced the Specific the best protection against
these pests that they had ever seen.

Saco, July 6.—A forest fire is raging behere and Old Orchard, near the Bos-

:ween

& Maine railroad. About 25 acres of line
timber land has been destroyed. The loss is
;stimated at §1000.
;on

COLBY UNIVERSITY.

bites in

Sum of

$30,000 Conveyed

Waterville, July 6.—Class day exercisss occurred at the Waterville Baptist church
this forenoon with the
following programme

:

(ration
Poem
Address to Undergraduates
Parting Address

Board

of Trade, Portland, Me.

Bakers Great American Specific, 1 lie infallible
cure for all pains (internal or external), cuts,
burns, bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism. neuralgia, toothache, and oilier household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price, 50c.
Maurice Baker & Co., Prop'rs, Portland, Me.
coritf
jy5

ATTENTION

ERCIAL TRAVELERS!
Every Commercial Traveler is earnestly requested to attend the

EXCURSION, WEDNESDAY MOMIE,
—

LONG

AT

—

ISLAND.

Those intending to go on the excursion should
be at Reception Hall at 8 a.m., Wednesday. Members are requested to appear in the same uniform
An extra boat will leave Custom
as on Jcly o.
House wharf at 12 o'clock to accommodate those
who cannot iro in the morning.
jy6d2t

LESSONS J FRENCH.
PROF. H. D. VICTOR,
formerly of the Berlitz Schools of Languages, will
give Privaie and CIhmm 1,,'h.oiii* in this city durReferences from the
ing the Summer and Fall.
above mentioned school and from pupils at BanIf.
1). VfCTOIi, City
Me.
Address
FBOF.
gor,
Hotel.
Jlyl d2w-lstp
FOREICN.
Latest from

the

English

Elections.

London, July 6.—The latest returns from
the elections are: Conservatives,210; Unionists, 43; Gladstonians, 99; Parnellites, 43.
The tide oi Unionist success is unabated.

Anarchists Firing on the
American Flag.
Chicago, July 6.—The American flag was
fired on yesterday by Anarchists as it was
flying over a procession in the northwesterna
part of the city. The Hag was carried by
procession of Norwegians. They were on
their way to a picnic. At one point, where
the sidewalks were thronged with people,
men in the crowd suddenly drew their revolvers and fired directly at the flag. Six
bullets went through it. Eftil Nelson was
hit in the neck by a spent ball, which inflicted a slight flesh wound. The marching
Norwegians started on a double quick, holding the Stars and Stripes proudly aloft.
Several bullets whizzed past them, and they
were much alarmed, fearing another riot like
the Haymarket. There were no police in

Chicago

sight.

GENERAL NEWS.
A stock of fireworks in front of -M. Stran-

sky's fancy good store in New York, was
ignited by drunken men last evening starting a fire which did $200,000 damage. Two
buildings were burned and two others

gutted.

North & Doyles' storehouse at Cohoes, N.
Y., was burned Monday night, it is a total
loss of $233,000 ; insured for $182,700.
It is thought General Gordon will be nominated as a candidate for Governor of

Georgia.

Cases of cholera
Italy,

are

on

the increase in

At Appalachccola last Wednesday a gale
did $40,000 damage. Six persons were caught
in the bay and drowned.
Col. George B. Corkhill died at Mount
Pleasant, Iowa, yesterday, lie was United
States Attorney for the District of Columbia
and was the prosecuting attorney who tried
the case of Guiteau, who assassinated President Garfield.

to the Fit-

ting School at Houlton.

Seidell R. Overlook

History

Sec'y

FROM WASHINGTON.

DISAPPOINTED FISHERMEN.

Fitz John Porter Nominated Colonel
in the United States Army.

The Novelty Is Unable to Buy Coal
and Ice at Pictou.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

NOTICES.

—

Charles P. Small
Geo. GogUis
Thomas Kamsdell
H. W. Traiton

At the trustees' meeting it was announced
that the widow of Hon. Wm. E. Wording,
late of Plainview, Minn., had conveyed in
trust to Colby University, S.'30,f»00, to be expended at Iloulton, Me., in erecting a suitable building for the academy and Baptist
The building
fitting school there located.
thus erected to be called Wording Hall, in
honor of his love for Colby and the cause of

education.
A report

ENTERED AS SECOND!
CLASS MAIL MATTER./

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING, JULY 7, 1886.

24.

was received recommending the
erection of a.new building at Hebron, but no
definite action has yet been taken on any

Twenty More Pension Bills Vetoed
by President Cleveland.
Committee Report
Representative Randall's

An Adverse

Portland's
Schooner Henry Wlllard Unable to
Ship Men In a Canadian Port.

[Special to tlie Press.]
Washington, July G.—The House committee on ways and means today voted to report the Randall tariff bill adversely. Mr.
Kelley of Pennsylvania, moved to strike out
all but the administrative part of the bill,
which is the same as the Mill bill, and this
motion was supported by the Republicans
present, (Messrs. Reed and Hiscock were absent) and by Mr. Hewitt, but was voted down
The Demon a motion to report adversely.
ocrats voted yes and the Republicans did not
vote. It will be placed on the calendar, and
will probably remain there, it being improbable that any attempt will be made to considThe House ought to complete the ap
er it.
propriation bills this week, there being only
the general deficiency which will be passed
tomorrow, and fortifications which do not require over two or three days. The outlook
at present is that Congress will adjourn
somewhere between the loth and the 20th.
More Veto Messages.
The President was engaged yesterday and
today in examining private pension bills. He
signed a large number of bills and will return several others to Congress this afternoon with veto messages. The regular meeting of the cabinet today was omitted in order to allow the President to give his undivided attention to these papers.
Nomination Confirmed.
The Senate has confirmed the nomination
of Hugh Thompson to be Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,
A

'RAH FOR BOWDOIN!

Regatta

[Special to the Press.]
Bbusjswick, July 0.—Owing to a lack of
reporters but little was known about the
race until heard from the lips of the crew
who arrived at Brunswick Monday at midnight.
From practice pulls it was «vident that
Bowdoiu was a sure winner. The conditions
for the race were of the most favorable sort.
Pennsylvania appeared first on the lake and

A despatch, dated July 2, from Pictou,
Nova Scotia, to the Halifax Herald, gives
this account of the treatment received by an
American fisherman :
The Portland mackereling steamer Novelty put in here today for a supply of bunker
coal, but was prohibited from getting it by
Coal is not
instructions from Ottawa.
wood, and a fishing steamer can no more
claim or obtain commercial privileges than a
fishing schooner. Capt. Joyce was very naturally disgusted at not being able to obtain
Excellent quality of macka supply of coal.
erel are along the Prince Edward Island
coast in large quantities, and as the Novelty
can't carry much coal and mackerel at the
same
time, and if she has to run home to
Portland every time she needs coal, she is
not likely to be successful in getting very
many mackerel inside the three mile limitwhere they all ar·.
This is the account published in the Halifax Chronicle. It gives additional details:
The seining steamer Novelty, of Portland,
Capt. Joyce, called at Pictou last evening,
The collector of customs
for coal",and ice.
served the customary notice to quit and extract from the treaty, forbidding the purchase of coal or other stores, and the steamer will leave port this evening without coaling. Capt. Joyce states that lie left Portland three days ago, and, under the impression that the fisheries difficulties had been
arranged, took a short supply of bunker
coal.
While complaining of what he calls
the inhospitable conduct of the Canadians,
he professes indifference as to its affecting
him, and states that he can have supplies of
boal and ice sent him by sailing vessel, or in
future voyages can carry sufficient with him.
It is believed, however, that the inconvenience is greater than he admits. The Novelty is a new steamer of 1!I7 tens, very fast,and
She will proceed
carries a crew of 35 men.
hence to Charlottetown, and arrange by wire
her subsequent movements, and either have
supplies forwarded or abandon the voyage
and return to Portland.
The Herald also has another despatch,
dated at Clark's Harbor, Cape Island, July
2. It tells how the Henry fWillard of this
city was denied the right to ship men :
The schooner Henry Willard, of Portland,
Capt. Pearce, arrived at Clark s Harbor this
morning, on her way to the Banks. She
wanted to ship four men, and understood
before leaving home she would be allowed
She reported at
to make up her crew here.
the custom house, and was permitted to remain twenty-four hours, but forbidden to
take men. The captain is highly displeased,
and will likely pay as little attention to the
orders as others have done.
BASE BALL.

later.
Bowdoin followed fifteen minutes
The crews
paddled leisurely down the
nniivtn
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CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, July 6.
A very large number of petitions were pre
sented by various senators, praying for the
passage of bills forfeiting railroad land
The petitions are those that have
grant.
been got up and signed through the exertions of the Knights otJLabor.
The Senate then proceeded to consider the

amendments to the river and harbor bills.
The first amendment that was questioned
was the item appropriating $150,000 for the
purchase of Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan ship canal and harbor of refuge.
Mr. Inealls made a point of order that the
paragraph was new legislation. This was
not a bill to buy canals. It was general legislation, not connected with the bill.
The Chair overruled the point'of order
and Mr. Edmunds made a new point that
this commercial transaction of buying a lot
of private property had nothing t > do with
the general scope of this bill, which was for
improving rivers and harbors. It was therefore irrelevant.
ΤΙλλ C'Knïr

οii

1.initto/1

flio

fino«firtn #if rulo.

vancy to tiie Senate, and the amendment
was decided to be relevant and in orderyeas, 31 ; nays, 9.
Mr. Edmunds opposed the amendment.
important measure.
Mr. Ingalls characterized the amendment
The report of l)r. Thomas Hill, I). 1)., of
as "an impudent and shameless private
Portland, Ex-President of Harvard on the
Mr. Ingalls made the point of
speculation.
methods of instruction at Colby was read
order that the paragraph was new legislaThis
be
tion.
and will undoubtedly
published.
Sir. McMillan advocated the amendment,
report speaks in high terms of the methods and
said the discussion was an admirable ilpursued at Colby and of the progress of the lustration of the way in which opinions in
instituion.
regard to the river and harbor bill were
formed. The amendment had been reported
The officers of the Alumni Association
not at the request of the canal company, but
were elected as follows:
President, A. L.
in the interest of the commerce of the counLane; Necrologist. C. V. Hanson, Damaris- try, and to relieve vessels engaged in this
cotta ; Treasurer and Secretary, Prof. Hall·
water-way of the tolls which they now had
Waterville. The association voted to organ- to pay.
Without action, the Senate, at 5.40, went
ize a Phi Beta Kappa society ; also to ask for
into secret session, and afterwards adjourned.
λ representation on the board of trustees.
HOUSE.
Following is the necrology lor tne year
Mr. Ilariner of Pennsylvania presented
petitions signed by (SO Knights of Labor of
past:
the fifth Congressional district of PennsylJeremiah Chaplin aud Ebenezer E. Cummlncs,
vania, in favor of legislation to promote the
class of '28.
interests of labor.
Moses K. Smart and Π011. Win. Γ. Wording,
class of '36.
Mr. O'Neill of Pennsylvania presented
Prof. Cliarles E. Hamlin, class of '47.
similar petitions signed by 200 knigûts of
Geo. A. l'ierce, class of '49.
Labor of the second district, lief erred to
Kev. Henry A. Sawtelle, elass ol '64.
the committee on labor.
W. P. Young, class of '04,
Mr. Taulbee of Kentucky called up the
He disThe oration was by Mr. Hall.
report of the committee on invalid pensions
cussed the question, "What is the American
upon the veto message of the President on
bill granting a pension to Carter \V.
People?" He ridiculed the theory of the the
Tiller. He disavowed any purpose of critiEuropean writers who suppose that the or- cising the President iu the exercise of his
ganization of society is a pyramid with its constitutional right, or of raising any war on
of
his methods or style in the veto of pension
apex in the sky resting upon a substratum
bills. lie then proceeded to state the lacts
ledges which jthey call the laboring class in the ease to show that the President was
who receive the lowest wages and are the
acting under a misapprehension when he
based hi» veto on the ground that the claimfoundation of the State. He cited the statisant '.vus not dependent upon his son, ou
tics of the mass to show that all told the the
whose account the pension is claimed, for
untrained laborers made but nine per cent of support, lie also quoted from affidavits to
the working force.
The so-called drudged,
show that while it was true that the son was
borne on tiie rolls as a deserter, he was at
the untkilled laborers cannot be said even to
the time that the charge was made against
hoid the balance of power, far less to be the
liim confined as a prisoner in AndersonviMe
Ile closed prison, lie admitted that the President had
foundation of the social fabric.
by protesting against the ordinary demand acted honustly upon the facts before him,
but that since the veto additional facts had
of commencement day that the scholar
come to light, showing young Tiller's hosshould go into the offices of administrationpital record at Andersonville.
Mr. Warner of Missouri inquired whether
Here is the business of a government now
those additional records had not been acLet him do
because the people is soverign.
cessible
to the President.
his work in that business where he can do it
Mr. Taulbee replied that the records were
carelessthe
accessible to anybody who would take the
best and he protested against
trouble to go to tiie War Department and
ness with which people speak of "Labor"
search over the musty prison records of the
and "Work" as the same thing. On the other
Confederacy, but the President had acted on
hand the whole effort of modern life is to
the written statement uf the Adjutant Uenaud
eral that there was no such record found in
dispense with labor which wears out
which his office. Subsequent to the veto the record
destroys and substitute for it "work"
was found, but the veto could not be withmatter.
over
the triumph of spirit
is
drawn.
a
into
laborer
the
Mr. Beach of New York suggested it would
Our duty is to change
not be proper for the House to override the
workman ; to lift him in that development
his
while
the veto on the strength of facts which he
that he may learn from his labors,
did not have before him at the time lie withwork shall follow him.
held his approval from the bill. The proper
thing to do was to introduce a new bill.
Fitz John Porter Nominated Colonel,
Mr. Matson of Indiana moved that further
John
consideration of the matter be postponed
The President today nominated Fitz
to
sending
until Friday next, and for a few moments
Porter to be colonel in the army,
in ac:
there was much confusion in the hall, Mr.
the Senate the following message
act
of
Marson and Mr. Willis of Kentucky vainly
cordance with the provisions of an
I nominate
endeavoring to state the reason why they deCongress, approved July 1.1886.
an
appointment
for
named
herein
sired
the person
postponement, and the Republicans
in the army of the IT. S., Kitz John Porter, demanding immediate action.
to
be
15th
The motion to postpone was agreed to—
Infantry,
late Colonel of the
Colonel in the army of the United States, to
yeas 116, nays 113.
that
being
The House went into committee of the
rank as such from May 14,18(11,
the rank and grade held by him at the time
whole on the general deficiency appropriaof his dismissal from the army.
tion bill.

England League.

The Now

-frtr·

the start when the referee gave the signal,
Both crews took the
and the race began.
water together, Bowdoins pulling a 42 and
Pennsylvania a 30 stroke. Bowdoin gained
from the start and was not hard pushed
A slight breeze was stirduring the race.
ring at the beginning, but soon died away
and the lake for the last half of the course
A line of stakes
was as smooth as glass.
was laid over the whole course dividing the
crews. Both crews pulled in splendid form,
and Bowdoin did not make a splash, notwithstanding reports to the contrary.
Bowdoin averaged 40 strokes per minute
throughout the race and Pennsylvania 36·
The gap between the crews
constantly
widened, and when the final spart was called
Bowdoin responded vigorously but PennsylThe difference
vania was unable to do so.
between the two crews was very evident,
the Bowdoins being much larger and stronger
men. At the finish there was four lengths
of water between the crews and better time
would undoubtedly have been made if the
There were three
race had been closer.
timekeepers. These made respectfully 8.14,
8.15 and 8.16 as the time of the race.
Great credit is due to the veteran oarsman,
Fred l'laisted, for the keen interest he has
taken In the success of the crew. No bets
were made, although the supporters of Bowdoin offered great odds.
Plaisted says that Bowdoin has without
doubt the finest four oared crew in the
country, and is competent to cope with any
set of professionals. And as all the men are
undergraduates the championship will doubtless remain with Bowdoin for another year.
It is only to be regretted that Cornell, who
treated her so
slxamefully through the
papers last summer, did not give Bowdoin
with her this
an opportunity to compete
year.
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Centennial Cele-

bration
a

Brought

to

Close.

on

Tariff Bill.

Details or the Intercollegiate
at Lake George.

END

THE

GAME TO-DAY.

The Portlands will play the Ilaverhills
this afternoon at the Portland grounds at
3.30 o'cleck. Haley and O'Rourke will be
the battery. They will also play them again
tomorrow and Friday.
PORTLANDS 10, NEWBOBYPOBTS 7.
The attendance at the ball game yesterday
afternoon was 1500 or over. The features of
the game were Maddon's wonderful catch in
centre field in the first inning, and his pitching, (he striking out six men in succession)
the heavy batting of the Portlands and the
The
fine fielding of the Newburyports.
score

:

Galilgan,

PORTLANDS.
E.
AB. B. IB. TB. ΓΟ. A.
Π
1
3
Ο
Ο
0
3
2
2
4
0
4
2
5
2
3
0
5
4.
4
2
1
2
Ο
6
2
1
1
3
3
4
3
7
2
2
1
2
4
4
2
8
1
ο
8
Ο
1
1
ο
D
4
0
11110
0
2
2
0
4
3
8

If...

Kearns, ss
Wheelock, 2b
Hatfield, 3b
Sheffler, cf
O'Rourke

P

Cavanagh, lb
Eeilly, rf
Madden, ρ
Totals

42

Shannon. 2b
baroque, cf
Flanagan, lb
Whltely, If

Wilson,

c

O'Brien, rf

Morrison,
Cull, 3b
Gruber, ρ

ss

10

l'J

27

27

NEWBUBTPOBTS.
AB. B. IB. TB. PO.
1
Ο
Ο
4
5
ο
2
1
2
S.
Ο
Ο
Ο
9
4
2
ι
a
3
»
S
Ο
1
1
G
1
2
Ο
4
3
0
1
0
4
3
2
110
3
2
S
4
1
0

20

9

A. B.
Ο
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
ο
ο
î
1
Ο
Ο
Ο
0
4
10
3
4

3
7 10 12 27 16
2345 P, 78»
0 0 3 0 0 0 2 υ— 7
Newburyports
0 2 0 0 0 u 2 3—10
Portlands
hit—
Two-base
Earned runs—Portlands. 8.
Portlands 4, Newburyports 2. Three-base hitsPortlands 2. First base on balls—Portlands, 1,
Newburyports 2. First base on errors—PortStruck
lands 1, Newburyports, «.
out—By
Madden 9, by Gruber 2. Double
plays—Portlands l, Newburyports 1. Passed balls—Wilson,
1 ; O'Rourke 3. Time—2
hours, 20 nduutes.
Umpire—Dailey. Stolen bases—Galligan, Kearns,
Ilatlield, O'Rourke, Cull.

Totals
Innings

38

1
2
3

AT

Innings
Lawrences
Haverhill»

1
3
0

LAWRENCE.

2345B789 10

Ο ο ο 0 0 2 Ο η 2— 7
11001110 0—5
Base hit»—Lawrences 10, Haverhills 7. Errors
—Lawrences 5, Haverhills 6.

Other Cames

Yesterday.

At Kansas City—Kansas Citys, 10; Washingtons, 4 ; Base hits—Kansas Citys, 14 ;
Washington*, 9. Errors—Kansas Citys, 3;

Washingtons, fi.
At Detroit—Détroits, 9: New Yorks, 13.
Base hits—Détroits, 14; New Yorks, 15. Errors—Détroits, 9; New Yorks, 5.
At Chicago—Chieagos, 6;
Bostons, 9.
Base hits—Cnicafeos, 9; Bostons, 10. Errors—
(i.
Chieagos, 9; Bostons,
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 1 ; Philadelphias,
8. Base hits—St. Louis, 4; Philadelphias,
11.
Errors—St. Louis, 5; Philadelphias, 1.
Fell from a Train.
As the train over the Grand Trunk road,
which left here M»nday evening, was going
along at a point about a mile from Yarmouth,
a man named Inness, belonging in Albany,
fell from the train. The train was stopped
and the man taken to Yarmouth, where a
physician attended him. He had fallen into
a cow culvert, five feet below the level of the
track, and remained uneonscious until eight
o'clock yesterday morning. After regaining
his senses, the man did not appear to be
hurt and went home.
Creenwood Carden.
This popular place 01 amusement wasnuea
by an immense crowd of people yesterday,
who enjoyed the opera of "The Mikado," as
given by the fine company there. This afternoon and evening will be the last opportunities to witness the Mikado, as the Pirates
of Penzance will be produced tomorrow afternoon and run the remainder of the week.
Card of Thanks.
The members of Peaks* Island Engine
Company extend a vote of thanks to the officers and members of Caseo Enginr Company
No. 5, for their kindness during the centennial celebration
N". S. Mili.et, Foreman.
Normal School Alumni Reunion.
The biennial reunion and dinner of the
alumni occurred at Gorham Friday.
At the meeting held in the forenoon the
usual resolutions were adopted, among them
one favoring the abolishing of the present
school district system, and pledging its
to secure the passage of an act at
Ccrham

support

the next session of the Legislature abolishing the same and the adoption of the town
system.
The following officers of the society were
elected

:

President—C. O. Small.

Recording Secretary—Miss Lizzie Stone.
Corresponding Secretary—Miss Mary E. Alden.
Treasurer—G. H. Bryant.
Three vice presidents and an executive
committee of tnree were appointed.
At 1.30 p. in. about fifty of the alumni with
teachers and invited guests, including members of the board of trustees, Superintendent
Luce, Kevs. Asa Dalton, II. S. Huntington
and F. A. Bragdon, Hon. Hiram Knowlton
of Portland, Mis. Governor Robie and Mrs.
\V. W. Bolster of Auburn, sat down to dinner, prepared by Mrs. Ivory Harmon of the
Gorham House, to whom much credit and
praise is due for the excellent manner in

which it was prepared and served.
After dinner several toasts were proposed
by C. O. Small, toastmaster, and responded
to, with the exception of the one to the State
of Maine, as Gov. Kobie, who was expected
to be present and respond, was necessarily
absent, by Stephen Ilinkley of Gorham,
Superintendent Luce, Iiev. Ή. S. Huntington, Rev. G. S. Hill, Principal Corthell, Hon.
Hiram Knowlton. Prof. Η. M. Estabrook,
and Rev. Dr. Dalton.
The speeches of all the gentlemen abounded in wit and humor, and also were able and
instructive, and those present were highly
entertained and received a rare intellectual
treat.
The alumni now number about 250. The
first class graduated from the school in January, 1880. it was decided to hold the next
reunion at Old Orchard, or some other place
to be selected by the executive committee.

Thousands

Listen

to

the

Orator and Poet.

A

Spirited Boat Race in the

and wear an old-time charm, because change
has not obliterated their wonted appearance?
It is our hope that such will prove your experience, and that many pleasant reminiscences
of bygone years will be awakened as you meet
imce more with the friends of earlier days,
as
as you revisit familiar spots, and
you behold again the oft-coveted sight of the everconstant ocean, and enjoy a hospitable sail
among the picturesque islands of Casco bay.
May your stay with us be prolonged, and
when at length you take your departure, our
fondest hopes will have been realized if you
bear away with you happy memories of this
occasion, fresh life and courage for future undertakings, and renewed love and loyalty for
dear old Portland.
The Centennial ode, composed by Mrs.
Cavazza, was arranged to music from Verdi's
The following
Aida by Mr. Kotzschmar.
is the ode

:

MBS.

Harbor.

Multitudes Devour Clams

Long

on

Addresses by Distinguished Speakers at
City Hall.

Throned on her headlands in majesty
The city beholds the ocean,
That moves in tireless motion
About lier many isles.
Ocean immense ! Here at our gate
Gather thy waves In armor bright :
Strong, uncontrolled as power of fate,
Who may withstand the waters' might?
Come not, Ο Sea, in all thy wrath,
Loose not thy wind upon its path,
Make not thy deeps hollow for graves
Ο Sea, be kind—restrain thy waves.

Yesterday was one of the hottest days that
Portland has been ; afflicted with for years.
The ineicory was among the nineties, and
what breeze blew was hot and dry from the

Coming after

Fire left her places desolate
Furious, not having pity;
Yet. undismayed, our city
Lifts up her head and smiles.

the sea air of Monday it

all the more trying. The regatta in the
morning delighted thousands, the City Hall
wa» packed to repletion despite the heat,and
was

And

as the bird of fable
and spices,
Is burned with
And presently arises
More radiant from the pyre—
From flame and smoke and ashes
Our city came victorious,
Renewed and still more glorious,
After the wasting lire.

myrrh

hundreds were turned away who rushed to
hear Mr. Keed's oration,

Mrs.

Woolson's

poem, and the Haydns sing conducted by
Kotzschmar. The sail down the harbor and
clam bake in tlie afternoon was a

ode.

Within her ancient oak-wood
The summer wind rejoices,
The trees lift up their voices,
No light blown leal' is still;
Where oft, in youth, a poet
Went dreamily delaying,
With long, long thoughts, and straying
Bovliko and windlike, at will.

Island.

Brilliant

west.

cavazza's

Praise to the City by the Sea !
Gather her children round her
The golden years have crowned her
Queen of a century.

Welcome another new century !
suns as they circle above lier
Increase the praises of her,
Our City by the Sea !

The

delightful

excursion, the reception in City Hall in the
evening gave an excellent opportunity to
hear some delightful speakers, the High
School reunion was a great treat to the alumni, and the promenade concert that closed
the festivities delighted the young.
IN CITY HALL.
Oration by Hon. T. B. Reed, Mrs.
Woolson's Poem and Mrs.
Cavazza's Ode.

Long before the lionr appointed for the literary exercises in City Hall the audienee began to assemble and by 10 o'clock the extra
seats and larger aisles were crowded and late
comers couldn't get near the doors. The hall
was beautifully decorated.
Around the ventilator in the center of the
hall was a handsome circular design of blue
bunting with stars; radiating from thence in
every direction were blue and white streamers. They were eut at the various pillars
The entire
and the ends hung in folds.
background of the stage was covered with a
piece of scenery representing the naval conflict between the Enterprise and the Boxer
off Monhegan. The painting was executed
by Story. Over the top of this picture was
the word "Welcome," in large red letters,
and above, 1780 and 188G. Above these were
looped folds of red, white and blue bunting
Flags drooped
entirely around the hall,
from the top of the canvas to the bottom on
either end. On one side was the Maine coat
of arms and on the other tlie Massachusetts
Iled and white, and blue
coat oi arms.
and white festoons appeared under the coats
of arms. The tri-colored bunting was looped
gracefully along the front of the stage. In
the window niches were the coats of arms of
the various States, with flags of different nations and on the pillars flags were festooned
in designs of butterflies, with shields in the
center. White lace was draped around the
gallery, caught with small glittering stars
and shields.
At the right on a white groundwork and in
red letters was the old Indian name Machigonne. The following names, displayed in
the same manner, with pretty designs between each surrounded the gallery :
Casco
Bay, the next name given to our city ; the
Neck, a later appellation ; Falmouth, the old
AlterEnglish name, and finally Portland.
nating with these names were first on a
groundwork of flags the centennial shield
bearing the dates 1786-188G, the Maine coat of
arms, and another centennial shield.
Chandler's Band, preliminary to the exercises, played several choice selections in
their inimitable style.
Precisely at 10 o'clock Mayor Chapman,
followed by Hon. T. B. Ileed, Mrs. Abba
Goold Woolson and others who participated,
came upon the platfoim. Following them
were Governor Robie and staff, Mayor Gregg
of Hudson, New York; J. Allen Jack,
Deputy Mayor of St. John; Judge Henry
Carter of Haverhill; Rev. Samuel Longfellow, of Cambridge ; Rev. Dr. Thomas
Hill; Dr. A. C. Hamlin, Bangor; Rev. Dr.
Hamlin, formerly president of American College at Constantinople ; ex-Postmaster General Horatio G. King, Washington; Rev.
Dr. E. C. Bolles, Salem; Rev. Elijah Kellogg, Harpswell ; Prof. Henry L. Chapman,
Bowdoin College; ex-Mayor M. F. King,
Hon. Bion Bradbury, Col. A. W. Bradbury,
Rev. Dr. Checkering, New York; Gen. Beal,
Norway; Rev. Hugh S. Carpenter, Brooklyn; Hon. Chas. McLaughlin, George S.
Hunt, H. W. Hersey, Geo. C. Burges·, Rev.
Henry Blanchard; Horatio E. King, New
York; Rev. Dr.! Fenn, Ο. B. Whitten,
Brown Thurston, Hon. Jacob McLellan,
Chas. S. Fobes, J. S. Winslow, Cyrus Now-

The Chairman then introduced the Hon.
Thomas B. Reed as orator of the day, who
with tremendous applause.
was received
The oration was a condensed review of
Portland's history|and included passages both
The tributes to
humorous and pathetic.
the honored dead of Portland were of the
highest order and eloquence of the richest
The oration in
character marked them.
full is as follows

:

domine nung ironi nans wnerever convenideath, However, tne tide began to turn. Froii
that time until his death everything at liom »
ent, and in the garret were the family beds.
a rough board purtition divided
set
Sometimes
him.
;
Not only hi
andjabroad
against
If there was
old enemies reappeared with the youni !
the garret, but this was rare.
and
Jordan
a cellar there was no window to give light,
in
ο
vigorous
place
John
and the sides had to be banked up in the
Winter who had died, but tlx
Province of
winter with turf or pine boughs to make the
lia'
Massachusetts
The houses of the
cold blasts enduraDle.
egan to assert over Lygonia rights whicl
rich had two stories, with four rooms on the
had lain in abeyance for so many years
Against all this sea of troubles Cleeve, in hi ; first floor, and four chambers on the second
old age, but with his old courage, took u]
with sometimes a porch, wherein to do the
These houses had good cellars.
cooking.
arms, bating not one jot of heart or hope
For seven years he kept up the unequal con
The chimneys rested on arches, and the
diet at home and abroad, but was obliged ii
under
the arches were utilized for
spaces
1638 to yield to the claims of Massachusetts
jams and preserves and such like delights.
There were other honses, very few in numFrom that time he was a loyal citizen of tha
ber, perhaps not more than two or three,
Province, though justice was denied him ti
built within a year or two, which were still
the last. Before his death, which liappenci
finer. The first brick house, the Longfellow
perhaps in 16W>, his personal fortunes appeal
to have come to a low ebb, though that idei
house, had just been finished. Out of doors,
the contrast with the present day was still
seems hardly compatible with the offices t(
more
marked.
We
were
not
withchosen.
which he continued to be
Bu
in a quarter of a century of brick sidethough old and beaten and poor, his gener
walks.
Perhaps there were a few flagstones
ous and unconquerable spirit still survived
in front of the dwellings of the rich though
for within two years of his death he wai
Boston eight years later had none, and there
bound over to keep the peace with those wh<
may have been some board walks but the
persecuted after the fasnion of those strici
an
old
servant
of
his
better
old times,
people must have got about for the most part
days
on trodden paths.
The history of the first thirty years ol
Fancy the early spring
time and the mud puddles ; and the affectionPortland shows how close the world is bound
to you closer than a
stuck
ate
mud
which
In
all
its
fluctuations
that
together.
historj
niglit there were no lights out
was closely responsive to the
great events brother! At
such a comfort you
wanted
If
doors.
you
of
which marked those years in England. The
It was not until 1810
it yourself.
baj s and harbors and estuaries of the sen carried
town
ventured
the
that
upon the unexampled
have each their own little waves, but the
furnishing oil for forty lamps
luxury of
great lift of the tide comes only from the
which were subscribed for by the inhabitants
broad waters of the ocean itself. The battle
and then the fire wards in solemn assembly
of Nasby which made Oliver Cromwell Lore
thought these lamps would need to be lighted
of
EngProtector of the great commonwealth
only a hundred nights in a year. But a hunland made George Cleeve the Governor ol
dred years ago street lamps were not necesthe little Province of Lygonia, and by one ol
sary. There were no amusements. There
ol
those singular apparent inconsequences
was not even a lire engine for the boys
which history is > full, the approach of the
to run with. There was no theatre. Even
his
overthrew
days of Charles the Second,
twenty years after the town solemnly reproshort-lived supremacy, and broadened the
bated the designs of certain evil minded perboundaries of Puritan Massachusetts.
sons who {contemplated a play house, ami
could
of
Cleeve
there
At the death
the legislature was to be asked to prohibit its
on the
not have been
many persons
erection. There were no hacks. Not a ship
Neck, which was the popular name
was
owned in town.
There was no light
the
of
Portland.
is
now
what
for
city
house on Portland Head, and there were
Out of the forty families, which, in 1675 lived
80
68
arrivals
and
clearances
that year.
only
in the town of Falmouth, which then extendThe first bank had yet to be incorporated
ed from Spurwink to Clapboard Island, running back eight miles, only live or six lived thirteen years afterwards. Four or five letters came into town every week and as many
on the Neck. The year 1075 was the year of
went out. The roads were so Dad that the
the first Indian War. In the attacks on Falmail was sometimes delayed over a month.
mouth which the savages made that year the
It
took live or six days to get to Boston.
whole town was rendered desolate.
Thirty"Now." says Willis in 1833 with commendtwo people at one attack were, killed and carable pride, "now the the mail is dispatched
The minister, George
ried into captivity.
in 16 or
Burroughs, who was afterwards executed at every day, performing the distance
17 hours," little dreaming that we should
Salem for witchcraft, took refuge with ten
reduce
the
time
to
three
hours
and
a half.
men, six women and sixteen children on
Cushing's Island and was not rescued until My successor, if the world has luck, will
state it in minutes or perhaps in seconds.
ten days after. He was reserved for a sadWe had one newspaper, published once a
der fate.
on a half sheet.
week
People who did not
the
before
reTwo years elapsed
people
Even if a man
go afoot went on horseback.
turned to their ruined homes but this disaswas
careful
owned
a
chaise
he
about taking
ter was only the precursor of a greater devasit out.
tation. During the next ten years Falmouth
There was only one church, which stood
Seven hundred people found
grew apace.
homes within its limits and one hundred and where the First Parish now stands, but was
to the street. Sunday must have
Roadside
Neck.
But
the
the
twenty-five populated
teen a hard day to get through. There were
signs of a new Indian war began to show nc
fires
in
the church. In the coldest winter
Baron
themselves from many directions.
Little foot stoves with
Castine, exasperated by the sacking of ilia it vas unheated.
embers in them were all that mitigloving
house at Bagaduce, had in 1688 captured the
nnf^i +T.„
*- ~τι,η
fort at I'emaquid and the next year a large
expedition was fitted out against Falmouth were probably long, the prayers certainly
were. The pews were square, the partitions
and Fort Loyal, which had been built on the
as tall as a man.
ΧΛ Ον,Λ nun IUV IIU1
Everybody
'»elnT, nearly
at Payers. The seats were hinged 90
arrival of Major Churcli the very night beu
eÎ0l"
that
thçy could be turned up for convenience
fore the attack saved the town after a fight
in which the enemy were routed and driven
?ΐΐ"?· Λη(1 certainly the lay Christian
ought to lave had that convenience. He needaway. But the respite was of short durait.
It Wis a provision in favor of life. When
ed
tion. The next year the country, deserted
you read tits quaint entry in Parson Smith's
by Massachusetts, was overwhelmed by an
Journal M a Mi 15, 1740: "Had uncommon asincursion of French and Indians, and for
an hour in
each of the first
two years there was not a white man east ol
sistance^ wa.
yoi cannot repress the feeling
the town of Wells. So utterly paralyzing
prayers,
inquiry whethir the poor parishioners also
was this last blow that the bodies even ol
had "uncommoi. assistance.Λ To us in these
the brave defenders of our town lay unbursoft and degenerate days it does really seem
ied under the summer suns and the winter
as if poor unassisted human nature could
snows until Major Church performed the lasl
not have stood it.
sad duty for the bones of those of whose
The rich of that day vere well dressed
blood he was certainly guiltless. Had he
having wigs and three cor»ered cocked hats
been able after the Jfight on Brackett's
much affluence of sty··.
and
of
the
Massachusetts
Everybody
farm to rouse
people
rich and poor, wore breeches. Captain Joto their duty the terrible calamity might
be
whom
Titcomb,—on
jeaee—first of
seph
never have happened. For twenty-six years,
men wore pantaloons in PortU^d in 1790
more than a quarter of century, almost the
Homespun must have been much worn and
lifetime of a generation, what is now the
not at all. The rich uilst h»ve
city of Portland was deserted. The ruins of suspenders
been able to fare sumptuously ever) day for 1
Fort Loyal stood in the midst of a wilderof fish, flesh ani fowl
abundance
was
there
The homes had disappeared. The
ness.
to be bad for money. The poor could have
But aftei
prosperous traffic had departed.
had very little white bread. Kyc and Indian
the Peace of Utrecht, one after another ol
with corn bread must have been a large pirt
the old inhabitants or their descendants,
of their diet with hasty pudding and molasblood
from
the
with new
adjoining country,
ses. The drinking habits were more thai. I
came back and took up the line of progress
bail. It was quite respectable to get drunk.
and growth which has never since been
The rich got «trunk and even the clergy at
broken. From that time until Mowatt burnordinations sometimes "forgot decorum,"
ed the town in 1775, our people no longer sufwhich is probably the clerical name for the
the
fered aggression but became themselves
same thing. It was quite a point with the
aggressors. In 171(i one Ingersoll built a hut
poor man of those days to get drunk on SatHe was called,
on the Neck and lived there.
urday so that he might have Sunday to solie··
and
probablj
therefore, Governor Ingersoll,
oft' in. Liquors were furnished at funerals
was the only governor there ever was in
and
there must have been scandalous scenes,
Maine who was entirely satisfactory to Xhe
for the selectmen in 1788, "earnestly recombetter element of his party. Next year there
mend" that the custom cease. The dead were
came two others, Major Moody and Captain
carried to their graves by bearers. When
I.arrabee. In 1718 there were fourteen famiCommodore Preble was buried in 1807, there
lies, and in 1725 came Parson Smith, who was
Of
not a carriage in the procession.
found twenty-seven families, perhaps a hunschools there was only one in the town and
In
there
were
174!)
dred and fifty people.
that
was the expenditure for education
700, and ten years afterward a thousand. In £30
year. Cleanliness had not been reduced to a
1704 the census gave 3770 for the whole town
of
one syllable were not
vermin
and
science
would
of Falmouth, which perhaps
imply
unknown. Cotton was not yet grown in the
eleven or twelve hundred for the Neck.
United States. There were no steam engines
When the town was organized, just a Jiun
in America and no lucifer matches anywhere
ilreil vears ago, there must have been Snout
on the earth.
two thousand people. It is the life and times
I have thus given you a rough and imperof those two thousand people, and our hajjpj
fect picture (no one knows better than I now |
civilof
the
advancing
power
deliverance, by
1
imperfect it is) of Portland and its life a hutr
ization, from most of their troubles and sor- dred
years ago. Between that day and tbs
rows, tneir habits, customs and ways of livthe
compifiyou can each for yourself make
ing, that we celebrate today. I trust that
son. Is there one who listens to me to-day vho
whoever takes my place a hundred years from
has been cast in the
that
his
not
lot
is
glad
to
chronan
advance
have
as
now may
great
Portland of today rather thin on the Xick in
icle in the happiness and comfort of all tin
1780? And yet you will net go half through
people.
the next political campaifi without tearing
The miracle which a hundred years has
some praiser of the daysgone by, 011 either
wrought in the United States of America is
of
bemoaning himself «ver the uegenerafjthe
beyond the pen of the historian and beyond side
You will lear the phrases.
our times.
the eloquence of the orator. Before such ε
111
poor poorer and the rth richer.'" rolling
wonder the pen moves in vain and the voice
so
rotund sentences ou»0' those who have
is uplifted to a task beyond its power. Map;
that
and
sucklings,
long ceased to be b*pes
made a hundred years ago show only a narof
out of their mouth· is perfected no praise
row line of settlement along the Atlantic
God. The rich h"ve grown richer but so
coast and on the Gulf of Mexico to New Orand
in
Kicher
rights
have also the pe>r.
leans, while almost all beyond the Alleghancomforts and in happiprivileges, rich'r in to
ies is depicted like the unknown Central At
be a heathen and a
nim
I
hold
ness.
his
entered
on
frica before Livingstone
voy
the law of
publican whoflonbts that under
ages of discovery. Then no human skill oj
which is God, the
nature tiio epoodiment
power could have guided any white mar
than equal
more
progress of ne poor keeps
across that unknown waste which stretched
ar
of the rich,
fHut
pace with tie progress
from New York to the bay of San Francisco
enough indeed are we from perfection.
No brave man then livefl who was rasl
God.
doubts
progress
whoever doubts
enough to dream of undertaking the journey
of the
"Whene'er," says the president,
Today, in a moving palace of luxury
railroad, "whenever we
Pennsylvania
great
across bridges over mighty rivers, in tunnel!
this
account
on
money
capital
cease f spend
through great hills, or climbing their mightj
road fill begin to die." Whenever agitation
inclines, a mother surrounded by her childsound
011
for irogress, agitation grounded
ren may from Sunday to Sunday span the
or silly I
rea/ons or false ones 011 wise reasons
whole distance between the two great oceans
ceases the race will have got ready to
oms
Then the journey from Boston to New Yorl
earth.
the
disappear from
cost the physical price of four day;s, with &
Look around you and see what a hundred
frightful hours of discomfort, beginning al
this little peninsula has done for
.cars in
al
and
three o'clock in the morning
ending
the comfort of us all. The streets and sidecomfor
hours
of
five
while
nightfall ;
today
walks and "nrks belong to rich and poor
and repose quits us of the distance. It tool
alike, lu ΙίοΟ what but an errand of mercy
nine days by post for the newsof the capturi
or necessity would have tempted a strong
of Burgoyne to oomc to Portland, while tb<
man to struggle with the mud and darkness
fall of Sedan was known the next mornina
of an April night in the journey from the
and the bombardment of Alexandria was τ
head of High street to the foot of India?
the evening papers. We can girdle the world
In 1880 any girl can go at night from Munjoy
today in a minute. A hundred years ago the
Bramhall dry shod, lighted on her cheerConstitution of the United States liai not to
ful way by the blaze of electric lamps. When
been adopted. We were not even a nation
I thus think of the progress of the last cenA hundred years ago Benjamin FrankKn wai
and the sure progress of the next, I
tury
Wash
of
80.
the
alive
at
George
ripe age
yet
hope to be forgiven for the deep-seated envy
mgton had thirteen years of life to live, ani
with which I regard the happy Portlander
the whole career of Napoleon had yet to un
of 1980.
fold itself to the astonished world. But no1
I have no design to give you a history of
lor me are any or tftese inspiring mêmes.
Portland tonight. That history has been
cor
a
little
My humble talk deals only with
written by Mr. Willis and Mr. Goold, and
but a little cornel
ner ot the great world,
its earlier scenes have had full justice done
which is very dear to us here assembled, be
them by Mr. Baxter. And why should I try to
cause it is beautiful and we love it, and it ii
My only
ill what they have done so well?
do
ι»
it
our home.
design, vy SUU1C grnuvco «iViu
A hundred years ago habitable Portlam
of
well
how
worthy
show to our own people
was bounded by High street; I might almos
study is the history of their own city. Here,
say by Centre, street and India, by tin· l.arbo
w here we lead our prosaic, every-day lives,
and Congress street. Within that lit''·· par
have happened events as tragic, scenes as
allelogram were almost all the houses left b;
thrilling as ever adorned the stories of those
Mowatt, with those rebuilt since the dévasta
Old World cities, for the sight of which we
tion made by his fleet eleven years before
cross the rolling ocean. The quaint old letOf the fifteen wharves which then pushed
ters reveal love as tender and true, courage
iw .—.imiutcd η ml
steadfast, and uatriotisin
served its name or
as ττττχ
have
as lofty and ennooiing
the East are included in the Grand Trunl
in
celebrated
been
story and in song. Great
grounds and all the rest must be sub
words
us
deeds
thrill
wherever
done,—great
stantially covered by Commercial stree t
wherever
spoken ; for human nature is
Hil 1
its
and
improvements.
Munjov
broader than place and wider than kinship,
bad still its original pine growth, whil
deeds have been done and
but
where
great
was
with
scrul
Hill
covered
Bramhall
noble words spoken at our very homes, on
were
called
which
Vaughan'
oak,
and bv our own kith
hearthstones
our
very
Woods. The swamp extended down to Win
and kin the thrill of pride 'becomes more
ter street, and there was a big swamp ii
positive because more personal. Who is
front of the Advertiser office, south of Fed
there of you |who hear me today who does
eral street, drained by a brook which dis
not read with redoubled emotion, born of
charged itself at the foot of Exchange stree!
sentiment of home and kinship, how
this
The houses of the poor were of but on
this tow n waited with uneasy expectation
story, with a long, sloping roof. A grea
and excited hope the issue of that gallant
chimney iu the centre gave two rooms 01
little sea fight m which the prowess of Engtwo sides, with lire-places, and a bed-roon
land and the courage of America were
other
sides.
fron
;
the
The
on
and entry
measured against each other by the bravo
room had a painted floor, with a few paintei I
sailors on the Enterprise and the Boxer:'
wooden chairs, a table for the Bible am I
On this spot can human emotion ever cease
psalni Book. A few shells were on the man
to kindle when our thoughts rest on that
tel. the family register, and perhaps a fe\
little procession which conducted the dead
From
this room
rude pictures on the wall.
to their romantic burial on the green
sacred to "company" and to soleain occa
captains
hill side
sions, the light of day was religiously ex
of
cut
shutters
took
the
place
eluded; board
Wlilcli overlooks the trauqull bay
tains. The family did not live there. It wa
Where they in battle died.
too good for them.
They lived in theVltch
There is but one old world romance more
the
horror:
of
the
steam
cookery,
en, amid
touching than this ; that these two gallant
of washing day, and the smoke of refractor
young heroes who never met except as foes
chimneys. The sides of this room were waii
should lie side by side like brothers through
scotted in pine, four feet high, and the ves
the long night of time overlooking the scenes
'Ita
of the walls were of coarse plaster.
thîir last heroic endeavor.
of
was
n<
ceiling was also made low, for heat
What heart here is not richer with honest
If the frame would ha\
to be wasted.
; who does not feel a deeper human
made it too high, the split boards on whit ! sympathy
interest in the great Commodore Preble when
the plaster was stuck were lowered by stui
he has read the tender manly letter in which
to lessen the space, which had to be warme
he avows his love for the lady who afterThe ceiling was soon begrimed with tl
wards bore his name. Love in all ages is
smoke of the fire, and variegated by tl
The heads of tl e the same, the same sweet mystery when forsteam of washing day.
'.une favors, the same awful sorrow, when
family had chairs, but blocks of wood wei e
But Edward Preble, the
Drtune frowns.
good enough for children. Candles, in iri n
the scourge of the Barbary
candle-sticks, gave all the light which eke j gUlant sailor,
our
was
hero
mid we have a personal
f
,r
prates,
Glass lamps for ο il were
out the day.
merest in the emotions of his heart as well
the front room and for visitors. On tl e
η
as
his
fame.
and
his
glory
dresser, α ladder of shelves hung against tl e
Who here does not have an individual dewall, were displayed treasures of tin ai d light,a
wh.ii li
personal satisfaction when he stumpewter. In a cnest was the crockery
bles 01 that sturdy phrase in the old moldy
adorned the state occasions.
deposition where deponent saith that George
The garret was unplastered, ea«li raft >r
Cleeveon being told he could have his house
and board, with the chimney itself, had u
and lanl at Spurwink if he would attorn ti
individuality, from which no cuuning devi .e
Trelawmy indiguantly declared "he wouhi
detracted. The architectural lamp of tru 1,
be tennatt to never a man in Now England.'
shone over the whole structure. The fami lv

freat

«
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Whoever stands, on a clear summer day
the verandah at Cushing's Island and
looks across the harbor, will find his eye resting upon a scene which for loveliness and varied beauty has no superior, and perhaps no
The
parallel anywhere on the broad earth.
long slope of grassy verdure varied by the
darker foliage of the trees spreads wide to
the water's edge. Then begins the bright
sparkle of the summer sea that many twinkling smile of ocean, that countless laughter
of the waves which has lighted up the heart
of man centuries since Escliylus died, and
Across the suncenturies before he lived.
lit waters, dotted with the white sails or
of the steamfoam
seamed with the bubbling
er's track, past the wharves, bristling with
masts and noisy with commerce, the gaze
falls upon the houses sloping gently upward
in the centre and becoming more and more
Embowered in trees as they climb the hills
at either end. Following the tall spires the
loses itself in ithe bright blue sky
eve
above. On the right are the roadsteads and
On the
the islands stretching out of sight.
left are Fore River, the forests, the Cape and
α
scene
the boundless oceen, and altogether
which mingles all that is best and bright of
If you shut your eyes and let
sea and shore.
the lofty spires disappear, the happy homes
glisten out of sight, and the wharves give
place to a curving line of shelving, pebbly
beach ; if you imagine the bright water unvexed by traffic, the tall peninsula covered
with forests and bushy swamps, with the
same varied expanse of island and of sea,
scene undisturbed by any
and the whole
innusound save the clanging cries of
merable birds and water fowl, you will be
looking upon Machegonne as it appeared to
George Cleeve in the year 1G32, when he landed, not knowing what a beautiful city he
was to found, and never dreaming that at
this distant day his name would be honored
by so many people on the very scene of his
varied struggles, his alternate victories and
iefeats. \\ here George Cleeve was born,
where he lived before he came from England
or where his bones now rest no one of his
unnumbered descendants knows today. His
labors have been over more than two hundred
years. He was a strong, vigorous man, full
of expedients, bold of speech, "rash," they
called it in those days, when they used to
fine men for expressing opinions—tenacious,
and with an applitude of resource, which
strikes with wonder whoever considers his
straightened circumstances, and the results
he brought about against powerful and persistent foes. In the whole of his long life of
struggle and contention his enemies were
never victorious except in his extreme old age.
lie first came to this country in 1030 and
built a house at Spurwink, from which he
was driven by Trelawney's agent, John Winter, who being also a masterful man, became
his life-long enemy. In the year 1632 Cleeve,
with his wife Joan, his daughter Elizabeth
and his partner, Richard Tucker, landed at
the cove which is now covered by the Grand
Trunk grounds and which then received the
little creek, on the bank of which he built
the first house on the Neck. This first house
was near where the foot of Hancock street
ou
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lie tilled the land he cleared, traded and, we
may hope, got some small gain. Finding his
title disputed by his old enemy he took the
resolution to go to England, and found himself there in l(i3G. In England, by his "excellent address and commanding ability," he,
an Independent in religion, at a time when
Laud was in full possession of his greatest
power, procured fromSir Ferdinando Gorges
and brought back with him, not only a deed
for the wliole Neck from Fore River to the
l'resumpscot, but also a plan for a united
government of New England, which, had it
been adopted and succeeded, might have
made him a name as widely known as Winthrop's, and might have made Massachusetts
greater to-day by the whole of New Hampshire and of Maine. But Winthrop, though
cognizant of the magnanimity and fairness
of Cleevc towards himself, rejected the plan,
feeling that firm faith in his own charter
The
which subsequent events justified.
fates were wiser than the designs of Cleave,
I'll
cil UJIU JIU»
V&UBJCJ·
of
Maine
bethe
Province
result
in
the
and
After they were seated Chandler played
longing to Massachusetts, has become the
State of Maine belonging to itself. Armed
Catlin's American overture in an effectif
with his deed, we might have expected that
and pleasing manner. The American hymn
George Cleeve would now trade and plant
the
was then sung by
Haydn Association, and traffic in peace. But Peace is not the
characteristic of a new settlement. EmigraMr. Hermann Kotzschmar, conductor. The
tion means vigor, and vigor likes to have its
chorus was seated in the rear gallery, and
own way. Our ancestors in New England
the effect all over the hall was excellent.
did not do as they do beyond the Mississippi,
Mayor Chapman then introduced the JRev. start a graveyard when they started a town.
They went to law instead, a process which,
Leavitt II. Ilallock, who offered prayer.
while it may be as afflictive in its (results as
After the Haydn chorus had sung the Star
the Western method, has the abounding
Banner
with
the
merit of encouraging a deserving profession,
great spirit,
Spangled
the
Mayor made,
following eloquent address, and of not being so sudden. Cleeve's lawsuits about his title he won twice over. But
of welcon e to Me sons ana ttërngtrtng vt
ITO——>n
Wlhliun? LIlÎwi
pnpngii.
Portland.
In those days the strong man kept nrrniTTtse
until a stronger came and took it away. EviMAYOR CHAPMAN'S ADDRESS
dence is plentiful that a powerful conspiracy
Ladies and gentlemen,—A century, in many
well calculated to be successful in the end,
respects the most important in recorded hishad been formed against the owner of the
since
Portland
was
incorlias
tory,
elapsed
Neck. But his enemies belonged to the RoyThe
of
that
cenas a
town.
alist party, and while their combination was
genius
porated
forming against hiin the news came in 1642
tury, as applied to our own country, has been
that their friends over the water had met
material and moral development, toward which
disaster and that Oliver Cromwell had
with
As if to
our city has liberally contributed.
appeared victorious on the scene. Cleeve,
presage the patriotic spirit which should alwith that wise promptness to seize an adways imbue her people, it is significant that
vantage which was not the least of Ills charPortland's birthday occurred upon thé anniacteristics, immediately crossed the AtlanMost
of
our
national
tic. He found his enemies on that side of
independence.
versary
at
certainly has the inspiration of that day mani- the water, the backers of his enemies
home, dispersed and overthrown. He immefested itself in many heroic incidents in our
ha
time
in
a
shcrt
and
to
set
work,
diately
military and naval history; but not alone induced
.Sir Alexander Kigby, a powerful
here, as true patriotism lies everywhere along
member of Parliament, to purchase the Lyline
of
we
are
national well-being, which,
the
gonia patent, which covered an area of forty
proud to say, has ever been an object of loyal miles square, stretching on the sea coast
devotion among Portland's sons and daughfrom Capo Porpoise to Merrymeeting Bay,
ters.
For, embracing in their number distin- and back into the country to a line which
Pond. Of this terguished statesmen, authors, poets, jurists, crossed the head of Long Cleeve
the Deputydivines, men eminent in every walk of life, ritory Kigby appointed
that his foes at home
and others though less widely known yet not President. Knowing
this
happy turn in
from whose machinations
less worthy, tell me, in what city, town or
affairs had enabled him to escape,
English
community in this wide land has not been felt were entrenched behind ilieir de facta rights,
the beneficent power of some son, or the eleand in that far off country were not likely to
he pevating influence of some daughter of Portland? yield their power without a struggle,
On this glad day, it becomes my pleasant
titioned Parliament and obtained from it a
niisof
into
examine
to
duty, in behalf of the city, to welcome to the commission which he filedcharges
against them,
government
home of their childhood, many of these relie then returned home and met the oppositurning sons and daughters ; and, also, to the tion his foresight had anticipated. For the
associations of former years, many others who,
next three years, marked on his part by a
"though not born on the homestead, yet by course of conduct remarkably judicious, esand headstrong
of
the
residence
became
long
part
family.\
pecially when his earnest
nature is considered, his authority was sucAll, whose wandering feet retrace to-day
but
in
lOKi
the CommisThe path which led you from these scones away,
cessfully resisted,
Within whose breast, wherever you may roam,
sioners of Foreign Plantations decided in his
The faith still lives, which points to childhood's
favor, and George Cleeve took his rightful
home.
position as a recognized leader among men.
We bid you, hail?
From that time until the death of Alexander
We welcome you to our hearts and homes,
Rigby in 1650 the Province of Lygonia, and
to which
especially the Neck, enjoyed peace and prosyou are bound by many endearing
ties. We welcome you to the full freedom of perity, while all around was discontent and
four years were the
misgovernment. TheseCleeve.
our city, whoss honor you have always proHe was the
days of George
moted, and held in most sacred keeping. great
first citizen of a prosperous community creaWhile Ave cannot show you that evidence of
ted by his own energy, vigor and persistrapid municipal growth to which many of you ence. His enemies were subdued, his title
are accustomed in
seemed at rest and his authority was everyyour adopted homes, yet do
not familiar places possess a tenderer interest,
where recagnized. Shortly after Rigby's
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which echoes in our hearts today. The vigorous men who had put between them and
the servitudes and tenances oi the old world
three thousand miles of watery waste meant
in the new world to be the peers ol all others and the servants oi none.
There is a little passage in the old diary of
the great General Knox,whom George Washington loved, which interests us more than
when the
it does all the rest oi the world,
brave General was sent to Ticonderoga to
of
he reBoston
the
for
cannon
seige
bring
cords on the first day of the year 1776 that
he wrote letters to General Washington "and
one to
my ;lovely Luîy"—That "lovely
Lucy" dead now long years ago was the
daughter Jof Hannah Waldo, the spirited
girl who tired beyond endurance, and angered beyond repression at the indecision and
procrastination of her lover refused in the
presence of all the wedding guests to marry
the only son of Sir William PeppereU, the
in all -New
greatest magnate there ever washad
all her
Lucy"
England. The "lovely
than
her mothmorel
mother's temper, and
whose
arthe
and
general
great
er's prlile,
tillery had been prevalent in many a seige
and on many a field was not always master
of the stately mansion he built in the wilds
of Maine.
The town of Falmouth was twice destroyed. Twice was it sacked and left desolate.
One scene in the first destruction, In 1670, always laid strong hold on my imagination.
When the savages swooped in, killed the
brave grandson of George Cleeve and carried
the Bracketts Into captivity, George Burroughs, the minister on the Neck, escaped to
Cusliing's Island, with ten men, six women
and sixteen children.
On the north slope,
towards Teak's Island, can perhaps yet be
seen the remains of the rough stone breastwork behind which these poor people awaited death or rescue.
What a blessing it was
to George Burroughs that the prophetic vision so longed for in the earlier ages of the
world was not vouchsafed to him. Over
those long nights of vigil and those weary
days of waiting, witli the uupltying ocean
on the one side and the merciless savages on
the other, there hung no black foreboding of
the shameful death on the scaffold to be inflicted on him by his fellow Christians, more
cruel in their ignorance than the heathen in
their wrath. Death by tomahawk and scalping knife lie was to escape, only to m «et a
sadder doom at the hands of nis fellow
Christians. George Burroughs was executed
for witchcraft at Salem in 1692. It was a
shameful death : but not to him. He died as
a brave man
should, steadfast, prayerful
and high of heart. Neither religion nor infidelity, neither faith nor science, nor th" wit
of man hath ever explained that mysteuou»
way of God so often manifest in human history, when the brave, upright, trnthful, manly man is driven ignominiously from the
world, leaving it with all its honors and delights to the victorious miscreant, the sinuYet
ous schemer and the crawling coward.
in the great cycles of the Almighty the
wicked flourish only for a season, while
righteousness is like the stars, forever and

■

Falmouth was destroyed the second time
in 1690; but the year Ibefore it narrowly escaped destruction. In the old ο rehard, opposite Deering's Woods, near which the toys
of my day and neighborhoed used to spend
many a holiday, unconscious of the tragic
events which marked Its earlier history,
Indian
the greatest
was fought
light

On
the
in
the district of Maine.
17th of September, 168!), there had landed at
Peak's Island; two hundred savages who
a reinforcement,
awaited until the 20th,
which doubled their number. During those
three days the people could have expected
nothing but destruction. They were few in
number, utterly unable to cope with their
enemies. It must have been a joyful sight to
them, when at 3 o'clock on Monday afternoon, Major Benjamin Church came sailing
into the harbor with the longed for but unexpected reinforcements. At night fall the
Major, having carefully concealed hi» forces
meanwhile, drew close to the shore, landed
his soldiers, made his dispositions, ordered
himself called two hours before daylight and
The
then like a prudent man went to bed.
Indians during the night paddled acros»
Back Cove and landed in the rear of the
Bracket! farm. Promptly the next morning'
at half an hour before daylight
Captain
Church, not knowing wlwn tiieAiMwy were*
stationed a part of his force» a half a mile
from the town, probably in Deering's pasture, had them send out scouts and himself
Berore he could get
returned to town.
him back
called
alarm
an
breakfast
Brackett's sons the
from
and he learned
Captain Hall apîosltion of the enemy.
Ptars at once to have marched against the
fo> crossing
the creek above Deering's
Brdge and to have been hotly engaged,
whle the two other captains remaining on
the <ther side fired at the Indians over the
Church
head, of Capt. Hall's company.
who lad returned again to town to cause
the mutket balls, which were too big for his
guns t(. be hammered into slugs, found a
few bullets and three knapsacks of ammunition and
back had them transported
taeftztna the situation
across we creek.
with Be eye of a good soldier, he demanded
how.le could cross the creek farther up.
was told there was a bridge,
Whin he
now
prebably near where the railroad
tosses Portland street, he took the two comthe
stream
on this side
remaining
munies
and ran shouting to the bridge. Crossing
and leaving there an ambuscade of six men.
he ordered
Captain Southworth with
down
his
company of English to go
asmarsh
to the
the
the
of
edge
sistance of Captain Hall, while he, with the
company of Indiana, would go through the
brush and attack the enemy in the rear.
After much "bad travelling" through the
matted brush, he had just got into position
•«•■hen the word came that the enemy were
inilKLLlS
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ami nls thip'v
were skirting tho
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Intercept them

swamp at the
the enemy
head of the creek, further up, on their way
lie
to the Neck. Not knowing the country, He
scattered his men and started in pursuit.
s Hill
seems to have gone around Bramhall
to Thaddeus Clark's farm, where the peacethe
in
field,
cattle,
grazing
ful undisturbed
that
showed him that no Indians had passed
held
the
to
his
steps
way. Hastily retracing
of battle, he found the victory had been won,
abanthat diis march to the rear, though
doned, had done its work, anil the Indians
had disappeared, carrying with them their
forces lost twenty-One
Church's
dead.
Among Ithem were
killed and wounded.
two soldiers from the fort and two townsmen.
But the town, which had thus happily esits security.
caped, was not long to enjoy successful
atThe next year witnessed the
an unNeck
tack which rendered Falmouth
inhabited wilderness for six and twenty
which all traces have
years. Fort Loyal, of
before 1680,
now disappeared, was built just
There has
by the aid of Massachusetts.
but it
been left us no description of this fort,
tnwii
fôr
Hie
iiuiltUng»
must have been lare<\
were inadeTJP^^
were within the walls, which
were the Inlogs. Besides Fort Loyal, there
at the foot of Exchange street

gersoll garrison

and the Lawrence garrison on Munjoy.
Fort Loyal was built near where fore
was
street crosses India, and stood on what
the
then a bluff fifteen feet or more above
than
more
did
water, an elevation which
During
anything else to ensure its downfall.
the year 1600 the Massachusetts authorities,
and
Church
of
Major
despite the protests
nt
nannip hid been irraduallv
it.
withdrawing the troops which garrisonedthe
fatal attack
Only a few days before theWiliard,
departed
captain in charge, Simon
his company,
for Boston with the soldiers of
men.
than
seventy
lees
him
leaving behind
While Massachusetts was thus rendering
the
enterprisour little settlement helpless,
of Canada, was
ing Frontenac, the Governor
District
organizing destruction for the whole
a small force
of Maine. Early in January
restarted from Montreal, and gathering the
of
cruits as it moved, reached the banks
were
where
they
Kennebec at Winslow,
and by Ilurjoined by the Baron Castine
the mastel with his forces red-handed from
French and
these
All
Falls.
sacre at Salmon
in May
Indians were gathered together early
under command of the Count de Portneuf.
to
Merrymarched
the
Kennebec
they
From
meeting Hay, atut uiuxe to the Islands. The
have
had
to
seem
defenders of Fort Loyal
no conception of the numbers to be arrayed
against them. When the enemy first made
their appearance, climbing over Munjoy
Hill and planting themselves in ambuscade,
Lieut. Thaddeus Clark, a gallant irishman,
with thirty of the stoutest youth, stepped
out as bravely as gaily to drive away the
lurking foes. But as they rushed up with loud
hnrrahs the enemy poured in one volley and
and hatchet
sprang upon them with sword
with such fierceness and In such numbers
that only five all wounded escaped to Lawrence Garrison neat by. That night, the Kith,
Fort Loyal was summoned to surrender and
the answer came "that they should defend
themselves to the death." That night also,
the men from the garrisons came into Fort
Loyal where had been gathered the people
of the town. It must have been a doleful
behind those
company that shelteredofitself
their best and bravfrail palisades. Thirty
and
their wives
est lay killed and wounded
and mothers and companions knew thatjthey
themselves were cut off from all succor and
surrounded by howling savages. The light
ami smoke of their burning dwellings adued
new horrors to the scene. They soon found
that under the bluff on which their fort was
built the enemy had gathïred, out of reach
of cannon and musketry, and were slowly
and
surely undermining their defences.
and
of
suspense
After
four
days
part of the
greatest
terror, after the
aftei
or
killed
wounded,
been
had
men
destruction by tire became u terrible certainty the brave little garrison surrendered
and were for the most part handed over to
the savages. Quarter was promised but the
promise was not respected. How manv surWe" only
rendered no master list disclosed.
know that a few came back from Canada.
While the light was raging two men from
Spurwink climbed the hill and saw the burning dwellings, while a little shallop from Piscataqua sailed into the harbor in time to see
These
the sturdy defence of the garrisons.
After Casco
spread the news far and wide.
fell the marauding savages with fire and
flame completed the destruction of all which
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read anonymous letters and commun
The name and address of the writer are
η all cases indispensable, not necessarily for pubication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
We do not

cations.

FOR GOVERNOR,

JOSEPH R. BODWELL,
OF

UALLOWKIX.

For Representatives to Congress :
HEED, of Portland.
DINGLEY, JR., of
I.ewiston.
Third District—SETH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast.
Fourth District—CHAULES Λ. BOUTELLE, of
Bangor.
I'irst District—THOMAS I!.
Second District— NELSON

CAMPAIGN PRESS.
For the purpose of furthering the
the coming political campaign, the

good cause in
publishers of

PKESS propose to issue their Weekly and
Daily Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material
and postage.

the

The Maine State Press,
Weekly, will bo furnished, beginning with the
number issued next after the receipt of the order
in each case, and closing with the issue September 16th, coutfi ining a report of the Mûine election,

""^SiilCLE

25 CEftTS.

COPIES,

PRESS,

THE DAILY

Will be furnished, beginning with tne number issued next after the receipt of the order in each

JGth,

•ase, and closing with the issue September
with full returns from Maine Election,

SINGLE COPIES, SI.OO.
Postage will,

in

all

cases

be

prepaid i,y

pub-

the

Mihers.
The Press will contain complete political news
and Information,—besides the customary general
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committee* and others desirous of
•be triumph of tlie right, can do no more useful
service than to aid in dissemination of good readng matter.

Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
■>ORTI,AlVI>, MK.
While Portland lias celebrated her centencltri^Albany lias observed her bi-centennial.
One city was founded by the English and
the other by the Dutch, but destiny has
made them both American.
The outlook for Gladstone is gloomy. There
a very strong majority against home
rule in the boroughs, and unless the counties go much stronger for Gladstone than
they did at the lagt election, the opposition
The
will have a majority in Parliament.
Scotch are wavering in their allegiance to
the "grand old man," and a majority of the

will be

Glasgow candidates elected

are

unionists.

The centennial committee was fortunate in
the selection of the orator and poet to com«
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city by the sea. The story is not a new one,
but it is told by Mr. lieed in a very interesting way, and the portrayal of the prominent
events io the early history of the towu is exceedingly vivid. Miss Woolson's poem is a
flue production, and will add fresh laurels to
those she has already now in the field of literature.

v

Another revolt is said to bu imminent
among the Indians of the Canadian Northwest, and the government lias been warned
that troops are likely to be needed there very
A secresoon to protect the white settlers.
tarv of Louis Riel is stirring up the chief"
to make simultaneous attacks ou Mcieod,
t>»igary and Regina, and assistance is expectThe hanging
ed from this side of the line.
of Riel, while it ιηλψ have checked for a
time the progress of the discontent in the
Northwest, did not eradicate it. That can
only be done by doing justice to the Indian'
aud half-breed inhabitants, but the Dominion government, following the example of
the home government in the
clings to coercion.

case

were
caucus
the
bers
of
members
of the legislature and the caucus was
one step in thejierfonnance of an offitfal
duty. If his nomination was the result <f
the use of money, then his presence in the
Senate to day is the result of the use of
money. And if he was privy to the use of
money in the caucus he is not fit to sit in the
Senate. What the Senate is asked to Inquire
into is the fitness of Mr. Payne to occupy a
seat in body, not the legal or moral guilt of
n
■*
taken
tim—mau.. wfa*»
tlie**-..
If It Is proved iliat
Payne purchased his nomination his unfitness is just as conclusively shown as if it
was proved that he purchased his election.

CANADA'S LATEST MOVE.
The exact disposition of the Canadian authorities towards our fishermen is difficult to
understand. The last circular sent out by

f

cincts

"Stand np, I also am a man?"
fear if this impetuous Apostle
could look from his heavenly home, where
he beholds his Lord face to face—his only fit
object of adoration -and see the innumerable hosts worshipping a brazen likeness of
his sinful humanity, he might yield to hi
natural vehemence, and use forcible language, such as is recorded of him on one ocwords:

Why,

■

tb· Canadian minister of marine was interpreted in this country as a concession to

to let the
Novelty get coal,
On
acted under instructions from Ottawa.
July 2d, the schooner, Henry Willard, also
of Portland, put into Clark's Harbor, Cape
The captain unIsland, to ship four men.
derstood before sailing that he would be allowed to do so. Instead he was forbidden to
ship a man, and warned to leave port in
twenty-four hours. If our fishermen are deηϊοΗ «Λαΐ ϊ/»λ mid 1 lu» rijrht of shinDÎIlS ΠΙβΠ,
there can be 110 reason why bait also should
not be refused them. It has been the impression in New England since the last circular was sent out by the Canadian minister of marine, that Canada has given up the
intention of preventing tho purchase of bait.
That this is not the impression in Xova Scotian ports is shown by this despatch, sent to
the Halifax Chronicle from the pirt of Ari-

refusing

chat:
Two American fishermen, who»* names could
not be learned, came into port lait night, bought
bait and skedaddled before molding. American
seiners are obtaining fish ilaib' in Chcdabucto
«ant here unmolestHay, getting all the bait they

11 C

The Iioulett
No cruisers visit our Jiaroor.
Strong feelings
came once, but did not anchor.
exist aginst the Dominion government for not proeffectually. These dartecting the fishermen mure
States do not dread the
ing fishermen from the
dread
mosquitoes in Februtliapwe
more
cruisers
means uf protection are noticeary. The existing

uu ιιυι

ΛΐιυιΤ

VJJl

uuj H'H'B

*"»w

CURRENT COMMENT.
YES, INDEED.
Ν. Y. Sun.

What, the Iowa Democrats against Prohibition? Yes, indeed! All Democrats are
against Prohibition.
DEMOCRATIC ECONOMY.
Providence Journal.

According to Mr. Reed, the economy of the
Democratic Congress has been very expensive.
DILIGENCE THWAETED.
Boston Pilot.

Record of the Forty-ninth Congress to
date: Congress has done nothing and the
President has vetoed it.
LETTER.
Pkess.)

ROME.

■

|

I
I

η

30—(Old City Hall; steps on south side.) "On
these steps Frederick Douglass made his first
anti-slavery speech in Portland, September,
A Memorable Reunion.

Among the pleasant incidents of the centennial was the meeting at the Falmouth
Hotel of Ποη. Hannibal Hamlin, Hon. Horatio King and Hon. Judge Carter, formerly
editor of the Portland Advertiser. Fifty-six
years ago the first two were publishers and
the last an apprentice boy of theJeffersonian.
Mr. Hamlin was the only one then of age
The
and he had just attained nis majority.
course of each has been conspicous and honorable, Mr. Hamlin attained the Vice Presidency, Mr. King a cabinet position and Mr.
Carter is still on the bench of the Supreme
Mr.
Court of Massachusetts. A son of
King, Gen. Horatio C. King, late Judge Advocate General of New York, was an interested listener as these young-old men exchanged reminiscences during several happy

hours.—Portland Advertiser.

THE STATE.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

District No. 3, Naples, has received 200
nice library books for its Sunday school
from the East Limington Baptist church.
The fine steamer Sebago is making her
regular trips daily from Sebago Lake Depot
to Harrison,calling at intermediate places on
her beautiful trip.

""

Sale of Maine Trotters.
Messrs. Morrill & Gibbs, of Bangor, have
sold their gelding Knight, by Yon Moltke. to
from Illinois, for $800; and
a gentleman

their bay gelding'John Mills, by Winthrop
Morrill, for $3,500. Mills before he was sold
trotted a mile in 2.25, the last half in a 2.20
clip. Mills is a young horse and ought this

tai lu vented

HIS Company now owns the Advertiser Building, Washington St., Boston, and Bertram
Uiilding, near Boston Post Office, and other nroprties amounting to over Half a Million Dollars.
,ieut. Gov. Ames, Mayor Wm. S. Green of Fall
tiver and others are the officers of the Company,
end for Prospectus of Company, will full particlars. GEO. LEONARD, Agent, Koom 3, 246
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PERRY'S,

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
194 MIDDLE N1REET, Portland.
ianldtf
January 1.1884.

ίο.

Ileal EKtnte Mortgage Mecuritie*.
1 am sending Firwt Mortgage* on real estate
D eastern parties, netting then seven per cent.

with the interest payable *cnai-an·
iaally. 1 loan only one-third of the value of the
ecurity, and attend to all collections of both ιηerest and principal. The mortgages are in the
jrm of Bonds wirii interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
Address,
ive full particulars.
». II. KCRNIIAJI, Lincoln, Neb.
ier annum,

mêm Fmoulto»,
BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

In our stock may be found

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
EVERY
KLIKTD.

OF

Our long experience enables us to furnish Trusses
cally constructed of the best material.

practi-

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in Every Instance.
STANDARD,

HOWES'

PAD,

HOWES' PATENT,

PENFIELD'S CELLULOID,
FRENCH REVERSIBLE,'
MARSH PATENT,
RADICAL CURE,
ENGLISH CROSS BODY.
We would call special attention to our Water Pad and Radical Cure Truss. By their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be retained.

U. FKYfc,

GEORGE
Corner
Je25

and Franklin Streets.

Congress

codtt

SPECIAL MARK DOWN SALE
TWO

FOR.

WE3EK.S.

in

BERRY,

(gaïd ffiu/rvid}

<^oolc) Job-

No, 87 Plum Street,

Locks:,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

A bottle of Austin's Fine Perfumery given away to
each customer buying $1.00 worth of goods.

locke &
have

removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three doom west of fos
Joseph A. Locke.
fel»27

Ira S. Locke.
dtf

SIOOO GIVEN AWAY.

II. H. Hay & Soa's DrugStore. Junction of Free and Middle street*:

Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired for the painless
extraction of teeth.
jel Gd3m

REMOVAL.
OSCAR
—

HAS

eodtf

office.

mer

DENTIST,

DR.

7

Ρ RESENTS THIS MONTH 25
25
TALBOT,

DR. G. M.
over

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.
my31

MORRISON & GO'S NEW JEWELRY STORE.
WATCH CRYSTALS 10c.

Fine Watches and Jewelry repaired by workmen of ability and
tices employed. Λ11 work warranted.

No appren-

ARTHUR B. MORRISON,
JEn'Et.LBB.

—

589 1 2 CONGRESS ST., ever A. L. Miilett & Go's.

WATCHMAKER.

NEAR CITY HOTEL.

Jel4

BEST ROOF

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
HAS REMOVED TO

JOHN E. SARCENT,

!

I

eodtf

CLARENCE HALE,

—

experience.

UNDER G. A. R. HALL.

575 CONGRESS STREET.

(13w

je22

MAIN SPRINGS $1.

In the

World

is

the

Montrons

Patent

Metal Shingles.

—

Send for

39 EXCHANCE STREET.
d]m

Circulars

and

Price-Lists Free.

E. VAN TOORDETi &

je26

CO.,

383 Harrison Ave.. Boston. Mass.
eod3m

Views ofjortland!

Strangers should not fail to purcknse
one

Photographer,
514 COMES

ST., MM.

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
febl7dtf
Photographs.

of those beautiful

SOUVENIRS OF PORTLAND,
containing 25 of the principal views in
Portland and vicinity. Hand·
somely bound.
,

SAlFaTALL BOOK STORES.

PRICE 50 CTS. FOR

CHISHOUi BROS., Publishers.
jly5

WILBUR F. LU NT,

PORTLAND, I?IE.

84

eod3m

jelC

Solicitor of Patents,

we;

SJ>

cod3m

WE MAKE TUE

GENUINE

ONLY

onr Stop Roller is Standard.
B3P*Ask your Dealer for them, take no other.
[WHOLESALE.]

PEIMTING

COill

ap21

HfXirFl/Ί ITU The Most Delicious Sum-

1U.L· 1 tAIil:

FRUIT

WELL.

B. THURSTON &

CD./

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,

57 i-2

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !

—

3E0. C. SHAW &
ITIV31

i

«.'ml for

Catalogne, Prre.

VNTOINE

d&wtf

DORTICOS,

ARCHITECT,
r

s

IRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.
Artistic low price houses and seaside cottages

lecialty.

STREET,

■

BOSTON, j

SOLD BY-

CO.,

and A. L. MRLETT & CO.,

FORTLAWP.

i'.Ml2ln

CARD.

hvywi

j !. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE ST BE ET
apl3

MËTCALF & CO.,

,'7V\'T /JK

\yf/iv ffikA

J

_

THEODORE

as»

The best 111 the world. The
Expert," "Standard" and "Light Λ
j toaclster." New improvements,
ε nd prices reduced.
New ma \~
hines this year, including a Lar
ies' Light Tricycle, and the Colmbia "Safety" Bicycle.

Fruit Fla-

also, Wholesale and Retuil Druggiete.

19 TRKMONT

;

P

Shrub',
j and allberry
other

Leading Grocers sell them.

dtf

may8

e

SYRUPS.
411

«leverage

For Yachting. Camping
and Picnic Partie*.

v" Î5

WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

question.

mer

QUICKLY.

IT

jly3eoalra

a

BALE BY

—

EMERY,

H.

Pirates of Penzance!
M Cent Ticket» ut the K>iu «ud Cade·
Franklin Wharf, admit to all attractions.
c. H. KNOWI.TOX.
fy3dtl

FOREST CITY PAVILION, PEAKS' BLAH)
Another Week of Fun.

It f R. 'Γ. J. LYNCH, formally Green &
LfX would respectfully inform liis friends ana I
mblic generally, that he has associated himself
vith A. J. RANDALL & CO., at the old stand,
!G4 Commercial St.. where he will be
pleased to
ee all who may be m want of Coal and Wood of
ill kinds. Telephone No. G04.
jlyld2w·

Lynch,

eodtf

Take Forest City Steamers, Custom House Wharf.
Kouud Trip TirkfiM, admitting to Pavilion, Jo
€Ti. Admission 10 cents or coupon. Reserved
seats 10 and 15 cents.
jyGdtf

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

HAVERHILLS Ï PORTLANDS,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Jul) 7,8,9,

AT PORTLAND BASE BALL GROUNDS.
Games called at 3.30. Admission 2ôc.
Jy7ll3t
Fritlnf, Jul} 0, l.adie»' Dur·
CITY ADVKKTINKBKNTi.

EDUCATIONAL.

INSTRUCTION Ml ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

I.

ONE THOUSAND

Portland Yacht Club.
ι V1HK regular monthly meeting will be held at
JL the club house on Wednesday, July 7th, at 8
». m.
GEO. D. RANI), Secretary.
Jly5

d3t

for

six

been in

years past
llie employ of Wyer Greene & Co., anil White
At'AKD—Having
& Smart. I take this method of
my

accordance with the order of the City Council
approved May 5th. 1886,1 hereby offer a reward of One Thousand Dollars to any person who
shall furnish evidence sufficient to procure the
arrest and conviction of any person or persons
guilty of the crime of arson in the City of Portland, during the municipal year 1886-87.

IN

CHÀS. J. CHAPMAN,
Mayor.
Jly 3d 1 w

Portland, July 2,1886.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal'» Office, I
June 28, 1886.
j
of Trucks, Drays, Wagons, Carts, or
other vehicles which shall be used in this
conveyance from place to place, withcity for the of
in the city,
wood, coal, lumber, stone, bricks,
sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, wares,
furniture, merchandise, building material, or any
other article or tiling whatsoever, are hereby requested to present their teams for inspection and
to receive their licenses and numbers tor the vear
commencing July 1,1886, at the Marshal's Office,
from the 13th to the 22nd of July. 1886. A failure to comply with this notice will subject tlie delinquent to a penalty.

OWNERS

EZ&A HAWKE8, City Marshal.

je29dtd

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal's Office, \
June 28. 1886.
of Hackney Carriages are hereby requested to present their feams for inspection. and to receive their licenses and inspection
cards for the year commencing July 1, 1886. at
the Marshal's Ofllce, THURSDAY, July 8th, from
9 to 12 a. in., and from 2 to 6 p. m.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.

je29dtd

IIISW»i e.

PROSPECT HOUSE.
finished House 1» situated on tlie
of Peaks' Island, iu a pleasant
quiet place, l'arties wishing board for the summer can he accommodated at reasonable prices.
For further particulars, address.
C. L BLAKE, Peaks' Island. Me.
je29d2w·
newly
THIS
west side

Clearing Sale !
*

AT

143 PEARL· STREET.

dtf

NOTICE.

TURNER BROS.'
PREVIOUS TO TAKING STOCK.

Portland, June 29,1886.
We, the undersigned, leading Furniture, Carjet and Window Shade Dealers, of Portland,
snowing we have but one liie to live, and believng the first law of God and nature to be health,
vhich is better than gold, do hereby agree to close
>ur stores during the months of July and August,
it two (2) o'clock, on Saturday afternoons, eomnencing July 10th, for the purpose of recreation
or our help and ourselves, fully believing the
mblic, whom we serve, will appreciate and join
vith us in this movement of reform :
JB. A.ATKINSON &

CO.,
HOOPER,
R. S. DAVIS A CO.,
THOMAS P. HEALS,
WILSON & HOYT,
JOHN N. LONG,.
OREN HOOPER, SON A: LEIGHTON,
T. F. FOSS Λ. SONS,
S. WARREN,
C. H. HATCHELDER,
τ. h. McDonnell λ co.,
W. H. WINSLOW & CO.,
L. 8.

popular prices, one-quarter

Goods in All Departments at

1 lot more Silk Taffeta Glores 25
cents.
1 more lot 2-t inch Silk PJush
$1.50, former price $2.50.
Towels 12 1-2 cents, worth 20 cts,
Ladies' and Children's Garments
at less than half price.
Dress Goods at half price.
Orders received for the Demorest
Sewing Machine at $19.50.
Equal to any $55.00 machine in
the market. One on exhibition
in onr Demorest Pattern Depart
ment.

PORTLAND FURNITURE CO..
WALTER COREY & CO.,
W. H. SANBORN & CO.
H. J. H AILE V &
1

CO.,
:td.
dlw

jly2
ι

488 and 490

o'clock, commencing July

I'lofle at 1

Congress St.
®

jyl

MO AMUSEMENT
Is

so

perfectly harmless

as

Good Music

the Family Circle. We take pleasure in
i iffering these books to all who believe in
1 naking Home an attractive place.

j

a

Réduction from
Regular Prices.

Great

η

tltf

BLANK BOOKS

TOE MUSICAL TREASURE.
Vocal and Instrumental. A choice collecti Dn of Songs and Piano pieces. Just the
iook for the home circle. Price in boards,
2.0(); in cloth, §2.50: gilt $3.00.

CHOICE VOCAL DUETS.

Manager.

Nero Collection.Those who desire a book of
c iioice vocal duets, in which all voices, viz.,
g uprano, alto, tenor, bass, may have a chance
t 3 display each its qualities, in company with
a nother voice, should procure this choice new
c ollection. Most of the pieces are by the best
f jreigh and American composers, of modern
c ate and celebrity. Price in paper, 81.00; in
1 oards 31.25. Full sheet-music size.

FOUR-HAND TREASURE.
A treasure indeed, in a houshould where
iere are two sisters or brother and sister
■ho can play on the piano. New and capiil piano duets. Price $2.00 in boards ; $2.50
ι cloth.
Mailed post fiee, for retail price.
> LIVE H

DITSON & CO., Boston.

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

»od&w2w

Je29

Wire Screens!
—

AND

description

NewPatternsof Check Books
with place across end for
name at reduced rates.
POCKET CHECK BOOKS.

—

SCREEN DOORS !
and

price. Our ratent Slidevery
g Window Screens are the best screens made,
hey are used in the very best houses in nearly
rery large city and town in the United States.

Loring, Short & Harmon,
iel6

—

AT OUR

Opposite

Preble House.
dim

HASKELL &

JONES,

—MANUFACTURERS OF-

FOR SALE AT RETAIL

First Quality Custom and Ready

—

Made

Factory, Spring St.,

ew

Near Centre.

Î.T.BURR0WES&C0.
HO, FOR BLUE WATER.
dHE commodious and fast sailing Schooner
L Yacht Maggie having been refitted and put in
■st class order is now ready to accommodate paris wishing to take a trip for health or pleasure,
ipt. I). N. Poor the commander being thoroughly

8. A. Atkinson
&

CO.,

•quainted with all the noted resorts on the
last of Maine anil adjacent waters is eminently
ted and competent to cater to the d '-ires of anjr
lio choose to put themselves under his care, for
rms, inquire of Capt. 1). Ν. POOB, F< rry Village,
e.
frSe· d2«v·

ARTIFICIAL

>(10 per set.
"
7 "

δ

Besetting

"

"

Gas free of charge
Work warranted.

Pilling at moderate prices.

BOSTON AND PORTLAND.
jell

TEETH

Best Gum Teeth,
"
Best Plaifl "
r

lit!

two

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
■nay be

Portland, Maine.
eodtJlv3tdt8

my8

Informing

friends that 1 have accepted a situation in the
v.ell-known shoe store of M. G. Palmer. No. 541
Congress St., where I shall esteem a call from my
friends as a personal favor. 1 am also happy to
say that the very extensive stock, consisting if all
widths, sizes, qualities and styles, will enable me
to servo my friends even better than evei before.
SUMNER C. 1ÎAENUM.
Portland, June 9,1886.
jeOdtf

DOLLARS

REWARD.

COLCORD,

jan24

down and balance of $5 per month.
We warrant eveVy Range a baker,
also against cracking.

STORAGB7

Commercial Hlrrr.

PORATLND.

CITY OF

d6m*

aiar6

And, above all, if you want a
llrst-class Stove or Range, remember we have got the largest stock
of these goods in the country at

frequently

*0. Û9S

TloaJay, July Λ

C R Ο C Ε R Y !

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME.

to this sale.

Directors of the S. P. C. Α..
it was voted that the Agent be required
to prosecute the owner or driver of every nack,
dray or other conveyance found in use on our
streets, not having the order placed thereon according to the provisions of the city ordinance.
In relation to the above notice, the question may
be asked '-what has the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to do with numbers on
hacks, drays, &c.?" It has very much to do with
K. One of the greatest difficulties which the agent
is to ascertain whom to proencounters
secute, when, it the regulations required by the
city ordinances were enforced, he would have 110
trouble in taking the number of each conveyance
and prosecuting the owners of the same. Citizens
could also take the number of such conveyances
and report to tbe agent.
In accordance with the above notice and requirement, I hereby notify all owners of hacks,
drays, and all other public conveyances, which require to be numbered, that I shall prosecute each
and every one found on the streets without a numA. M. SAWYER,
ber after July 10th.
Agent S. P. C. A.
jy3dtd

l»14dt'

A

I Ν

F U Ν

M(

More
by the Showalcer nortyiise ('·.
than fifty Savings Banks In New Hampshire
Vermont and Knode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies ami Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address lor Illustrated pamphlet,

ers,Odd Bedsteads, Lounges, Sofas,
Rattan Chairs, Imported Vienna
Chairs, Hammock Chairs, &c.,

meeting of the

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

—

GILBERT & SULLIVAN'S OPERAS.

Street, I'onlnnd, Me.

PER CENTBOXDS GUARANTEED

And if you want Mattresses, WovWire Springs, Pillows, Feath-

—

a

OF

J

—

marl2

en

A perfect (iVIMSII H lor Flutters, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
in perfecting
aid to ARTISTS
tlieir technique.
References:
Herman Kotzschinar, IV, H. Sherwood, S. 15. IT]ills,
Win. Blason.

AT

BOIXEBi

BILL

DOUBLE

GRAND

OWNERS

—

Paid In Capital Stock of cacli
Company, $500,000.00.

HACK AND DRAY NUMBERS.

and

TO DO YOUR

WE WILL DO

188 middle

If you want the best Hair Cloth
Parlor Suit of seven pieces that
was ever offered in this country
for $35, or the best Mohair Plush
(not Worsted Plnsh, but Mohair
Plush) Parlor Suit for $50, come
to the Branch Store, for cash or on
installments.

We guarantee every piece of
goods we handle to be just as represented, and deliver free anywhere in New England until June
26,1&86. Come and see the goods,
et our prices, and see our Contract
ystem, at Donnell Building, corner of Pearl and Middle streets,
Portland.
Open every evening.
Branch of the Great Nassau Hall
House
Furnishing Store, 827
Washington street, Boston.

FOIt

WILLIAM

If you want the best Ash, Cherry, Walnut, Mahogany, or Painted
Chamber Set in the Country for
the money, come to Atkinson's,
for cash or on installments.

No. 3 Free SM Block, Portland.

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.

IttE.

want

WE WILL DO IT

—

If you want the best Refrigerator or Ice Chest in the market at
low price, or if yon want an Ice
Chest for $2.00, come to Donnell
Building, for cash or on installments.

come

AND

.EVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

installments.

#

Curtains,

—

Ronde,

Window Shail"· Curtain Fixtures,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
jelC

ad Silk

Turcoman

associated with Wilbur p. l>uiit, Counsellor at
Law and in Patent Cases,

PORTLAND,

or on

C'KN. AGENT,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

33ATEÎ»,

Six Per Cent Debenture

If you want a bargain in an Oil
Stove, with oven and tea kettle, all
complete and warranted, come to
the Branch Store, for cash or on
installments.

"TECHNiGON" ISAÂG.G ATKINSON,

Hawley SU Boston. Bass.

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

Wool, Tapestry, Brussels, Body
Brusso's or Velvet, Straw Matting,
Rugs or Mats, come to Atkinson's,

SAMUEL TIIIKSTOX,

(LATE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,)

Mortgage Coupon
Rond*, and

ieven per cent. First

Co., will

(I3t

Counsellor at Law,

me Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

If you want a bargain in a Carpet, whether all Wool, Cotton and

for cash

eodtf

Janl3

offer
more genuine bargains inFurniture
Carpets, Bedding, Drapery, Curtains, Window Shades, Oil Stoves,
Ice Chest and Refrigerators,Stoves
and Ranges, than has ever been
shown to the people of Portland.
Why we do this is to reduce our
stock to the very lowest point before July 1st and our semi-annual
stock taking.

our

CASE SPRINGS 50c.

3RANN,

B.

REMOVED TO

customer lias a cliancc to secure a valuable present.

Every

WATCHES CLEANED $1.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
of B. A. Atkinson &

Among the large variety may be found
SEELEY'S HARD RUBBER,
PATENT WATER

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

Choice

Manager of the Portland Branch
House Furnishing Establishment

CAR]

and

4TH OF JULY WEEK.

References
]
]
]

mile below 2.20.

STEPHEN

tis & 4s
Bath
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. It. K....G»

€s & 4s
lock land
ίο. Pacific Gold..6s
4s
jison

STREET.
(l"

MXIDIDiLEI

245
ivL

jly3dlw

Vashington St., Boston.

AT

Ε. N.

the Present Time.

to

Γ

Photograph Albums, Scrap
Books, Writing Paper and Envelopes, Lead Pencils,
Stvlo raphic Pens, Gold Pens and Pencils.

war

Now and then you see a beautiful
A'oman in England, in which event she is
ikely to be a barmaid. But the rule is otli-

HATS!

WHITE AND COLORED HAMMOCKS

Great Bargains

governor, talks of quitting public life. The
ex-governor lias been in the service for 35
years, and begins to feel his age.
The late Major General George H. Thomas's eldest sister, J udith, who partly reared
him after their mother's death, and aided in
developing, to no slight extent, his great
qualities of head and heart, is now lying at
the old homestead in Virginia at the point of
death.
The Nautilus and Ariel Boat Clubs, are
composed of muscular young men of Brooklyn, Ν. Γ. The members of the Ariel believe that beer makes a man stronger ; their
rivals of the Nautilus take nothing stronger
than iemonade. A friendly feeling exists betweea the clubs, and their forthcoming races
on Siieepshead Bay are expected to settle the

:rwise."

a

BUSINESS

It is expected that Miss Eose Elizabeth
Cleveland will arrive in Chicago within the
next two weeks to enter upon her duties as
editor of Literary Life.

1er.

to trot

season

S-

Lieut. Gov. J. C. Sheppard of South Carolina, who becomes governor by the advanceinent of Gov. Thomson to the treasury department at Washington, is one of the
youngest men in public life in that State.
Ile has been speaker of the South Carolina
House of Bepresentatives, and he is considered a rising man.
Henry Watterson, editor of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, is in London. The following opinion of English women may be laid to
have rarely known a perfectly
him: "I
agreeable English woman, unless she was an
Irishman, which is a bull and beside the
(uestion. When the English woman has
sulture and learning, she becomes a bluestocking; when she has not, she remains
,he poor, slavish thing which the inherent
>rute in the Anglo-Saxon character makes

Chartered to operate in Ratline** JBloekw
flan
iud
C'ouimereial Real K«tate.
Sarned ΙΟΙ-Apercent. Net I poo It*Cap-

dusters.

μομιέ:

of William Willis."
26—(101 Free street). "Home of Asliur Ware."
27—(156 State street). "Residence of Ether
Shepley—Geo. F. Shepley."
28—.(51 State street, C. E. Dole). "Residence
of Hon. Win. P. Preble."
29—(Old Citv Hall; front steps on North side).
Seargent S. Prentiss here made his memorable
speech. August. 1840."

ρρ«-··>

Congressman Curtin, Pennsylvania's

STYLES IN CHILDREN'S

ΓΗΕ MASS. REAL ESTATE GO.

23—(Congressstreet; Congress Hall building).
"Seargent S. Prentiss, Portland's distinguished
son, born on this site Sept. 30.1808."
24—(Corner of Cumberland and Elm streets;
"Home of Simon GreenA. P. Morgan House).
leaf."
25—(Free street, head of South street). "Home

from their unwritten stones that we
For nearly two thousand
read that day.
years they have been monuments to perpetuate the memory of the citizens of a once
populous and influential city.
Men are busy exhuming the streets of the
tombs, where have been found some rare
As we
bits of carved marbles and mosaics.
went up the steps of the temple of Neptune
we tried to realize that we were treading in
the footprints of triumphal processions, in
which many sages and statesmen have taken
part, whose words of wisdom have been texts
for thought and maxims of morals and politcai economy for the intervening centuries.
We leaned upon Neptune's altar, where the
people plead for mercy or offered sacrifices
and libations of thanksgiving. The block is
left upon which the sacrifices were slain.
Paestum was a ruin when Rome was in
her glory.
The same beautiful acanthus
which was carved upon the columns of all
their temples, woven into their tapestries,
and often sung in their verses, wreathed itself closely about the weather-beaten pillars.
It must have been a charming city, open with
a broad sweep on the south and west to the
Mediterranean, and hemmed in by a semicircle of the snowy Appennines on the nortli
and east. The city faced the sea, and the
first glimpse that a voyager would get of his
home and his long wished for haven would
be the figure of Neptune, rearing his lofty
head from the open cella of the temple.
Nowhere could we have more naturally indulged in sentiment and poetry than amid
these desolate ruins, had not the March
winds pierced us to the heart's core, and the
pangs of hunger seized upon our very vitals.
Leaving our hotel at Salerino, half famished,
we trusted to picking up a relishing lunch at
the shops. After peering into one and another, to find nothing but sickly bread, sonr
curds and sausages smitten with black measles, we were compelled to commit our wants
to the gods of ancient Paestum, or better still
to our own good angels to provide such viands as they know worthy mortals have need
of. Alas! for some good purpose, doubtless
our spiritual growth, which to our limited
perceptions, was quite subordinate to creature comforts en a bleak March day, they
did not deem it wise to work miracles in our
behalf, and we held absolute fast, excepting
one boiled egg for each, without butter or
salt, until nine at night. So much for art
It looked decidedly
and poetry at Paestum.
•letter to us in the retrospect the next day
tian in the actual experience. Thousands
of sheep and horses roam over these marshes,
and herds of buffaloes which the peasants
raise »o work their farms, for food, and for
their lndes and horns. When we were told
the flesh of this coarse animal was a staple
article of diet, it settled a question which we
warmly discussed at breakfast, whether the
animal which furnished our chops belonged
to the caraiverous or herbivorous species.
The horns are very long and curving, such
as are often made into furniture.
The hides
are exported, and also the natives sew them
into rough garments, with the hair outside,
which gives the shepherds the grotesque look
of brigands and wild men.
M. C. P. B.
PERSONAL Α Ν
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(Tolford house,

sons

season.

of the

"Built in 1765."
"The
286 Congress street.)
second two storied house in town was built on
this site in 1742. Withstood the destruction of
"This ball
the town, 1775. Burned in 1866."
was thrown from Mowatt's lleet and lodged in the
timbers of the old house."
17—(Comer of Middle and Franklin street*).
'Site of house in which Rev. Ed ward Payson lived
and died. Oct. 22.1SU7."
19—(Wilmot street, back part of First Baptist
rhurcli). N. Barker Willis was born in the house
that stood here, Jan. 20, 18· 6.
20—(Franklin street, No. 70).—"Sarah P. Willis (Fanny Fern), bom on this spot July 7,1811."
"Residence of
21—(State street, No. 173).
John Neal."
22—(State street, No. 106). "Home of Prentiss
Mellen. Win. P. Fessenden."

largm.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
ivited.
45 Wall Street. New Vork.
apGdOm

& CO.,

reduced prices. How is tlic time to purchase.
Call and examine tlie latest in
Mackinaw, Milan and Canton Kraids.

Longfellow."
13—(York street, near High street.)

street.)

tors of
POOR'S UAM AL OF BAILBOADS.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Iways on hand. Orders executed for cash or on

at

FANCY

GREEMFOOD GARDER OPERA HOUSE.

[embers of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprie-

MEN'S AND CHILDRENS' STRAWS

•Home of

"Oldest
in the city, built in 1736."
14—(The Cox house ou the southwest corner of
High and York streets.) "This house was bui
η 1738."
15—(Chadwick House, Congress street near Elm

OOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Β. Α. Atkinson

I fill all close out my stock oi

AMimUENT».

FINANCIAL.

F U ΚΝΙ'Γ I'Κ Ε.
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louse

pressed us more than the utter desolation of
this marshy plain, in which the temples of
Neptune and Ceres, and the broken walls of
t he ancient Basilica, stand alone, just as
they have stood ever since the days of the
Cresars, who might have read the same les-

ably ineffective
These actios show that Canada intend.',
not only U harass our fishermen in every
possible^'ay, but to adhere to the harshest
interpolation of the treaty. If coal, ice and
men .lave been denied to our schooners, and
if pait can be purchased only by stealth, the
fijlieries dispute is in no more promising
stage than it was at the beginning of the

(Special Correspondence

Λ

surface.

ed.*
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The following are the Historical Tablets,
order of the com] ilaced in position and by
commemorated and
] uittee, with the place
; or what purpose :
Cteeve
1—(Foot ol Hancock street.) "Georgenear this
Tucker built the first house
! ind Richard
1633."
pot,
"The Site ο
2—(Grand Trunk railroad depot.)
<"ort Loyal, destroyed by the French and inaiansi»
ίΐχτ
.lay 20, O. S. 1690."
Near
3—(Near Portland Company's office.)
losa
his spot was built the first meeting house,
η it preached the Rev. George Burroughs, I*?8®:
India
4—(Northwest corner of Middle and
in
itreet.) "The site of the meeting house, built
.721."
of
"Site
5—(Opposite the head of India street.)
in
'arson Smith's house, erected in 1732, b urnt
.775."
6—(Southeast corner of Congress and Hampihire street.) "Site of Ann Greele's Tavern,
vhere the early Courts and Councils were held."
7—[Southwest corner of Middle and Franklin
in
itreets.) "Site of Ross and Tyng house, built
.750, burnt in 1866."
Hancock
Fore
and
corner
of
8—(Northeast
itreets.) "Henry W. Longfellow was born in this
louse, Feb. 27, 1807."
0—(Casco Bank building, Middle street.) "Site
)f the house where Commodore Treble lived, and
lied in 1807."
10—(Middle street, opposite foot of Free street.)
'Site of first house burned by Mowatt, Oct., 1775.
11—(Block in Market Square now occupied by
John G. Hayes and others.) "Site of Marston's
Tavern."
12—(Congress street, adjoining Treble House.)

The slow Italian trains make a day's excursion of a few hours' ride. It is very amusing when you are warm and at leisure, but
when you are in a hurry it is exasperating,
every time the train halts, to see the crowd
collect on the platform, and hold a long and
vociferous debate. After awhile somebody
will toot a fish horn, the engineer will blow
the whistle, and next, another important
functionary will pull a string to ring a cow
bell With this last performance, after several experiences, hope eternal cheers you
with a fair prospect of starting in the course
of the day. In the fullness of time, without
flurry or immediate haste, a tea bell jingles,
the train trembles, and you are fully persuaded there is no humbug about it and you
are really off once more.
Paestum is full of interest, as it presents to
the eye the three finest and best preserved
specimens of early Greek art in existence.
These edifices were built liOO B. C., and are
several centuries older than anything at
Rome. As the gate swung back beneath
the ancient arch, the first object that caught
the eye was a patriarchal shepherd, leaning
wearily upon his crook, and whistling to his
keen-scented dogs to bring back some straggler from his motley herd. About him,
browsing upon the tufts of verdure and wild
flowers in the dilapidated walls, were a few
shaggy cattle, goats of varied hues, a belligerent old ewe with her fleecy twins, and the
grey swine which are always associated in
pictures with the prodigal son. Rosa Bonheur, by following just such groups as these
over the pastures, studied their habits until
she made her canvass almost palpitate with
the breath peculiar to each creature.
The drifting sands of the sea and the washings of the hills have reduced this ancient
city to one unbroken level, which vrould never suggest to the careless observer a possibility that treasures were buried beneath its

Harrington

MISCELLANEOI'»·

Historical Tablets.

PAE8TUM.

enter at the custom house before transacting
business ashore, have merely shown the existence of an unfriendly disposition towards
concerning
our fishermen ; on the dispute
the rights of our fishermen under the treaty
of 1818 these seizures have little bearing.
Hut Halifax papers bring news of three other incidents which show plainly that Canada
has not yet abandoned the literal construction of the treaty, which allows American
fishermen to enter Canadian ports for wood,
water and shelter, and for no other purthe
poses. On Thursday evening, July 1st,
seining steamer Novelty, of this port, called
at Pictou, Nova Scotia, for coal and ice.
The collector of customs served on the captain a notice to leave port at the end of twenty-four hours, antl a copy of the treaty which
forbids the purchase of other st»res than
wood and water. So the Novelty was forced
to leave without coal or ice. The HaliHerald says that the collector in
fax

OUR

wo

casion in the Sacred Book.
We had hoped to visit Amalfi, on bidding
good-bye to Pompeii, but the day was cold,
and the way long, so we were thankful at
dusk to pull up at Salerno. Not having been
posted as to heteis, we found ourselves in a
slipshod, windy old tavern ; but any shelter
was acceptable such a chilly night; and we
waited patiently for the morning, to take up
our pilgrimage to
Pae-tum, the ancient
Greek city Poseidonia.

American fishermen of the right to buy bait
and enjoy all the other commercial privileges in Canadian ports. For a time the
treatment received by our vessels confirmed
this interpretation. But the latest advices
from Nova Scotia disclose an evident intention 011 tho part of the Canadian government
to adhere to its original construction of trie
treaty of 1818; and to harass American masters in every possible way. The seizures of
the Portland schooners City Point, Cushing
for neglect of the captains to
and

W» had seen something of the Carnival at
Romi and Naplci, the hotbeds of culture and
refinement in the iomish Church, where the
1
tyDc of its festivity eliould be calculated to
gratify «he sense of lie beautiful and elevate
popular semiment. *t appears to have no
other meaning or purpose than a license of
the ecclesiastical powe. to its subjects, to
One hundred years ago settlers were movexhaust their animal sfrits, as a kind of
ing into Maine in great numbers, and many
safety valve, to prevent e.piosions against
of the towns in the State were beginning
the rigor of self-denial imp^cd upon them
there existence as corporations formed under
in the Lenten season.
the sanction of the General Court of MassaWe started on our ride froin ■'ompeii on the
chusetts. On the third day after the people
morning of the grand finale of he Carnival,
on the peninsula of Falmouth had laken for
andniet the tag-rag-and-bobtail o, the demontheir village the name of Portland, a few
strations in each little town. It hai not even
settlers on the west bank of the Androscogthe elements of burlesque and sat re of our
gin river, about ten miles above the falls American antiques and horribles, bit was in
where the present city of Lewis ton now
truth the same fuss and nonsense hat we
stands organized the town
of
Turner.
see at home when the boys in the neigiborThe
territory now include! in Turn- hood black their faces, put their shirtsouter
was originally
given l>y the General side their jackets, and tip knocked-in stiveCourt of Massachusetts to pay a certain debt
pipe hats on their heads—and the girls wtar
of rnlitiidr —Vi-1- ttie commonwealth owed i old petticoats and their grandmothers' cl^■^^TTMajor James Warren and other survivors ashes, and in these costumes pair off undei
of Captain Joseph Sylvester's company, who
topsy turvy umbrellas for a promenade in
had served in the expedition against Canada
the street. Of course the populace in rags
The land originally granted to
in 1600.
and tatters hooted and flung brickbats.
thpsA vptermis was f nil nil 111 lin within tho
While we could see neither sense nor fun in
limits of New Hampshire, and hence not the
such hilarity 011 a week day, we cannot imagine what apology their spiritual fathers
property of Massachusetts at all. This fact
was represented to the General Court by one
can make for encouraging or winking at such
Charles Turner, and by his efforts the Court
performances on the Sabbath, unless they
set aside or pervert the meaning of the whole
was induced, on the 20th of June, 176S, to
error
by a
grant of Mosaic law, as they have that of the second
rectify the
known
as
the territory now
Turner.
commandment.
They surely cannot call
«nr»h «ii.vnlnve lrnfminrr fho SaWioth rîoxr ΙίλΙττ
It was then
called Sylvester Canada.
or rejoicing in the Lord.
No attempt was made to improve the grant
Alluding to the
until 1774. By 1784 the settlement numbered
second commandment reminds us of an incithirty families. Among the first settlers dent which made an indelibly painful imwere William and Chandler Bradford, and a
pression upon our memories. Just before
Mr. Copelaud. When the settlement was
leaving Home we snatched a few hours from
incorporated as a town, on July 7th, 178C, it other sights to take a long, last look at the
sublimities of St. Peter's. We went full of
was named Turner, in honor of the gentleman who had so successfully represented the
enthusiasm, but we came away heartsick
rights of the original grantees before the and sorry we had not rested satisfied with
our remembrance of its monumental magnifiGeneral Court of Massachusetts.
>··»—» ·»>—■' —'LlJ » *·»«
During the hundred years the wilderness cence, rather than tr>
conception of the emptiness of the souls who
"has been subdued, and Turner in now one or
worship amid those gorgeous surroundingsthe happiest farming communities in the
11 chanced to be Annunciation Day, and we
State. From less than two hundred, a hunlistened to the choral singing of the priests,
dred years ago, the people have increased to
all of whom were dressed in pnrple and lace
over two thousand. Her sons have risen to
robes and wore either ermine or gray fur
positions of honor in the State and nation.
capes. We do not pretend to understand
Hon. Eugene Hale of Ellsworth, Clarence
the significance of their robes, and why on
and
Hon.
Leonard
this
of
city,
Hale, Esq.,
this day St. l'cter's great toe should receive
Swett of Chicago are among them; and
special homage, we are too ignorant to imSolon Chase has made the name of the quiet
Androscoggin community almost as familiar agine. It may be a daily performance,
but we had not seen it before. After the
as the names of the largest cities in the
priests retired, hundreds of the scum from
State.
Rome crowded
May the exercises today be held under as the gutters and cellars of
about the seated bronze statue of the Apospleasant skies as have blessed Portland's
tle, knelt, kissed the toe, rubbed their forefestivities.
heads on it, and wiped it with their handPROHIBITION IN ATLANTA.
kerchiefs or sleeves, if they had not attained
to the luxury of a mouchoir, to carry away
The new local option law under which Atlanta, Georgia, voted to prohibit the sale of some of the blessed influence. We do not
liquor within its boundaries, went into vouch for the story that it has undergone rerepairs several times, but anyone can see
force on Wednesday, the 30th of June. If
that it will soon need cobbling. The stump
we may judge from the Atlanta Capitol the
that is left shines like new tin, and shows
day preceding was marked by scenes scarcely
that the organ lias suffered a slow process of
less cxciting than those attendant upon the
imputation by the friction of the lips of
capture of the city by Sherman in his famous
;he>e idolaters. Looking into the faces of
march to the sea. "At au early hour," says
this throng, one could not pick out five in ν
the Capitol, "the saloons in the city were
hundred "/ho evinced intellect enough to
crowded with men filling themselves up to
master the multiplication table, if haply ther
the highest notch, and providing for the mor;ould write their names. A few of the mi<row." Extra forces of clerks were employed
ile classes led up their wives and childisn
in all the liquor shops, and hundreds of new
to bow the knee to the great saint and enve
funnels were bought to expedite the filling of
bis blessing on their households. Thetodlittle brown jugs, casks, bottles and various
Jling babies were lifted on high, and they
other receptacles. The scene as depicted in
aughed as if it were great fun to kis the
a woodcut, which the, veracious artist says
jlack image. As we stood and won<l;red at
was taken from life, is certa'nly a lively one.
;his crowd, we involuntarily repeated the
A hundred men or so, each with a jug in
fi ords of the Divine lawgiver, to be sure we
his hand, are pushing, crowding and even
from habit
fighting for the first chance t < n;er the pre- îad not given them undue weight
)l early education : "Thou shalf not make
of the shop that is to i e closed to1

fering him homage, with these unmistakable

nuch good, but if the homo supply is as exensive as the Capitol's wood cut indicates it
vill be some time before it diminishes the
imount of liquor consumed.

of Ireltnd,

Gen. Logan says the reason the Senate
committee refused to report in fave.'Jf an investigation of Senator Payne's case was bewas
was
whatever mrnici
cause
caucus
an«
in The
not
aistriouieu
the memBut
in
the
legislature.

unto ttioe any graven image, or any likeness
of anything that is in heaven ahove, or that
earth beneath, or that is in the
is in
water under the earth ; thon shalt not bow
down thyself to them nor serve them, for I
the Lord thy God, am a jealous God." If
these words do not prohibit idolatry, what
do they mean ? And if these worshippers do
not break the second commandment, what is
the significance of these services? We wonder if these people think to ingratiate themselves into the good graces of the old saints
by these outward forms of humiliation.
Did not Peter himself, even before he had
sloughed of his Jewish pride of birth, rebuke Cornelius, a despised Gentile, for of-

Men wlio have been fortunate
seen
inough to got in and out again are
hot
haste
in
the distance fleeing
η
if
is
they feared that they might
lot reach their homes and deposit their previous burdens before the clock struck the
fateful hour of midnight. One man is strugjliug to stand up under the weight of a barrel which might contain thirty gallons. A
pretty strict enforcement was evidently anticipated by the sellers as well as the drinkers, as a number of them when questioned
mnounced their intention to remove to some
■ounty which had not voted in favor of prolibition. The Capitol expresses tho opinion
hat the law will eventually be productive of
liorrow.
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prices guaranteed.
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Builders should investigate as to the Roofing
Vlntrrinl manufactured by the
Dlrigo Roofing
Jo. It is tidy in appearance; durable with proper
:are for half a century.
The rooting for IOO
co»t» 94.45.
Delivered without
charge
it any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
connections. It is the most valuable roofing ever
nvented for the price. Just the thlnir for cottages,
send for circular. Address m rig ο Hooting C o.,
Steep Falls, Ale.
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I ; Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
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^ Boston, Mass., American House.
L. Brunswick, B. G. Deunlson.
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£ Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
51 Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
E! Fryeburg, A. F. I^ewis, J. C. Gerry.
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^.Fairfield,

Ε. H. Evans.
ÇiFarmington, D. H. Knowlton.
•f'Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
fiiGorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
I iLewiston, Chandler & Estes.
f Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
^Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
BiOld Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
I ^Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Win. Stackpole.

Springvale, C. II. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
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Vinalhaveu, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.

Waterville, C. H.
Yarmouth, 11.
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O.S. .Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph

18M
30V:

06$i

New York Mining Stocks.
NEW

[By Telegraph.]
YORK, July.6, 1886.—Thejfollowing

closing Quotations

for

24 5(

216(
29 0(
5 0(
22 0(

Ontario

Quicksilver
do preferred
Standard
Bulwer

l

I2vi
1 lc
4 0(

Savage

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, July 4. 1886.—The following aro t<
day's quotations of Provisions, &e. :
Pork—Long cut 14 00@14 50 ; short cuts 14 2c
14 75;backs 14 50215 00; light backs at 13 50(a
3 4 00; lean ends 14 00@14 50 ; pork tongues ai
13 OO.a$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@14 60; ex
tra prime at 10 65@»11 ; mess, old, at 10 50; dc

at 11 50@$12.
Lard—choice at 71A@71/iiC ψ ib in tierces ;7%(5
8c in 10-ib pails; e^Ô^c in6-îb palls;
in 3-îb pails.
Hams at 12@13c ipib, according to size an<
cura; smoked shoulders 8@8V6c; pressed hams al
He.
ft. ; country at 5%
Dressed hogs, city, 6V2 c
live hogs 5*4@5%c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamerv at
17^(ai8c :do extra firstsl7c ; do firsts 16 @16Va
imitation creamery extra,
; do ex firsts Vl
@13c ; do fresh factory choice, at Γ2ία·—c: fair tc
10(211 c ; do conmiou lots at 8@9c:Vermonl
airy extra 16 V2@17c ; do extra firsts 16c.
Cheese—Choice Northern 8c; do sage 8% ; Western, 7s/4c ; lower grades according to quality ; Ijofc
lots Vac hiirher.
Kegs—Neai by 15 Vic; Easter η extra 14%<215c;
Ν Η and Vt extra lé^fec: New York extra at 14®
14%c;; Western choice at 13c; Michigan ex 14c.
Jobbing price lc higher.
iseans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 66,®
1 60 ψ bush ; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 40@145; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 7521 80.
Apples-No 1 Itussets 2 lop 2 60; fancy at 2 75
@ 3 00; No 2 apples $1@1 50.
liay—Choice prime hay'at SS18 00g§19; fancy
:fair to trood at $15&$17; Eastern fine §14 a:
$17 ; poor to ordinary $111|$14: East swale $10
@$11. Eye straw, choice, 20 00@2l 00; oat straw
$102 $11 ψ ton.
Potatoes—Maine and Ν Β stock nominal at 90 c
new

14{^15c

§ood

—

An Eastern drummer who was in Knoxville listened to the complaints of a mountaineer about
hard times for ten or fifteen minutes, and then observed, 'Why. man. you ought to cet rieh shipping green corn to the Northern markets."
"Yes, I orter," was the reply."
"You have the land, I suppose, and can get the

seed?"
"Yes."
"Then why don't you go into the speculation?"
"No use, stranger," sadly replied the native;
"The old woman is too darned lazy to do the

ploughing

and

planting."

or

good hard stock.
Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOW, July 6, 1886.-Cattle market;
unchanged.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 25@7 50; first quality

at 6 75(27 00; second Quality at 5 50@S 50; third
quality 4 00@4 60.
Receipts of cattle 1226 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen |>pair $100@$175
Farrow Cows at $15@$35: fancy at S50@$80-'
Milch Cows and Calves $25g$48; yearlings $9g
$18 ; two years old $14&$28 ; three years $24&

When Baby wm» eick, τre gave her Caatorla,
When ehe was λ Child, she cried for Caetoria,

$40.*

Swine—Receipts 12,667; Western fat, live, 4%
@5 ; northern dressed 5%@5% c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1311 ; in lots 2 50@
@4 00; extra 4 50(25 00.
Veal Calves 2Vi@5%c.

became Mise, she citing to Caetoria,
When ahe had Children, she gave them Castoria,
When she

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.j

A. newspayer. reporting a recent social says :
"The opening piece was rendered by a mule quartette." The reporter wrote it "male quartette"
but the compositor knew better.

many forms of nervous debility in
men, that yield to the use of Carter's Iron Pills.
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness,
night sweats, &c„ should try them.
There

are

An Irish Jockey selling
nag to a gentleman,
declared with emphatic earnestness that it was an
honest horse. After the purchase the gentleman
asked him what he meant by an honest horse.
the seller, whenever I rode
"Why, sir,"
him he always threatened to throw me and he
never deceived me."
a

replied

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter's Little Liver Tills for torpid Liver and
biliousness.

One is

a

dose.

Harrassed Debtor (casually meeting a creditor
in the street,-Delighted to see you, my dear sir.
I have intended several times to drop in on you
and pav my respects, but
Creditor (indignantly)—Hum! I guess that's
about all you ever do pay."

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOKTLAND, July G, 18b6.
To-day was a repetition of yesterday in commercial circles, as far as business is concerned, consequently our prices are the same as noted at the
close of last week. At New York and the West
the markets closed strong and generally higher.
The following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Ι. πι

Superfine and
low grades.3 25@3
X Spring and
XX Spring. .4 60@4
Patent Spring
5
Wheats
Mich, straight
4
roller
clear do—4
stone ground.4
Bt Louis st'gt

η

High Mixed Corn.48 £49
Corn, bap: lots—oOfa.52
Meal, bag lots... 49ia;50
76 Oats, car lots—40<g>42
Oats, bag lots—42^44
60

25{fe5 50 Cotton Seed.

car lots.. 23 00(0,24
87&5 12 do bag.. .24 00{«.25
25@4 751 Sack'dBr'n
62ία;4 75 car lots.. 16 0Q@17
I do bag... 17 00 ά: 18
Middlings. 17 00@21
4 75(^0 υυ do bag lots,18 00@23

00
00
00
oo
00
00

ciear do
Pt'ovidione.
wneat
Patents— 5 25«|5 50 Pork—
Fi»!..
Backs ...14 00Â14 50
Clear ....13 50<έΐ4 00
Cod. & utl—
11 ΟΟία 11 50
.Large Shore* 76(63 OOi Mess
7
00
Larue liank2 00,α2 25i Mess Beet.
Ex Mess.
0 00&9 f)0
2 00&2
Small
2 25{a3 001 Plate
9 OOjt'J 50
1 50fo2 001 Ex Plate. 10 OO&lO 50
Haddock
1 75^2 251 Lard—
Hake
Tubs ψ ^..C^ae^ic
HerringScaled^ bx..lG(a20c; Tierces— C/e^C^c
1
6»/4(a77/8c
13,g,lGc ! Pails
Hams ^!b
Mackerel ψ bbl—
10@10^i
Shore Is. 19 00(a21 001 do covered. .Ilia 12
«il.
Shore 2s. 6 5(»a 7 r>Oi
Med. 3s. 4 76fa 5 76 Keroeene—
Port. Bef. Pel
Small
«Va
(g;
Produce.
Water Wliite
9Vz
13
Pratt's Ast'l,$bbl.
CranberriesDevoe's Brilliant
13
Maine
10
Ligoni*
Cape Cod...
9
Pea Beans... 1 C0@1 75 Silver White
10
1 GO(a.l 75 Centennial..
Medium
KnÎHiu^.
German mal 05(^1 75
2 25Γα3 00
Yellow Eyes.l 40(a;l «5 M uscatel
fa 3 501 London Lay'r 2 25<&2 90
is ew Potatoes
St Potatoes
<«,4 <)01 OnduraLay. 12 Va (& 13
Valencia
Bermu Onions
7V2&9V3
r,itii.tr.
Turkeys.
Chickens.
CVa
granulated ρ tb
G
Powis
12@14| Extra C
Mcfrfd,
Ducks
Bed Tod
Geese.
0244 c-iWs
(&
Timothy fc5eed2 15&2 20
11
Clover
Snow
(a 13 c
<l'hrt·*»*.
Tallman Swts
8 Va £ 9Va
Verr.K >i;t
New Apples,crate 1 CO Ν.Y. factory
8V2 «9Va
SfrlllU*!
Evaporated 4> lb 7(a8c Creamery p tt·. ..18C«i£0
i.t'ui»»*.
Liilt Edgê ver. .18Λ20
1 5 α 10
<J 50&7 501 Choice
Palermo
0 50(a7 501 !*OOd...
Messina
14/ί,15
12&14
Store
Malagers—
Ornsw χ·
14α 15
liastei 11 extras
Florida
(«.
J4
10 *>0:12 00 Dan & Western..
Valencia
34
Island
Messina and Pa
lermo
bx,6 OOjztt 501 Limed
—

■win!»;*

5ô@8

261

it011/**:

....

—

—

—

—

—

..

R^irfroari Receipts.
i'OKTUMA July Γ.. ira;,.
Received by M nine Centra! Railroad—-For l'or*
and 29 ears miscellaneous merciianuisi ;*tor eoi
neeting reads 05 cars miscellaneous merfthaidlse.

CHICAGO, July 6, 1886—Cattle-Receipts 6,600; shipments 3100; lower; shipping steers at
4 00@5 25; stockers and teeders at 2 50(24 00;
cows, bulls and mixed at 1 60@4 00; bulk 2 40@
3 00: through Texans 3 00(24 00.
Hogs—Receipts 14,5000 ;shipments5000:lower;
lOUffh and mixed at 4 55(24 95; packing and shipping 4 8(Χΰ{δ05; light 4 5b(a5 00; skips 2 60@

4 70-

Sheep—Receipts 1800; shipments 0000 ;
00(24 10; Texans 1 50@3 00.

12 00 for new. Beef dull. JLard—Western steam
spot 6 90@6 95 ; refieed quoted at 7 00 for Conti
lient; 7 15@7 30 for S. A. Butter dull. Cheese
steaoy; State 4V2@7V2C; Western fine at 7c.
Freights dull ; wheat ψ steam 2d.
CHICAGO, July 6. 1886.—The Flour market
steady; "Southern Winter Wheat at 4 25(&4 45;
Wisconsin at 3 75(5.4 25; Michigan do at 4 00@
4 25; soft Spring Wheat 3 50@3 75 ; Minnesota
bakers 3 25(a3 75 ; patents 4 45@4 75. Wheat is
quiet. CornHs quiet. Oats quiet. Rye is higher ;
No 2 on track at 63c. Bar ley quiet. Mess Pork
Lard unchanged.
unchanged.
Keceiptp—Flour. 17,000 bbls; wheat. 26.000
bush ;corn 542,000 bu;155,000 bush ;rye 6000 bu;
barley, 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 27,000 bbls; wheat, 321,000
bush: corn, 104,300 bush; oats, 197,000 bush;
rye, 2.0oo bush ; barley, 4.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jul 6.
1886.—Flour is active»
XXX at 2 40g2 50 ; family at 2G5@2 80; choice
at 3 25@3 40; fancy 3 65(ct3 75; extra fancyS 85®
410; patents at 4 40@4 80. Wheat higher—No2
Red at 78@78%t. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed at
30%@32c. Oats higher; No 2 Mixed 28c. Lard
6 30^t6 35.
Receipts—Flour. 6,000 bbls ; wheat, 250,000 bu;
corn, 51,000 bush; oats, 55,000 bush; rye, 6,000
bush, barley 0,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour, 19,000 bbls;wheat 5,000 bu;
162,000 bu; oats 4,000 bush; rye, 2000 bu ;
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT. July 6, 1*86.-Wheat-No 1 White
82c, nominal ; Mich Red at 81a/4c ;No 2 Red 81%.
Receipts, 2700 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, July 6, 1886.-Cotton is firm;
middling 9c
MOBILE, July 6, 1886.—Cotton is firm ; mid
dli.ig83/ec.
SAVANNAH. July 6,!? 1880.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON, July G, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
corn,

New York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, July β, 1886.-Money ou call
easy at 1%@3 percent.; last loan being at2.
Prime mercantile paper 4®6 per cent. Exchange
dull at 4 87@4 87% and 4 88%%* 88%. Government bonds dull and steady. Kaflroad bonds quiet
and firm. The stock market closed dull and steady
at prices close to lowest of the day.
Tne transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 300,283 «lares.
in: lonowjug are to-day's quotations of Govern

Panam;".
Pullman

Palace

Kock island
St Louis & 8au Fran
do

pref

1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul Si iniaha

preï
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
ao
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TO LKT-One more of those large
nice stores in the
Block, a feu
doors below the Post Office ; also a large spacloiu
chamber, lighted on three sides ; rent reasonable
to the right party. Inquire at No. 104 BRACK
ETT ST..wliere the keys may be found.
L'-4

STOBE

CHARLESTON—Sid 2d, sell Genevieve, Haley,
Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 2d, barque Florence L Geno-

Veazie, Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 5th, sclis Addio Jordan
Harrlman, Sullivan; Hattie, Low, do.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 3d, sch Grace Davis, Dyer,
Windsor, NS.
WASHINGTON, NC—Sid 2d, scli S M Thomas,
var.

S

22 Wilmot Street;
at 117 Va Exchange

1886.-Quotations- ί
July 6,
Winter Wheat 6s 4d!g,6s 8d; Spring wheat 6s 4d
Corn—mixed
(a (is od ; Club wheat 6s 6d@6s 8d.

Sid 3d. sch L Τ Whitmore.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 4th, sell Bertha Warner,
Peters, Cardenas.
Ar5th, echs Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Bangor;
Ida C Bullard. Peak, do.
Ar 6th, barque Jessie Macgregor. McFadden,
Caibarien; sch Florence J Allen, Soule, Pensacola,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4th inst. barques
Eliniranda. Havener, Havana ; Lillian, Willey,
Matanzas.

NEW YORK—Ar 4th, schs Clara Jane, Allen,
Wolf, NS; Hattie L Sheets, Storer, Frank
lin; Georgietta, Kendall, New Bedford; Redondo,
Bctts. New Haven ; Ralph Sinnett, Pinkham,
Point

Bridgeport.

Pure,

Absolutely

Ar5th,schs Minnie Smith, Arey, Matanzas;
Lackawana, Closson, St Anna's Bay; Nellie Τ
Morse, Baker. Charleston; Anna A Holton, Tliomaston ; W M Snow. Rockland ; Carrie W, from
Eastport.
Also ar 5tli, barque Justina II Ingersoll, Peterson, Caibarien ; Willard Mudgett, .Staples, New
Bedford.
Ar 6th, sch Geo V Jordan. Lyman. Matanzas.
Passed the Gate 4th. schs Bertha Ε Glover,
from New York for Rockland; Franklin, do for
Thoniaston ; J Whirehouse, do for Boston ; Saarbruck, and Eliza Levanseller. Hoboken for do ;
Eben Fisher, and Izetta, do for do ; Forest City.
Weehawken for Bangor; Corvo, New York for
Boston ; Ε G Sawyer, Port Johnson for Kittery;
Eva Adell, do for Portsmouth.
Passed the Gate 5th, sch War Steed, from Hobo-

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesoraeness. More economiea
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in com
petition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
a. uni or phosphate powders.
Sold only in ca-ns
Royal Baking Fowdeb Co., 160 Wall St., N.Y

dly

je2

LET—Cottage house, 8 rooms, No. 50 WatAperville street ; price 812.50 per month.
ply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial block.

TO

»

BEST THING KNOWN

·»
LET—A down

WASaPG^BLEAOHmQ
fflf SOFT, HOT OS COLD WATER.

If! HARD

SAVES rjlKOK, TIM 13 and SOAP AMAZfNGLI', and çives universal satisfaction*
No family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by ail Crocers, BEWARKof imitations
flrell designed to mislead. PEABLXKB is the
DNI/£ SAFE labor-saving compound, aod
{Sways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAM ILS FYSJZ, NEW YORK,

33
54
98

24%

125
24
4Λ»

92%
122%
116%
4ti%
110%
10%
56%

T:
TO

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and ail discases of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 sents,
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

Re-

warm bath with Cuticura
Soap, and a single application of Cuticura,
This repeated daily,
the great Skin Cure.
with two or three doses of Cuticura Résolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to keep the blood
cool, the perspiration pure and unirrltating, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will
speedily cure Eczema, Tetter. Ringworm, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scall-Head, Dandruff and
every Species of Itching. Scaly and Pimply Humors of the Scalp and Skin, when the best physicians and remedies fail.

curs

sure

a

febG

TREATMENT.—A

eownrmlye

TENDERS

ECZEMA ON A ( IlIL·».
Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like saying
this for the benefit of those who are troubled with
skin disease. My little girl was troubled with
Eczema, and I tried several doctors and medicines, but did not do her any good until I used the
Cuticura Remedies, which speedily cured her,
for which I owe you many thanks and many
nights of rest.
ANTON BOSSIER, Edinburgh, Ind.

invited for the following quantités of ANTHRACITE COAL, properly screened and free
rom slate and all other impurities, delivered over
ihip's 6ide, on Company's wharf at Portland, Me.,
>n or before October 1st, next, free of all charges,

riz:

IOOO tons gross Egg size.
"
"
Stove"
300

TETTER OF THE Sf AEP.

Parties tendering, to state the name or kind of
proposed to be delivered.
Payments will be made as follows, viz: An
tmount equal to the freight charges will be paid
in delivery of the coal, and the balance during the
nonth following thai in which the coal is deliver-

almost perfectly bald, caused by Tetter
of the top of the scalp. I used your Cuticura
Remedies about six weeks, and they cured my
and now my hair is coming back
scalp
as thick as it ever was.
J. P. CHOICE, Whitesboro', Texas.

•oal

was

perfectly,

ed.
For further particulars and tender forms, apply
ο D. M. McTaggart, fuel agent, Montreal.
Tenders marked "tender for anthracite coal"
vill be received by the undersigned up to the 17th

WITH REOTCHES.

I want to tell you that your Cuticura ResolAbout three months ago
vent is magnificent.
my face was covered with Blotches, and after usI was perfectly
of
Resolvent
three
bottles
ing
FREDERICK MAITRE.
cured.
23 St. Charles St., New Orleans, La.

JOSEPH IIICKSON,
General Manager.
jy3S&W2w
Montreal, 30th June, 188(3.

ruly,

18S6.

DR· C. W. BENSON'S

|

Warranted

to

Cure

TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,

=

!

situated

cottages
let;
the camp ground. Apply
the
wall and
Furnished
to MRS. II. C. GILMAN, 361 Congress street.
to

Portland,

OF HAIR AND SCALP
ULCERS, PIMPLES
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts
the body. It makes the skin white, soft
j! 3,ηαJ ofsmooth
; removes tan and freckles, and is
5EST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly
>ut up, two bottles in one package, consisting of
S

;DISEASES

>otli internal and external treatment.
ϋΐ first-class druggists have it.
§1 per
aj'i

ilv3S&W&w2w

package.

<>

MRS. A. A. DENNETT, Washington
Orchard.

or

street. Old

WANTED.
WANTED of

JULY 0.
2.47

J

3^3

Oft 4in
9 It 0 in

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, July 6.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, lliilyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Bos.» n.
Sch Fred Jackson, Snow. Porto ltico.
Sell Agnes, Quinn, Gloucester.
Sch Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Saco.
Sch Ella M Doughty, Doughty, Englishtown, NS

—

or

3-1

NER.

and others interested in perfect fitting garments, to investigate Foilett's sleeve indicator and new square
system, by which garments cut to measure are
warranted to tit perfectly the most diffiicult figures
sleeve indicator sold separately for one week. F.
2 1
P. REDFIELD, 27 Caseo street.

WANTED—Dressmakers

cows,
to my patrons ; one cow's milk for infants and invalids a specialty; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge.
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
jly2-4
Deering, Me.

Salesman:

capable
who is well acquainted with the
WANTED—Travelling
young
business to travel ; must furGoods

SITUATION

WANTED-By

FliOM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
POKT CLYDE, July 3—Ar, schs F Nelson, from
New York; J M Banks, with 30 tubs fish; Blanch
Creamer, 20 do; Brilliaut, Hupper, Portland;
lanthe, Macliias lor Portland.

WISCASSET, July 2-Ar, brig Wauban, Welch,
Boston.
July 4—Ar, sch Cock of the Walk, Lewis. Portland.
FROM MERCHANTS' XaCHANGE.
Sid fm Shanghae May 30, ship Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, Victoria.
Sid fm Hiogo June lo, ship Oregon, Merriman,
San Francisco.
Ar at Fleetwood 2d inst, ship Frank Pendleton,
Nichols, San Francisco via Liverpool.
sch Levi Hart, DaAr at Turks Island June

20,
vis, Philadelphia.
Ar at Manzanilla May 25, barque Clara Ε McUilvery, Griflin, New York.
Ar at Sagua June 20, barque 11 L Gregg, Carter
Philadelphia ; sell Jennie Jlali, Hall, Macliias.StorAr at Havana June 28, brig Abbie Clifford,
?r, Glace Bay; F I Henderson, Eldridge, Boston;
30th, brig Josefa, Goodwin, Glace Bay.

Memoranda.

Sell Kaelicl & Maud, Dowr, from Aspinwall May
22d for Swan Island and Wood Holl, was totally
wrecked previous 1st inst at Swan Island. The
captain and crew have arrived at Key West. The

a

respectable

German girl, to do second table work; is willing and capable, to assist children in German. Ad:
2-1
dress C. D., this office.
capable, reliable Protestant
person to do some second work ; also read
to and wait upon an elderly lady, good references
required. Call at No. 17 DEERING STREET,
between the hours of 9 and lia. m., or 6 and 7
p.

2-1

in.

TANTED IMMEDIATELY
7
three good table waiters, male
Apply at CITY HOTEL.

W

Two or
or female.
2-1

—

"ViTAN TED—Every one that visits Portland, to
* τ
see the variety of goods we have upon our
counters, and have the public take advantage of
our bargains, as we are the home of housekeepers, who wish to make labor light and save money
by calling at, JOHN E. DAVIS, 433 Congress
1-1
street.

WANTED—Second-hand
boys' pants especially.

clothing,

men's and

PETEll NOLLET,
1-1

445 Fore Street.

male cook at T.
rooms 141 Commer1-1

WANTED—Immediately
B. PERCE Y'S dining

cial.

a

know that

public
WANTED—The
C. H. F. SNOW, the well known
test and
to

MRS.

Clairvoy-

business
ant Physician, life-reading,
medium, lias taken parlors at Eagle Hotel, India
St., coruer Middle, where slie is prepared to reOffice hours from 9 to 12
ceive her many friends.
a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. m.
jlyl-1

good meh to canvass and
Salary $10 per week. Apply 24

collect.
WANTED—A
between
HIGH

STREET,

seven

and

eight

p.

m.

80-1

HIRE—For the last two
weeks in July, a large furnished Cottage at
29-1
Peaks' Island. Address, P. O. BOX 1555.

WANTED

TO

buy $1,000 cast ofl Clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
or address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 98 Middle
29-1
St., Portland. Me.

WANTED—To

man

with

$900 can

secure

MONEY WANTED—In large or small quanIvJL tities, in exchange for any of the Boots, Shoes
Slippers in our immense stock, which is now
larger than any stock east of Boston, and will be
sold at the lowest priees. M. G. PALMER, 541
26-1
Congress street.
Gents' and Children's
Cast-Off Clothing of every description, outside and under garments, over and under coats,
Send postal. I
suits, dresses, boots, shoes, &c.
will call at house and pay highest cash price. This
Address J. C.
is an American establishment.
23-2
MARSTON, Press office.
and

of Purity nnd Kx-

Tfie

WANTED.—Ladies'.

Gorham

i: ichaud (

of

celebrated

BY
wef-uiifr-Btfii.'s
NY
SWWORCiN
4J LAMC-BOSTCN
CARL ZERRfcHW »·

Chemistry ?»<i<J Geology, Bates College
Slate JLssaycr oj Maine from '75 to '83.

immediately,
Portland. Me.

I

$38

OTHER

MUSICAL

AUTlfORITIlS- *"■»-»

^

ORGAM/^TOiO

631 TREMQNT
SEND

ST.
FOR CATALOGUE AND

PRICES

CO·

BOSTON,MASSPAPER·

W.NT1CN

«TANT
OF
S
1>Α'ΓΪ
κ an''
ΤIIIS J
-have it 011 Jiio at our
office. Should you desire
x,vs to advertise iu any papers,
it will pay you to write us
xx
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
vou want to advertise. For
ten cents wo will send
complete directory ot
American newspapers,
together with mucli
valuable Information
HiSll
■ for advertisers.
MATES FKEE.

WE

.1 I
Thoroughly c!?anse the blood,
tJ».o
fountain of health, by uf-mg Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, and good
digestion, a
fair skin; buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, cr ;. tion,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-pt
Esing
pecially nas it proven its eiucae>
t
Salt-rheum or Tetter, Fever-so
f
Ρisease, Scrofulous Sores and
larged Glands, and Rating Ulc<·
Golden Medical Discovery on
tion (which is Scrofula of the
wonderful blood-purifying, invi;.

S

■■■' ·■■■',
aueo-

AM! Γ

The most delicious in flavor; appetizing in efto eat
feet; and by liberal use enables
meats and hearty food without injurious résulta.
For sale by all grocers.
aprl0eod3m

Dyspeptics

8-3

MARANACOÔK!

leased tlie DIMIVO HALL
grounds for the lourtli season and bad
IV Cooking ArmilgeltirlltM l£nliil'gr(l* Iain
ow prepared to do double the work of former
ears ; I feel safe in saying that I can feed all who
>ish on excursion davs : small parties can be acumodated any day; "any kind a dinner served by
iving one day's notice ; tables supplied dally with
:esh vegetables from my eight acre garden; also
s everal rooms to let by the day or week. Address
on

\

D. H. SWAN,

WatervillCj Me.

MALE—Three English Greyhound pups,
two males, one female, 10 weeks old, nrice
«3 each ; also a line English bull dog, pure wliite,
2 years old. and a fine English thorough bred feÎ18 mouths old: also Angora
male
cats and kittens. M. H. RANLETT, Box 933,
1-1
Rockland, Me.

FOR

greyhound,

for

sale—The victor leads

well
them all in coasting
Bicycles
everything
Better See the Victor before you buy. Catas

as

else.

E. S. PENDEXTER,
A. Merrill & Co., 239 Middle St.

Agent, with J.

alogue free.

1-3

FOR HALE —Whole or half interest in Sloop Willie, or will exchange half interest. Apply to F. C. BBIDGHAM, Portland,
20-2
Maine.

YACHT

FOR sale—A gentleman's drivas "Little Best", one of the
best
city, 8 years old, weight about
sound
and
kind,
can
trot sharp, color black,
900,
has been 4 years in the eity : sold for no fault. Enquire at WALKER'S STABLE or 130 PINE
29-1
STREET.

HORSE
ing horse known
drivers in the

house for sale-Ib a fine location, western part Of city, is arranged for
two families, fifteen rooms, two bath rooms, set
bowls, hot and cold water, steam heating, open
fire places, electric bells and all modern conveniences; price $0,000. W. H WALPRON, Real
28-1
Estate Broker, 180 Middle Street.

New

S ALE—Cottage house, 9 rooms: very
central ; nice home for small family in the
city; only $800; good investment for this amount
of money; paying over 10 per cent, above all expenses. MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS
28-1
AGENCY, 45 Exchange St,

FOR

SALE—Lodging house, 20 rooms; nicecan easily clear
$130 monthly profits by keeping boarders; best
to go away
owner
in
this
obliged
location
city;
and will sell low. MAINE REAL ESTATE &
28-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

FOR
ly furnished; paying well ;

FOR SALE—Situated in Falmouth,
one mile from G. T. R. R. Station, 27 acres
land : large, convenient and nearly new buildings ;
also farming tools, stock, &c. This is one of flie
most pleasant locations in the town for a summer
residence. Also for sale, with or separate from
the above, a wood lot containing some twelve or
fifteen hundred cords of wood. Enquire of H. P.
22-2
MERRILL on the place.

FARM

ed, quiet neighborhood,
camp «round ; terms moderate ; for particulars address Box 1845, Biddeford, or inquire of B. F.
STRICKLAND, Central Avenue, near Tabanacle.

sale—Τ wo story and a half house and
of land, 100x50, at Saccarappa; 13
sheds and cellars, all in good repair;
Sebago water; handy to depot, stores, &c. Inquire
22-2
at McLELLAN & LANE, Saccarappa.

good

very desirable lot at Camp
Orchard, is offered at a bargain.
address, FRANK A. BRYANT,

SALE—A

FOR
Comfort, Old
of

Enquire
Saco, Me.

or

22-4

S ALE—Drug store; on account of ill
health of the proprietor an old established
in a fine summer resort is offered for
Store
Drug
sale at a sacrifice ; only those meaning business
need apply. Address DRUGGIST, care Press
19-2
Office.

FOR

AND FUBNITUBE BUSINESS IN
*
BOSTON, separately or together, Good
teams ; a good business ail readv
first-elass
stock ;
Apply at 22
for an energetic man to step into.
Brookline Street, Cambridge, Mass. Address,
C. A. MOOBE & CO.,
506 Main Street, Cambridgeport, Mass.

will leave Burnham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Sun

days excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching al
Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands, at 10.30 a
Will leave So. Freeport daily ai
in. and 5 p. m.
7 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport anil vicinity.
Jel7dtl

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO,
Delightful

eod2w

je25

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage

for sale on Oreat
Chebcagne Island.
Lots

d6mos

mare
HUSINESS CHANl'ED.

SALE-Butter and Egg store,

large

011

FOR
thoroughfare; very nice modern fixtures;
week ; this is
first class trade $200

everything

;

per
a raie chance and will be sold low because of sudPOND & BRITden change m owner's affairs.
3-1
TAN", 339 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
OR SALE—$300.— Fine butter and egg
store, doing a nice business in this city;
everything complete to carry on the business ;
good opportunity for a smart man to make money
with a small capital; rent of store only §12 month.
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington
3-1
St., Boston, Mass.

F

and temperAroostook,
Lincoln, this
month and expenses, light

good
WAIVTCO-^Men
ate habits for the counties of
Waldo and

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
and nfter Monday, June
until further notice,

On

state; will pay $75
MAINE REAL ESTATE
work; call at once.
AND BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St. 2-1

OK SALE— A fine Summer Hotel for $1800;
splendid view of the ocean; nice boating,
bathing, fishing. &c. ; good barn included; fifteen
miles from Portland ; boats run daily ; unusual
MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSIchance.
29-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

F

SALE—A light manufacturing business,

over 200 per
oue of the best in the state,
cent, profits ; with a good reliable man but small
amount of money required; investigate this at
MAINE REAL ESTATE AND BUSIonce.
1-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

SALE—14 Room Lodging House, on
Trernont, Boston ; nicely furnished rooms,
all let and no better location in Boston for boardRent only $55 month with good lease. This
ers.
is a rare chance, price only $700, part cash. For
297
TREMONT
address,
full
particulars.
1-1
STREET, Suite 5, Boston, Mass.

1'ΆΟΚ

SALE—Paints, Paper Hangings and Artists materials store in enterprising town ; an
hours ride from Boston ; fine stock of fresh and desirable goods; will sell at appraisal, about $1500;
only store of the kind in the town ; grand chance

I^OR

POND &
to buy paying business.
339 "Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BlilTTAN,
1-1

SALE—Boarding house,

near
cars ; 25

close to steam and horse
FOR
in black walnut

furnished mostly
the place has one

14th,

and

THE STEAMER ISIS
follows : (Sundays excepted.)
Burnham's Wharf at 6, 7, 9,10.15 a. m.,
32.20, 2.15, 3.30, 5 and 6.15, p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30.
7.45,9.30, 10.40, a. in. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45, and
б.45, p. m.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will he made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at lia. m.
and 4.05 p. m. and at Farm Landing at 11.15
will run
Leave

a. in.

as

ana 3.50 p.m.

Arrangements for evening sailing parties can bo
jelOdtf
the Captain on board.

made with

FORESTCITÎSTEAMBOAT CO.
(Custom Ilouee Wharf)

TIME

TA BLE.

On and After July 3, 1880,
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45, 6.45, 8.00, «9.00,
*10.00, *10.30, *11.15 a. in., *12.15, *1.45, *2.15,
*3.00, *4.00, *4.45, *5.15, 6.10, 7.30, 8.00, 9.00,
9.30 p. in.
Leave Peaks' for Portland
10.30. 11.00, 11.40 a. in.,

6.10, 7.15, 8.30, 9.30,
1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,

4.45,5.15,5.35, 6.15, 6.30, 9.00, 9.30, 10.15,

10.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond, Ev*10.30
ergreen and Trefethen's 5.15, 6.50, *9.00,
a. in., *12.15, *2.00, *3.15, *4.30, *5.45, *6.10,
7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond 6.15, 7.30, 9.40,11.40 a m.,
1.05, 2.40, 4.00, 5.10, 6.50, 8.10, 10.30 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.25, 9.35,11.35 a. m.,
1.00, 2.35, 3.50, 5.05, 6.46, 8.05, 10.20 p. ni.
Leave Evergreen 6.00, 7.15, 9.30, 11.25 a. m.,
12.50, 2.30. 3.45, 5.00, 6.40, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Trefethen's 6. <>5, 7.20, 9.25, 11.30, a.m.,
12.55. 2.25, 3.40, 4.55, 6.35, 7.55, 10.25 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island 5.L5, *10.30 a.m.,
*2.15. *5.45 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland 5.50,11.15 a. m.,
3.15, 6.30 p. m.
A 7.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. trip will be first and
last trips on Sunday to all landings.
For tne rest of the Sunday time table, week day
trips marked with a star will be run.

Boston,
rooms,

and

tapestry ;
acre of land, rent only $60 per

month : the furniture witl be sold low as the owner must go to California.POND & BR1TTAN, 339
30-1
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

sn-'k

—

—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

llrnnitivick,Novn Hcelia,

New

word* Inlaud. nud

Prince Ed-

i'ape Breton.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FBI DAY at 5.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. jy Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLK, JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

Occan Tickets and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers: the
Cunaro, White Star, Gulon. Anchor, National, Inman, State, Red Star, North German Lloyd, Hamburg American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
and Scandinavian exchange.
t'OAL—Georges Creea Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm, Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. L·.
ap24tf
■ ΛΚ.ΤΙϋΚ,
Kichimge Nf.

OPENING OF TUE EVER POPULAR

Lake Route.
Sebago
ON

and after Monday, June 28th., Steamer Sebago will make daily trips from Lake station to Naples, Bridgton, North Bridgton and
Harrison, passing through lake river and mounDurtain scenery unequalled in New England.
will pass through
ing the busy season the steamer
the "Notch," giving a view of the Hawthorne
Cane, and Images where Capt. Frve made his
desperate leap for life 70 feet into the lake and
swam across to Frye's Island pursued by Indians.
Steamer will leave Lake Station on arrival of
12.40 p. m. train from Portland, leaving Harrison
at 7.45 a. m., connecting with train arriving in
Portland at 12.35.
Call for tickets over Sebago Lake Route. For
sale at Boston & Maine Depot.
C. E. Gibbs will personally be in charge of
steamer, and will be pleased to meet all former
patrons and welcome new ones.
Free coach from Bridgton Landing.
For descriptive circulars, apply to
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Bridgton, Me.

je25dlm

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—LINK

FOR—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.
From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Francisco via The Kethinni* of
Panama,
sails Friday, July 8, noon.
COLON
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$00$ Steerage §30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and Chinn.
CITY OF NEW YORK, sails Tuesday, July 20,
2 p.

m.

For Freight, Passage, or general information
or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAITIM & CO.,
115 M tale Street, C«r. Broad St., Botton.

apply to
jeiu

BOSTON
FARE ONLY $1.00.

_

HlfiniiU AKRANGEMEINTM:
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

the

Elegant

Steamers

EMITA AND CADET,

S^SEslPjll

Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every- week day ev-

ening at 7 o'clock ; arriving jn season for connecbeyond.
tion with earliest trains for
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York. &c.
SUNDAY TBIPM: Till further notice, the
steamers of this line will leave Portland and Boston every Sunday at 8.00 p. in.
J. B. COYLE, Jb. Manager.
je29tf

Remember this Fact.

-llladelphla,

If you do not like the flavor of

LIQUID FOOD,

MURDOITS

it is the natural flavor of the
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you take it.
Remember also it must have a
flavor different from everything
known, as it is the only ltaw Condensed Food free from insoluble
matter, in the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like common
food, cooked food or extracts. It
cannot be so reduced but that it
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with bcuelit.

(:tu«l

RECORD.

GOOD

A

For the year ending April 1, between one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co.. Boston, without the loss of a single patient, and all re
stored to usefulness.

points

Boston I Philadelpltia
LINE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON eierj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA eierj TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
m. From Fine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-halt the rate of

jtf-

^sailing vessel.

West by the Pcnn. R. It., anil
South by connecting Unes, forwarded free of commission.
Kound Trip 8IN,
PitHNfige $10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. It. ΧΛ»ΙS"WO>, Age·!,
JO Ι.ααχ Wtanrf, BmIod.
31dtf

Freights

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

General Agent

sept21-dtf

EXCURSIONS.
EXCURSIONS

COOK'S

—

TO

—

EUROPE and CALIFORNIA
the Spring and Summer of 188C.

Send for

Programmes.

Tickets Iwued for Individual Traveler»
to and in all parts of the World.
l*a«»nge Tickets by all lines of Steamers.
Cook's Excursionist, with mans, published
monthly, by mail for ten cents. Address,
THOS. COOK Ar SON, 197 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
mar31d2awW&312w

Liouid Food was givan bafore and after tha operations

WNVOlJ/tfdCite 3HL

?

& With what we have been ami arc doing
we xhall be able, in our new free Hospital
thai we are now building corner of Huntington Avenue and Camden utrert, to perform in the Surgical half of the Hospital,

I^OR

Operations annually.

dtf

je22

buys

a

body.

pvpr

WANTED !

Address

£: F. D.,

care

oo.,
232 Middle street.
dit

A

SAEIÏ—Confectionery, Fruit, Periodical,
;
Musical Instruments and Cigar store ; old established ; best location in the city ; always done
a good business; sell at actual value ; extrachance
for business. MAINE ILEAL ESTATE tit BUSI22 1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange street.

I^OK

LOMT AND FOUND.

keeping exclusively
We
est and highest priced boots.
LOST—Our
in
the above the
habit of

the fin-

now

keep

addition to
largest variety in medium and low priced boots, and can fit almost any
foot to any priced boot desired. M. G. PALMER,
3-1
541 Congress street.
who intend camping out. wil
will save money by selecting what is needed
for them at the Bostou 5c. Store, Farrington
Block, in Crockery and Tin Ware. The home
store for low priced supplies for eampers, summer
sojourners and the public. J. E. DAVIS, 433
1-1
Congress St.

LOST—Partieo

Saturday, June 26th, a rubber envelope containing two mortgages, two notes
The
and other papers of value to the owner.
finder will be suitably rewarded by returning
same to RICHARD BAUMGARTNER, Steamer
30-1
Cornelia 11.

LOST—On

place
plumes
buy your
full
also have
for the fourth of July,
FOUND—The
mats, baby carriage mats, doll
line of
horse

to

a

we

carriage
mats, toilet mats, wool dusters, harness trimmings, chimney cleaners. 53 Union St. and 231
28-1
York St., Portland, Me.
Willis's History of Portland
from 1032 to 18G5. Please return to CHAS.
28 1
O. HASKELL, 117 Free St.

LOST—Loaned;
THIS

OFFICE.

The

finder will be

leaving the

same

at

28-1

ITIISUELEANEOUS.
—

F

POLEM

SIMONTON&
FEA«
of Park.

made

SON,

ACÏENTS

to order by W. II.
420 Commercial St.,
30-1

Girls Wanted.

forja
a good business, call or address,
CRESS STREET, Room 0.

can-

in this
If you
490 CON6-1

ED-LADY AGENTS ACTUALLY
$20 daily with my wonderful new
patent rubber undergarments for females; one
lady sold fifty first two hours. Address MADAM
C. T. LITTLE, lock box 443, Chicago, 111. jell-8

WANT
clear

ïev/spaper
THIS PAPERFXkîîï&B
Street), where advertia.
Bureau (10
Um contracts uiRy

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other canses,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tne medical
facuftv and a sale unequalled by any
other 'distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salnbrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Urocers.

"jThe question often asked—how does M- ^clock's
Ί TonLiquid Food compare with other Foods
<>ds for
ics? We refer to the State Inspector of
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 percent,
of albumen; all the other foods do not contain

aiy. Common food does not contain over one per
'vent, that i.s available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
cent.
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
3.30
to 23.74
contain
from
The
others
matter.
per cent.
The other prepIn alcoholic extracts
arations are all TONICS, as they contain from
20.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts snow why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing tne system of disease.

Spruce
madeior It IN S UW Ynitif,

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER

MLRDOCK
my22

LipÎFÔOD CO.,

PORTLAND RAILROAD^
CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.

Leave
Leave
Connecting with
Steamers, Post Office trains leaving ConFranklin Wharf,
gress St. Station at
Boston

Α. Μ.
6.15
7.45

Cars will connect

Μ Ρ « It Τ Ε I>

I

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL

IN

FOR SALE BV

STANLEY & SON, Importers,

KO. 410 FORE ST..

PORTLAND, ME.

Also General Managers for New England for tne
Celebrated

SUMMIT

MINERAL SPRLVG

F Κ Ο 31

HARRISON.

WATER,

nAINK.

PatentFuei and Goal.

M.
6.40

6.20
7.50
8.00
P. Μ.
12.00
12.10

8.20
Γ. M.

12.38
12.43
12.48
5.10
5.24

with all inward trains except-

ing the Niglit Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN, Gen'l Manager.
je28(ltf
E3S53Z£££ : "V 523£32Β0Β·ΒΞΒΒ
ι £J A CERIAJ ASi m CI'BE Β
In*tioitly relieve* thcSJ
attacks. H

must violent
ami lneurce
niible nlr« p.

comfort-gl

Uflini b.vH
inhalat.on, than reaolunj? thodise.-ine direct, relax-·
et Λθ epaam, facilitates free
W 3 î EwB
expectoration, and I : I·' F ΓΧ'Γί
where all other remedies Ci?!. A trial eonvine»·* the most Κ
effect.Η
skeptical cf Its Immedinh'.dlreet ami noTer-lbnine
l'rlce 50e. «cdiM.OOt "f drucsdst·» or by mail. Tria!»
pk'KQ free for stamp. |)r. It. SCHH FMAN.st. PiuiNjjUnn.gi

Cargo Patent Fuel now lauding. The bricks are
made solid under pressure oi three tons per square
inch, is a great and enduring heater for all steam
purposes, clear, free from all dust and dirt.
Also first quality Georges' Creek, Cumberland,
Acadia, Albion, Vale, Reserve, Sidney, Cow Bay,
Sidney, Coarse Screened, Run of Mines, and Culm,
the latter very cheap for steam purposes. For sale
l>y J. I*. FAK.flEK, '«ί'<3 Exchange Nireet.
dim
'jelii
W II Κ RE 1IY GIVE*, that the
been duly appointed Ex-

subscriber has
NOTICK
ecutrix of the Will of

WORTHY C. BARROWS, late ol Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
trust by
herself
that
giving
upon
bonds as the law directs. All persons hav ing demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same: and all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make payin the

taken

ment to

SARAH C.

aprO

KINDS,

TIIE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

A.

Λ. Μ.

Γ. Μ.

illy

uiario

Uoston. R.

SM&Wtf

STREET,

YOKU.

NEW

A tablespoonful four times a day will make 10
rounds new blood monthly, and the system confa! us 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING IIOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND IIOW NECESSAKY WHEN DISEASED.

4.40

and

Advertising

SCHNAPPS.

rjKemember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market. WE BEQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily of Μurdock's Liquid Food, and you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will "be restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a ease of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been prescribed by a physician.

WANTED.

general agents
vassers for every city and county
WANTED—Agents,
household article with merit
State
want

BABIES.

Ou and after iflONDAV, June SStli, cari»
connecting with itlaiuc Central Railroad
outward train·* will leave an follow»:

Str. ButterΟ Κ TUE MEN-OF-WAR
cup will make half-hour trips to the men-ofwar, commencing July 3d. from the end of Custom
House Wharf. The boat can be chartered for
3-1
moonlight excursions.

TICKET OVFICEi

35 Exchange St., and Deoot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATE
—

το

Delroil, t'hicaso, Ή il t* auk
Cincinnati, Ml. Z.ouia. Omaha, Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Sun Francisco,
and all points in the

Canada.

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH

HICKSON, General Manage)
EDGAR, G. P. A„
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

WM.

July 5,1886.

JyBiltf

CÉTRAL

MAUVE

RAILROAD

On and after MONDAY,

June 'ig,
18§β, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

For Bangor, Vanceboro, St. Johu, Halifax, and tbe Province», St. Stephen and
ArooMtooli County, 12.30 p. in., via Lewintou. 12.35 and til.15 p. in., via Augu«ta; and
for Ellnworth, Rar Harbor, and Bangor
A Fincataqui* R. R., χ 11.15 p. ID., for
Skowhegan, HclfaMt an-t Dexter, 12.30,
12.35, Jll.15 p. m.; Wnterville. 6.45 a. πι.,
12.30,12.35, 5.16 and, til.15 p. m.; for AnMilita, llullowell, 4»ardiner and Biuumwick, 6.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.16, *11.15 P· m-î
Bath, 0.45 a. m 12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.; Rockland and
Knox and Uncolu R. R., 0.45 a. Ul 12.35
p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 5 Ij p. m.;
Aulurn and liewiwton at 83.0 a. in., 12.30,
5.10 p.m.; Lewinlon fia Brunnwick, 0.45
a. m.,til. 15p.m.; Farminiiton, Tloumoutb,
Winthrop mid Maranacook 8.30 a. ni. and
12.30 p.m.; Oakland and North An»on,
12.30 p.m.; Farmington via Rruniiwick,
G.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. in., and from

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY
For Bangor, JE Un worth and Bar Harbor at
12.38 p.m. Fast Express stopping at Bruns
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Water·

All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Hundays included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
mornings or to Belfast
Skowhegan on
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains arw due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m. ;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Banat 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoon trahie
romWaterville, Bath. Rockland aDd Lewiston at
5.35p.m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p.m.; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, lires and second class, for
all point» in lise Provinces on «nie ttl re-

f;or

duced

rated.

PORTLAND, BANGOiii, MT. .DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND makes two
trips per week on the route i«tween Portland ;ind
Macmasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. in.,
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Maclilasport at 4.00 a.
in., Mondays and Thursdays.
FAYSON TUCKÉIÏ, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTHBY.Qen'l Pass, and Ticket A|(t.
Portland, June 25.1886.
Je2ôtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Po< iiand & Rochester It. it.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

TRAHIS.

afterMonday, Jnae 28,
» vir"
'W
Passenger Trains will Leave
Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua. Windham and JEpping at 7.JO
a. in. and l.lO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
On and

I.IO p.

at

ni.

Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro, and fclaco River at 7.30 a. ui., 1.10
and (mixed) at 6.:iO p. in.
and
For <<oriiani ;it 7.30 n. in., l.lO,

For

(mixed) at Ο..ΊΟ p. m.
For Maccnrappa, Comberlund Mill*, lVewt·
brook Junction and Woodford'*· at 7..'10
and lO.OOa. ut.« f.lO, ,'Ι.ΟΟ, tt.gO and
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
For ForcMt Avenue (Deering) 10 OO a. ui.
.*l;OOand O.'-JO p. ui.
The l.lO p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Iloowac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Cuion Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
v»a Springfield. also frith Ν. Υ.ΛΝ. E. R. R.
Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Month, and
with Howton A- Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Weetbrook JT
tieu with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all point* West and South
Portmay be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
laud & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. VV. Ρ ET Kit». Sunt.

(^Steamer

je2(5dtf

Portland and

Ogdensburg

R, R,

as

follows:

Trains Arrive in Povtlanri:
a. iu.. 4rom Bartlett and way stations.
14.35 p. m., Express from all White Mountain

8.15

Resorts.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

profit

je4

PORTLAND STAB MATC'U CO., West
Commercial St.
my22Utf

WOLFE'S

patent; one of
harirain for anvPortland Tress.
28-1

BUSINESS OPENING—One of the best
in the New England States; will pay net
of $3500 annually; light work, and you
handle your own money; unusual chance. MAINE
HEAL ESTATE & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Ex
2o-l
change St.

foot

ROBERTF.SOMERS

manufac-

first-class

Montreal.

ton, Franconla. Lancaster and Jelferson, connecting via Wells' River for Montpelier and St.
train will not
Johnsbury same afternoon. This or
Jliram.
stop at So. Windham, W. Baldwin
6.15 p. in., Local, Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Stages for Limington.iSebago, Kezar Falls, Porter,
Denmark and Lovell connects with 12 40 p. m.
Stage for No. Windham

j]xsiw^:uitAr

''.ssoKSù'·:

28-1

SALE— $300

DEPARTIREZ
For Auburn and I,ewiiit©n,7.20a.m., 12.50
and 6.30 p. in.
For t.orlium, 3.60 and 5.18 p. m.
For (iorhnm, JTlontreal and Chicago, 9.30
а. m. and 1.30 p. ni.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.
From Lew in ton and Auburn, 8.25 a. n..
12.05. 3.16 and 6.40 p. m.
From iiorham, 8.25, 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. in.
From t'hicngo and Jlonlreal, 12.06 and
б.18 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an

S.35 a. m., toi No. Conway. Jackson, Glen
House, Crawford's, Fay bans, Bethlehem. Profile
House, Littleton, Wells' River, Montpelier, St.
Johnsbury, Newport, Montreal, Burlington,
S wanton, Ogdensburg and West.
12.40 p. m., Express to Fabyau's, Summit Mt.
Washington, Bethlehem, Profile House. Little-

500

FOR

1

On and nflcr iJIONDAYj July 3,
train· will run a* follow·:

and until further notice Passenger Trains will

28-1

ITIOR
turing business, secured by
ofForrtl

CHANGE OF TIME.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commending Monda;, lure 28, 1886,

SALE—$1000—Part cash. One of the
best lodging houses in Boston ; every room
furnished handsomely and occupied by first class
parties the year round. If you want a nice home
and good income, come to Boston and buy this.
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washing-

tli« hoat

GRAND nm RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Leave Portland

SALE—§975 ; part cash will buy a splendid old established millinery store in Boston ;
all the business 2 smart women can do ; this is a
rare chance to step into a prosporous business ;
owner going West ; desires to sell at once ; if you
want to buy don't delay. .JOHN W. S. RAYMOND &CO., 277 Washington St., Boston Mass.

ton Street.

L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

jel8dtf

for the

MM STEAMSHIP COMPANY

For

and Cantou at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m„ arrives In BuckUeld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. in., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boston.
Stage connection» daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy ; at BuckOeld for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Can
ton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls;
also for Bretton's Mills.

Monday

Leave State Street Wharf at 10.15
a.m.. 2.00,7.30 p.m. Leave Frank1«" Wliarf at 5.45,6.45, 7.45,9.00,
10.15, 10.30, 11.00 a. ra., 12.05,
1.00,2.00,2.15. 2.50, 4.30,0.10,
8.30
p. m. Leave Peaks' 0.25, 7.15,
7.30, 7.40,
8.00, 9.30, 10.35, 10.50, 11.30 a. in., 1.00, 1.30,
5.10,
0.30, 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 p. m.
5.05,
2.30, 2.35,
Leave Cushing's (White Head C.10) 7.05, 8.10.
9.40. 10.45 a. in., 1.20. 2.45, 5.00, (White Head
0.40) 0.50, 8.50 p. ni. Leave Cape Cottage 8.20,
11.10 a. m., 2.55, 4.50 p. m. (weather permitting),
SUNDAYS—Leave State Street Wharf 10.15 a.m.,
Leave Franklin Wharf at 9.15, 10.30
2.00 p. in.
a.m., 12.30, 2.15, 3.15 p.m. Leave Peaks' 9.35,
10.50 a.m., 1.00, 2.35, 5.15 p.m. Leave Cushing's
p.m. Leave
9.45,11.00 a.m., 12.45,2.45, 5.00
Cape Cottage 11.10 a. in., 2.55, 4.45 p. in.
B.
COYLE.
JR.,
J.
Manager.
jy3dtf

DIRECT

Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.

ville only.

STEAMERS.

KT1K HIKE! STRSMRftlT f A
a

y'M^k

FOB

Rumford Falls and Buckfield Railroad
Cuinii··· Tia Urand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junctioo
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. m.

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. 0.. HALIFAX, N. S.

BATES OF FAKE;
Round trip tickets with admission to Pavilion,
or Elevator
Coaster
Roller
§ .20
Rink,
1.00
6 round trips, without admission
3,00
30 round trips, without admission
25
return
and
To Long Island
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
Jy2dti

moral

of

Washington, Penobscot,

IjlOB

(twenty tuile») <lown €a«·
co Bay.

On and aft or June 30,1886, Steamers Gordon
and Alice will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily, as follows, viz. :
For Long Island, Little Cliebeague, Hope Is
land, Jenk*s 9.30,10.20 a.m., 2.00, 5.00, β.οδ p.m.
For Harps well, 0.30 a. in.. 2.00, 5.00, 6.05 p. m.
For Orr's island, 9.00 a. m., *5.00 p. m.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 6.1C
a. in., 1.30 p. m.
Harpswellat 5.15, 0.45 a. m., 2,
3.45 p. m. ; Jenk's at 5.50, 7.35, 11.25 a. in., 2.50,
4.20 p. m. ; Hope Island at 5.55, 7.40,11.30 a. m.,
2.55, 4.25 p. m. ; Little Chebeague at 6.05, 7.50,
11.35 a. m., 3.05, 4.35 p. in. ; Long Island at 6.25,
8.10,11.55 a. m., 3.25, 4.55 p. hi. Arrive at Portland at 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 12.30, 4.00, 5.30 p. m.
*5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to Harpswell.
SINDAVS.
For Harpswell and intermediate landings at
10.00 a. m., 2.00 p.m. Return leave Harpswell
for Portland and intermediate landings at 11.3ό,
Round trip tickets, Sundays, to
а. m., 4.30 p. m.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
je30dtf

ÏEXPRESS

roll of bank bills.

60 men to take part in the Centennial Historical Tableaux. ApGEORGE E. BROWN,
ply to
No. 235 1-8 Middle Street.

BY

CAPT. II. B. TOWNSEND,

FOBJALË.

liberally rewarded by
LOST—A

25 experienced Sewers and Machine
Stitchers wanted to-day; none but experienced need apply.

[TAV1NG
H these

je30eod6w*

dtf

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.

C.S.6osse,4&
Newspaper Adv'ng Agency.

may 10

:0R

PLUMMEK, )

λ

■'■

SAUCE.

îuiuuiu

with horses, to carry banners in the
Trades' Procession. Apply to the committee, 35 Preble St., Thursday evening, from 7 to 8
)
o'clock.
W. 1". GOSS.
P. H. BUADLEY, [ Committee.
C. H.

d&wnrmly-cTh

ν

MEN.

jc24

TABLE

χ,

WANTED TO HIRE.

eodly

je24

μα. ο.

I

W TCl.t.H.V3H
ASO CVÎÏAÎÎL"·
-ôï* ΓΓΤ HAW Ε Ε21AG—
L1SI,E0 A RtrJ
TAT ION UNEWAUiO
BTANY HAIJJFACTURcH·

ANO HUN—

DREDS OF

FOH GALE BY ALL GROCERS
îuarlo
urmdly

1VIE8BADE1V

8-4

buy $1,000 cast off Clothing
Highest cash price paid. Call

WANT to buy a first-class family horse weight
from 975 to 1050 pounds to be of line style
Well broken and reliable In every respect.
Address with description and price,
W. Portland Press Office.·
jly2d3t

ff1 'ikV

—

sor

Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindrcu
tions, it le a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Concha.
Liver
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or
Complaint." Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
on unequalled remedy.
Ληΐ2»
DIS. PIKRCE'S Prtï-ETS
âilious ami Cathartic.
25c. a vial, by druggists.

Fridays
Meed's

WASTED.

stan ley, a. m. Ph. d.

nutritive proporties. For Weak i ]
ting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, )

Portland and Bid·
Johnson, the
clairvoyant, of

Boston, is still at 56Free street, excepting
and Saturdays, when she may be found at
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

St.,

—

Prof*

horse for the season for
care ahd easy usage.
21-3

people
deford to know that Madam
WANTED—The
medical and business

or aduress

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and Ana it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomcuess and efficiency.'1

F

WANTED—Carriage
light riding; best of
Maine.

Address Box 2.

of all kinds.
WANTED—To

ccllenc^·

fire
etc., will be
SAFE, Press
1-1

International

STEAMER HAIOEE !

Hail

ΒΛΙΙ,ΙΙΟ.% DM.

a

MAINE
best of references will be required.
REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Ex28-1
change Street.

Hainlen & Co.
Sch Jeruslia

Baker, Chase, Macliias—Ν Blake.
Ρ C Merriman, and Lueiana
Serra ; sch W F Parker.

a

jobbing
Fancy
nish references as to character and experence.
2-1
Address FANCY GOODS, Press Office.

ART reliable

CO.,

improved

Ο Κ SAL· Ε—Cheap ; first-class
proof safe, combination lock,
Address
sold low ; medium size,
omce.

Milk customers.
Keeping 21
\\ΓANTED—
7 τ
I am prepared to furnish pure milk

SITUATION

8URE CUKE x v,
Kidnet
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liveh and
Complaints, Nervousness, IIeartwkn,Wini>
in the Stomach or Fains intkeBowels,
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
.Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Meqîcinb it is quick and effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complainte, and all ctlier derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore tho weak,
and vigor.
nervous, ana sickly to health, strength,
—Persons who, from
Nightly Dissipation.
evil
the
feel
dissipating too much over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness, Giddiness, etc.,
will find that one doee will remove all bad feelings.
All Druggists,
D. H. HAW! &
04 Broad Street, liOSTON, MASS.
fell 7
W.S&Mly

OR SALE—At a large discount from cost a
very extensive assortment of Gent's low
prices : §2.50, §3, .$3.50.
$4 #4.50, 95. Also the newest, nicest and best
duality of French calf, hand sewed, low shoes.
Congress, lace and button boots. M. G. PALM3-1
EB. 541 Congress St.

F

sîioes at the following

a
or

ASM
good permanent position at good salary,
and have good security for the capital required ;

Sen Arrival, Stewart, Camden—canned goods,
to Winslow Packing Co.
Sch Clement, Kelley, Macliias via Bootlibay—
lumber to VV F Milliken.
Cleared.
Sch Walter F Parker, Kelley, Glen Cove—J S

SAILED—Barques

a

WANTED-Byan eàergetic
and reliable young man of 8 years business
experience; the best of references. Adddress,
29-1
BOX 1883, City.

SE. HAM'S

FOR

j

on

on

sea

few

| S SCROFULA

3-1

a

WANTED—For

? ECZEMA,

Ice

cream

FOR lot

the Southern trade, secondhand clothing, coats pants, vests, ladies'
dresses and children's cloths; also boots and
shoes, both ladies and gents and children; we
pay cash for all kinds of clothing; send orders by
postal and we will call ; this is strictly an AmeriAddress orders to C. A. HILL. 462 Fore St.
can.
30-1

CURE

SKIN
ι

ι

for

freezers,
YER & CO.

rooms,

WANTED—A

ire

sAt'K—Unpalnted Shaker tubs

<
IHOK
waterfor the Centennial; also Ice
W. C. SAWwater palls, ice picks, &c.

22-2

man

Grand Trunk Railway

0,1 casl{ witl1 one head,
holding about 300 salions Has been used
for rain water. H. II. 1IAY &. SON, 26- Middle
β"1
Street.

NAI,E-LIn9ee<1

or

may7-2m

All those who would like a good
Shoe, one they can take comfort
in, to call at the new shoo store, 553 Congress,
corner Oak street. Prices the lowest. J. W. TUR-

New York. .Cienfuegos .July 8
New Va>rk..Liverpool—July 8
Adriatic
Ν e w York. .Hamburg.... J uly s
Η ammonia
Quebec. ...Liverpool...July 8
Oregon
Siberian
Quebec
Liverpool.. .July »
New York Havana
Niagara
July 10
Gallia
Boston
Livornool. ..July 10
Cityoi Chicago ..New Y<ak..Liverpoo... J.uly 10
New York..Bremen
Elbe
July 30
New York. .Amsterdam July 10
Schiedam
New York..Antwerp
Khyulaud
July 10
Kms
New York..Bremen
July 14
New York..Liverpool...July 15
Germanic
Ne w Y ork.. Hamburg... J u 1 ν 15
Kugia
Sarmatian
Quebec
Liverpool. ..July 15
Toronto
Quebec
Liverpool.. .July 15
City of PuebJa... New York..Hav&VCruzJuly 3 5
Ailsa
New York..Hayti
July 15
New York..Havana
July 17
Saratoga
New York..Liverpool...July 17
Etruria
New York..Kingston ...July 21
Λίνο
Vancouver
.Quebec
Liverpool.. .July 22
Circassian
Quebcc
Liverpool. ..July 23
Sarnia
Quebec
Liverpool.. .July 29

M1NIATUKE ALMANAC

FOIt HALE.

FOIS

DAILY EXCURSION.

day

Willard,

in

lots to lease

canvassers will learn of

■m !

with20
1-1

or

per

near

WANTED
easy Boot

Spoken.

wltli

Board

transient, $1.00

sale or to let— Co'tage at Old
For furthe water, Cape Elizabeth.
NOTICE—Cottage
unfurnishOrchard, six rooms, furnished
For
particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43
three minutes walk of

WANTED—Lady
good money making business by calling
address, 499 CONGRESS STREET. Room 6. 6-1

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

115%

22

Henry St. InquireofL. REDLON,|C51 Congress St. 25-1
LET.—A tenement of four rooms at 104
Wilrnot street. Enquire on the premises or
of J. C. WOODMAN. 105Va Exchange St. 23-2
O LET—Lower tenement 18

INFORMATION

Adamson s

S, Ion 132 W, barque Chasca,
Queenstown.

or dissipation, arc relieved in
minute and speedily cured by the Cuticura
Auti-E3»3ii PluMier, a new, original, elegant
and infallible antidote to pain and inflammation,
At all druggists, 25c. ; live for $1.00. ; or of Poller

25-1

little boy
who strayed from 16 DOW STREET about 1.30
p. in. yesterday. The child had white hat and
6-1
dress, black stockings and low shoes.

Sawyer,

by disease, debility

Inquire No. 1

S11.00 per month; 10 Quebec St.
CUMBERLAND ST.

OLD ORCHARD.
Cannot be mads by medicines, or the skill of physicians; font the old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by the nse of

Ar at Caibarien June 20, sch Henry Souther,
Η upper, Havana.
Slu 29th, brig L F Munson, Smith, Boston.
Ar at Cardenas June 20, sch Maggie Dalling,
from
Dalling, Philadelphia; J R Babel.
Havana ; 28th, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman,
Boston ; sch W L AVhite, Ames, Havana.
Sid 29th, brig Sarah & Emma, Nash, Philadelphia ; sch F Richardson, Belano, do.

one

:

rooms, one

Commercial St.

Sydney.

PAINS

stair rent of 0 rooms consis-

TOting offront
parlor, sitting room, kitching, 2 bed
chamber and Sebago water rent

ther

Foreien Ports,
Hong Kong June 3, ships George Skol field,
Dunning, and St David. Frost, for San Francisco;
John Currier. BJethen, do.
rild fra Iquique May 31, ship Kobt Dixon, Smithwick, New York.
Ar at Greenock 4th inst, barque Chas Stewart,
Grant, Bangor; 5th, Eulie, Kidman, Portland.
At Baracoa June 2β. sch Win Douglas, Mclndoe
for New York; Mary Bradford, Ryder, disg.
Sid fin PisagiHi M.ay 14, barque Isaac Jackson,
Welch, New Yofk; 26th, Onaway, Crickett. do.
Fussed St Peters. CB, 2d inst, Samual Drake,
from Portland for Marble Mountain.
Ar at Havana 5th, barque David Chapin, Hall,

^KIDNEY

LET—Two

and boarding
good running
condition ;
present parties leaving, poor
health ; furniture and carpets may be purchased
For further particulars, address A.
or rented,
26-1
L., Press Office.

At

that weary, lifeless all-gone, sensaAifejS And ever
present with those of inflamed
f^SAJtion
weak back and loins, aching
kidneys,
lJ_y
fc*TCT hips and sides overworked or worn out

TO

in

incetown, Haskell, Penobscot; Victory, Snow,
Rockland: Cyrus Chamberlain, Teal, Ciimden;
Mary Eliza,
Hannah D. Campbell, Westport:
Howes, and Julia Baker, French. Bath ; Emma A
Cutting. Torrey. do.
Ar 6th, schs Minnie Davis, Davis, and Pride of
the Port, Parsons, Barrington, NS; Pacific, Nash,
Hoboken.
DOVER. NH—Ar 5th, scli Wm Η Card, Woostcr. Philadelphia.

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuua. 50 cts. ;
Soap, 25 cents; Resolvent, si.go. Prepared by
the Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston,
Mass. Send for "How to Cure Skin Diseases."

li Sit room"

29-1

three nice rooms, with or
without table board ; one parlor with beel
room attached on first boor, suitable feir man and
wife or a physician ; has been occupied by a plivsician in the past. Inquire at 284 CONGRESS
29-1
STREET.
or

LET—A first-class

Loud.
Ar 4th, sch A J Fabens, Keene, from Rondout
for Boston ; Addie L Perkins, fin Bangor for Norwich.
Sid 4th, schs Chremo, aud A J Fabens.
H YANNIS—Passed by 5tli, scli Lucinda G Potter, from Philadelphia for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 5th, sells Nellie G Davis, Davis,
Barrington, NS; Sarah Ε Hyde, Murphy, do;
Gamma, Brown, Hoboken; Prescott Iiazeltine,
French, Rondout; Mist, Gipps. Calais: Rowena,
Newbury, do; Josie, Smith, Macliias; Black Warrior, Stevens, Deer Isle : Agricola, Whitmore,
Ellsworth; Fair Dealer, Coombs, Bangor ; Prov-

COVERED

LET—Two

lodging
centrally located anil
TO house cause
of

Elizabethport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, sch Chromo,·
Bunker, Sullivan for Philadelphia.
Sid, schs Annie L McKeen, Orient, Georgie D

Skin Diseases Instantly
lieved by Cuticura.

Pine, near
ply to 11. S. riilDK. 3 Cahoon Block.

TO

mons.

lat 42
from Portland, for

TO

very desirable up stairs rent on
Carlton street. Price $300.
Ap-

first-class cottages situated
directly on the sea wall; 8 rooms, nicely furnished, bathing house connected, and the best situation on the beach; will be let very cheap
if called for immeeiiately.
Inquire of OB1N B.
28-1
COLLEY, Pine Point.

ken for Gardiner.
STON1NGTON—Ar 4tli, sch SE Nash, Nash,
Port Johnson.
Sid 4th, sch Win Ε Leggett, Pierce, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 5th, schs Carrie Ε Woodbury, Bryant, Bonaire; H Prescott, King, Bangor.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOB-Ar 4th, sch Fred
W Chase. Mason, Fall River for Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 4th, sch Gen Hall, Sim-

April 20,

LET—A

a

]\1APJNE_NEWS.

111%

Ο

_

iVi-siPi-n dull J-»; 1<J ·.
at ή s Γ»γ1
Provisions. tot*.
—i'ork at ;>2s (>d ; bacon 33s Cd. Cheese 30s for
American jlard, prime Western at 34s —d; tallow
24s 3d for American.

121

109%
107%

and closet, al
7V3 octave piano
at HASTING'S Ware
2-1

LET—Farm, 25 miles from Portland, conslsting of 22 acres of grass land ; a line pasture ; has pastured 17 head of cattle in one season ; field free from stone, and perfectly smooth
buildings all new, consisting of house, ell, store,
wood house, tool house, stable, barn, carriage
house, work shop, ice house, stable, cellar ane]
lienery, and all the conveniences one can wish
water in sink, large cistern under store, good well
of water; plenty of fruit: 120 grafted trees ; some
choice early fruit ; buildings all iu first class or{.It-r inside and out, and all connected ; a desirable
situation for a man of means ; pleasantly situated ;
healthful locality ; schejol nearly year round ; six
miles from railroad will let the whole to any good
reliable party, or will let the buildings and give a
good industrious capable man an opportunity to
advance his interests; that does not occur every
For further particulars, address, C. Ii.
dav
30-1
SMALL, North Bayinond, Maine.

Τ

Baby Humors,

LIVERPOOL,

a

Street,

rooms.

Lowell, Reed,

Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and
ΊΒ®¥T&irpLES,
H. JLiTE.
use Cuticura Soai*.

for
money and 1 01 7-16 for the account.
LONDON, July 6. -188G.—[Beerbolim's report
to Chamber of Coiuinerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat dull.
Cargoes on the passage and for
shipment,wheat, little demand ;coi η steadily held,
bur, very Utile doing. At Liverpool, spot wheat
and coin weaker.
LIVERPOOL, July 6, 1886.-Cotton market is
firm: uplands 6%d. Orleans at 5 f-i6d; sales 12,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.

handsomely furnished par

LET-Α

Washington.

I

Thompson

with water, gas
TO lor chambervery
also
line

in

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. July 0. 1886.-Consols 101%

Bun rises
4.05| High water
mo1
7.27
Sun sets
Length of day ....15.22 Height.... I···
11.3 31
Moon sets

Ohio Central

Pacific Mail

firm; mid"

100%
125%
125%
111%
111%

stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
140
Adams Express
American Exnress
42%
Central Pacific
8 Va
Chesapeake & Ohio
142
&
Alton
Chicago
150
Chicago & Alton preferred
133%
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy
09
Del. & liud. Canal
129
Del., Lack. & West
15%
Den fcKlotirande
2»%
Erie
69%
Erie preferred—
188%
Illinois Central
17%
lnd Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
84%
Lake Shore
41%
Louisville & Ν
124
Manhattan Elevated
73
Michigan Central
20%
Minn. & St. Louis
do pref
45%
107
Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
64%
Northern Pacific
27%
ao nref
159%
Northwestern
113%
Northwestern preferred
141
New York Central
105%
New York, Chicago St St. Louis
8%
do pref
20%
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Oretron Transcou

is

dllne 9c.

FROM

Tim following quoi alio us of slocks are received
dailv :
A tchM foi.eka raiul Santa Fe Railroad
80%
79 V*
Eastern Railroad—
1 '·>5 V*
Hell Telephone
104%
Sonora 7s
41%
New λ ork and New England Railroad.
do prei
Mcxican Central 4s
37%
l y6Vi
Boston & Albany Railroad

Central Pacific lstsDenver a It. Gr. lsts
Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols
Oregon Nav. lsts
Union Pacific 1st
do Land tirants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York

nv. LO

middling 9c.
MEMPHIS, July G, 1886.—Cotton

KENT—Furnished cottage; at Farn
Landing Diamond Island, tin· "Preble cot
nine
rooms, disconnected kitchen suppliée
tage"—
with good spring water: spacious ground and batl
house. BENJAMIN SHAW, 4H Va Exchange St

house

TttKrR

FREE ST.

IOB

Curacoa.

Pliiladelpnla.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sch Jas

or

F'

C'G ΕOk8"kTOWN, SC—Sid 3d, sch St Croix,Han-

Weeks,

Ε. N. Ferry's lia

over

_

Santiago

[By Telegraph.]

New4%s,Teg
New 4%s, coup

>»<«!

[By Telegraph.]
VRW YORK. July 6. 188G.—Flour marketReceiprs 29,052 bDls; exports 3311 bbls and 6814
sacks: higlior wltli moderate business; sales 16,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00^2 85 ; superfine
Western and State at 2 40@3 00; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 60@3 15; good to
choice do at 3 2θ(α5 00; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 80®4 95; fancy do» at
at 4 80^5 00; common to good extra Ohio at 2 60
(54 90 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 60®
5 00; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 50(ft4 75 : choice to double extra do at 4 80®
5 00,Including 3100 bbls city mill extra at 4 30&:
5 00; 1200 bbls fine do at 2 00@2 85; 500 bbls superfine at 2 40g3 00; 900 bbhv^xtra No2 at 2 GO
(ci3 Jô; 4G00winter bbls whèaf extra 2 60@5 00;
5700 bb's Minnesota extra at 2 60@5;00. South
eru flour is firm ; common to fair extra at 3 10@
3 65 ; Rye Flour firmer ; superfine at 3 10@3 30.
Wheat—receipts 37.825 bush; exports 270,167
bush; higher; sales 6500 on spot; Ko 2 Spring at
85%c ; No 2 lied nommai ; No 1 Red 93c ; No 1
White 90c. Bye is weak. Coin is higher; receipts 177,200 bush ; exports 51.248 bush ; sales
61,000 bush on spot; No 2 at47%@48c in elev;
Yellow 50@51c. On ι* higher ; receipts 138.500
bush; exports 810 bush; sales 150,60" busli spot:
Mo 3 at 34%c, White do at 37%&89c; No 2 at
35@35VaC ; No 2 White 40<a41 c ; Mixed Western
at 34(a37c ; do White at 37@44c ; White State at
40M»@43c. Coffee is firm, β ο gar—refined is
quiet; Cat4%@6c; White Extra € at 5%c; Off
A at 5V2C ; Yellow at 4Va@48,4c;i Mould A 6Vic:
standard A 6% c ; granulated 6*4 c ; cut loaf and
crushed 6%(a6%c; powdered 6%@6%c: Cubes
K'elroleiiua—
β%@6 5 16; Confijl A 6 l-16c.
united 653/4c. Tnflow steady. Porli stronger;
mess at 10 62%@11 00 for old and 11 62Va@

Boston Stock (Vlarkot.

ment securities:
United States bonds,;3s
New 49, reg
New 4s, coup

weak ;

natives*2

UVIEIVOVIVf

BENT—Booms

—

STEAUIEH*.

ΙΜΓΛΝΟ HT Ε AM Κ Κ*.

boabd.

store iu Evans Building, suitable for eientis
Fob
Ε. N. PERKY.
5 :
tailor. T. H. WESTON

or

Domestic Ports.
ASTORIA. O—Sid 3d, ship Tillie Ε Starbuck,
Curtis, Queenstown.
BEAUFOKT, NC—Ar 4th, sell Franconla, Falkdy,

LET.

TO

niSCELLAKEOlH.

an

mining stocks to-day:

Colorado-Coal
Homestake

vessel registered 470 tens, was built at Camden
in 1884 and hailed from Providence.
Sell Franconla, Falker. at Beaufort from Bockport, while docking at the latter port, stove ten
feet of starboard rail.
New Bedford, July 3—Sell «en Hall, Simmons,
from Elizabeth port, ran asliore oil Palmer Island
aud had to take the assistance of a tug.

dw&3ni!4

BARROWS. Executrix.

Portland, June 1δ, 1886.

je23dlaw\Y3w*

5.41 p. ui.. Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.15 p. tn., from Montrea', Burlington, Ogdensburg and west.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
îa..« ok

feQRtf

iaae

BRiDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing .Innc 28, 1886.
Trains Leave

Briilgton

A.M.
6. lu

A.M.
10.1 υ
P.M.
12.35

P.M.

5.30

7.45
8.45
Arrive Portland
0.15
12.40
Leave Portland (P.&O.R.R.) 8.35
8.60
3.G7
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
North
for
BridgStage connects witli all trains
ton and Harrison, and with trains leaving Portland
at 12.40 p. in. for Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
Je29dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PAMMENGER TRAIN MEHVH E,
iu effect June 27, 18S6.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Ronton at Ιβ.ΐδ, t8.40 a. m.. tl2.40, t3.30
t5.30 p.m. Ho* ton for Portlantl 7.30, 8.30» a.m.«
Ueuch and
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. iu. For Mcarboro
Piue Point 6.15, 8.40, 10.25 a. in., 2.00, 3.30,
Nuc·
Old
Orchard
Reach,
$5.00,6.10,8.05 p.m.
and Ri«ldeford6.15,S.40,10.25 a.m., 12.40, 2.00,
Kruarbunlt
m.
8.05
6.10,
p.
5.30,
3.30, $5.00,
6.15. 8.40 a.m., 12.40. 3.30, $5.00, 5.30. 8.05 p.m.
Well» Reac h 6.15, 8.40 V in., 3.30. $5.00. o.30
Dorer
p. m. North Rcrwick, <2renl Fall»,
6.15. 8.40 a.m.. 12.40. 3.30, $5Λ0, 5.30 p. m. Ex<
Lowell
6.15,
and
Lawrence
eter, Haverhill,
8.40 a. m.," 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Rochester,
12.40,
8.40
a.
m.,
Alton
and
Raj
Farinington
3.30 p. m. VI olfboro and Centre Harbor 8.40
Manchester and Concord
a. in., 12.40 p. m.
(via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m. ;
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
tConnects with all Kail Lines to New York,
South and West.
$Via Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,8,40
а. in., 12.40, 530 p. m. Returning leave Boston at
«.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.60, 6.00 p. m.
Ml'NDAV TRAINS
; for Rover 1.00, 4.15,
for Ronton 1.00, 5.8ο P·
5.30 p. m.; for Scarboro Beach, Pine Point»
Old Orchard Reach, Saco and Hiddeford
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 2.00, 3,30, 4.15, 5.30, 7.0ι» p. m.

Fare to Old Orchard and Kcdirn,

Sundays,

GO CENTS. I
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Hontou at 2.00 and f 9.00 a. m., Tel. 00 auu
$6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Ronton at 7.30
and 9.00 a. ni. and 12.3υ and 7.00 p. m. For
Riddet'or<l at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
at
p. m. For 8*ort*naonth and Newburyport
2'.<""1 !uu> a. m., 1.00 and β.Οο p.m. For
SaFor
III.
1.00
and
6.00
9.00a.
Auacfcoary
p.m.
lem aud Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and
б.00 p. m. PITIjIj.viAN CARS on above trains,
f Connect s with Kail Lines for New York, South
and West.
sConneets with Sound Lines for New York, South
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
(or sale at Portlnud Repot Ticket Office·,
and at IJuion Ticket Office, 40 Exchauge
Street, Portland.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, GenM Manager.
6
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THE END.
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PORTLAND

[CONTINI'F.L) FROM FIKHT PAGE.]

AND VICINITY.

ADTERTKSGUlGIfTfl TO-»AlF.

XCW

AMUSEMENTS.
New England League Games.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
; Bathing Suits—Owen, Moore & C.
Parasols—liines Brothers.
For Sale—Screens, Screen Doors.
Found—Bracelet.
Wanted—Mrs. Sherman.
W anted—Tenement.
Mrs Perry's Sehool for Children.
W anted—Ρ artner.

White Dresses—Rines Brothers.
Wanted—Man.
annual Meeting—Synchronous Time to.
~

Imitations have been foisted upon the market
so closely resembling Allcock's Porous Plasters in
general aypearance as to be well calculated to deceive. It is, however, in general appearance only
that they compare with Allcock's, for they are
worse than worthless, inasmuch as they contain
deleterious ingredients which are apt to cause serious injury.
Remember that Allcock's are the only
genuine porous plasters—the be st external reme
dy ever known ; and when purchasing plasters do
not only ask for, but see that you get "Allcock's
Porous Plasters." The popularity which these
plasters have attained during the past thirty
years has no parallel, so it is no wonder that ImL
tations and counterfeits abound.
cod&w

jun28

WINSLOW'S
Ulethere.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always boused when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; itproduces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant-to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
Vowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
janlG
Advice

to

AN UNFAILING REMEDY.
Brandretli's Pills cure dyspepsia, or indigestion
headache, pain in the shoulders, coughs, tightness
of the chest, dizziness, sour stomach, bad taste in
the mouth, bilious
attacks, palpitation of the
Pain in the reheart, inflammation of the lungs.
gion of the kidneys, and a hundred other painful
symptoms are the offspring of dyspepsia. One or
two Pills every night for a week are sufficient.
eod&w

July 5

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter's Little
Livor Pills. One a dose.
d&wlw
julyG
F. E. Barnes, 3-14 Fourth AveNew l'ork, writes:
"I have used Adamson's Balsam, as have also
eoino of my personal friends.
We found it the
best remedy to be had for coughs and colds."

July?;

MW&S&w

The Story of the Celebration.

description of the

great procession,

can

be obtained.
MUNICIPAL COURT

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Tuesday— Jolm Douglass,
Henry McVey,
Tiinothv Tooiney, EUsha C. Debee. John l.ee,
Charles \V. li.ill. Ham Nelson anil James M. Dunn.
Intoxication. Each live day in county jail,
ilans Nelson appealed.
Edward Logan.
Intoxication; 2d offence; GO
days in county jail.
Timothy Tooiney. Resisting officer. Fined $30
and cost.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Several ladies were prostrated by the heat
j'este rday.
Mr. Stetson, and a large party from Sanl''r»ncisco, were at the Falmouth Hotel last
■-«juglit.
The fireworks will take place, if the w eathBrain
er is pleasant, from the plain below
hall Hid at 8 p. m. tonight.
The line yachts Fawn, Mr. Gordon Dexter
owner, and the Fleetwing, Mr. Thayer, arrived in this harbor last night.
An officer's knot belonging to an officer of
the 1st Maine Regiment has been picked up
and can be found at the police station.
The Horse Railroad Company carried nearly 18,000 people Monday, and the cars did
not run the four best hours of the day.
Mr. James Cady presented fifty buttonhole bouquets to the little boys from Primary School, No. 3, in the Centennial procession.
Mrs. H. W. Taylor of Long Island, slipped
anil fell while getting on board the steamer
Gordon Monday and was quite seriously in-

jured.
The Advertiser made

a

verbatim report of

yesterday's proceedings up to the time of
going to press. It was a great undertaking
well done.
Nathaniel Butler, in the one scene of the
sham fight with the Indians Monday night,
received a half-moon cut on the cheek from a
tomahawk.
A young lady was taken into Dana's drug
store yesterday suffering from heart-disease.
Mr. Dana treated her and she was soon able
to go home.
The members of the class of '88, P. H. S.,
will remember the class picnic to Long
Island tomorrow, leaving Custom House
wharf at 9.30 a. m.
χiiti crusiieu sbune uuu
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the flesing and captured inhabitants ha<l left
f
behind them.
Of the last war episode in the history ο
Portland 1 shall not speak. Its bombardment
by Mowatt everybody knows. A more wanton,indefensible assault upon an undefended
city has not disgraced the annuls of medern
warfare.
lint while the city has thus suffered by
war and rapine
it has also
been the
sceneof much pomp and pageantry. Indeed
the waters of Casco witnessed a great scenic
display before a white man had set his foot
on shore, for did not bold
Captain Christopher Leavet in the year of our Lord one
thousand six hundred and twenty-three sail
down the liarbor "with the King and Queen
and prince, bow and arrows, dog and kitten
in his bo it, his noble attendance rowing by
us in their canoes"? and was not meat, drink
and tobacco given to the lordly savages? and
is not the same figured in Mr. Goold his book?
Let us hope to complete the glowing scene
that great fishts chased each other with heads
like "the stone horses in a gentleman's
park" that Michael Mitton's Triton looked
on approving having not yet "dyed the water
while the tyranical
with his purple blood"
bear 011 the shore paused a moment from his
in the shalsucculent
lobster
pursuit of the
low pool.
On one great day in 1754 we had here the
Governor of Msssaehuseets, and a Governor
of Massachusetts of that day v. as a superior
being and suspected it himself. There came
MRS. WOOLSON'S POEM.
also a majority of the Council and the Speaker of the House and eight hundred
troops, Ye bid me wake, with touch unskilled and weak,
i lie}' stayed witii us ten days and there was
The mighty harp that elder hards have strung;
They treated Ye bid my fâlltering voice essay to speak
great feasting and parade.
Λ city's ioy, where nobler strains have rung;
with the Indians and went their stately wayback to Boston and lived happily ever "after- Nor festal hymn, nor gladsome lay were mine,
Should once her poets to my vision rise,
wards.
Like thos3 rapt singers that the Florentine
I do not remember these two scenes, but I
Beheld, with r«vere*t eyes.
do remember the boyish face of the Prince
And mute were I, did venturous thought recall
of Wales, and that remarkable hat of the
That laurelled name on London's minster-wall.
Duke of Newcastle, which 1 trust his posleaps my heart to celebrate the fame
terity have preserved, for it must have de- Yet
Of that dear city which we proudly boast
scended from his ancestors. 1 remember also
Oldest and largest that our State can claim
the wonderful grandeur of the saluting ships
iu all her leagues of bay-indented coast.
as they belched (ire until the white smoke
broad
From East to West, throughout her
covered the sea and floated away against the
domains,
black and lowering sky. I little thought as
Swept by their lordly rivers flowing free.
In all her lake-strewn forests, all her plains,
I saw that mighty line-of-battle ship, the
I
No spot ·ο fair to see ;
Hero, sail majestic, out of the harbor with Within
her far-famed bay she sits serene,
live
I
should
on
tier
tier
that
lier ninety guns
Of all Maine's cities the acknowleged queen.
to see that representative of England's pride
and glory as obsolete and defenceless as the
Like posted sentinels iu outer courts,
old block house at York. Yet only ten years
Her guards and watchmen stand 011 many a
afterwards there came steaming into the liar
sleep,
That she may dwell secure; three frowning forts
bor the tall iron ship the Monarch, before
Train their long guns iu menace o'er the deep,
and
armored
cannon
whose
powerful
With call imperious challenging her foes :
which
prow the great ninety gun ship,
Scanning that ocean-path by night, by day,
would
have been the pride of Nelson
The old red lower upon her hill-top knows*
in the days of his highest glory, could
What rovers seek her bay;
have had 110 refuge except 111 flight. But
While headland lights, like torches o'er the foam
the mighty Monarch, with its towering Of darkling waters, guide her wanderers home.
sides and its turrets of iron, which bote the I
Child of the sea, her eager looks are sent
dead philantlirophist across the sea, the
Towards distant Europe, o'er the rolling surge ;
monitors which welcomed her to our shores, Behind
her spreads a teeming continent,
and even the great admiral, whose benignant
Herself enthroned upon its eastern verge.
of
to
the
face added a two-fold jharui
glory
Yet linking her with far Pacific lands,
his mighty deeds, were hut the ornaments of
Speed the great engines, rushing to and fro,
O'er the straight pathway of their iron bands ;
the great historic event their presence signalof
νγ nue »>viil· xier » iiiwî snips κ1'?
the
to
thus
remains
ized. The honors
paid
gleaming shuttles, flying o'er the main,
an untitled citizen
solely because lie had Like
To
English ports, or shores of France and Spain.
been the benefactor of his race, marked another epoch in our progress toward that happy
Her roving sailors, from their floating decks,
day when the bronze statues of military leadDescry no lands so lovely as their own !
ers on horseback will no longer he the sole
How bright so e're the realm, it little recks
To them what splendors gild a foreign zone;
adornment of capital cities, when war, noble
And though her sons may rear their homesteads
and ennobling as it sometimes now is, shall

Owing to the great demand, the Pjiess has
reprinted the report of Sunday's exercises,
which it published Monday, and papers containing the same can now he obtained at
the PitEHS counting room and of the newsdealers. Tuesday's Press, containing a full
now

who
sit here there will not
be. wanting those who will think with sad,
regretful remembrance of the golden sunsets
the White Hills, and
which now gild
pouring their softened radiance over the
darkening forests, over the fields rich with
bright verdur \ and over the tranquil waters
of the broad river, which ebbs and flows near
the base of Bramhall's Hill. They will long
also to stand again on the Munjoy of today,
and look out on the smooth, untroubled expanse of sea, on the great grcen islands and
all the varied landscape which lies between
For wheththe eye and the horizon's edge.
or shoreward
er your eye looks
seaward
there is no more beautiful city than the
beautiful Portland of today. No wonder the
thoughts of the great poet were so often on
No wonder
the lovely snot of his nativity.
the brave and famous Admiral storm-tossed
on many a sea longed to take his eternal rest
amid these bright scenes of his childhood.
Yet this longing was not born of the memory of beauty alone, Whatever fame great
achievements may bestow ; whatever honors
the world may give, it is ever the most cherished hope of every seeker after fame or fortune to be kindly remembered and lovingly
honred 011 the spot which gave him birth.
Frequent applause interrupted the speaker
and at the close it was loud and prolonged.
The chorus by the Haydn Association was
followed by the poem of Mrs. Abba Goold
Woolson who after being gracefully introducThe
ed proceeded to read her ρ roduction.
poem was listened to with earnest attention
and many of the fine passages elicited warm
applause. The poem is as follows :

cern

Burnt;

will be put on the roadway
tuiple street
today, and tomorrow afternoon the steamon i

road roller will finish up the street.
A still alarm from Mr. Dee'.i
?, corner of
Tvng and York streets Monda; as responded to by Falmouth Hose Conip in No. 4, but
was extinguished with a coup ν < I pails of
water.
The Pine street M. E. Sabbath school will
Long Island
go on their annual excursion
on Thursday, July 8, leaving Ci s torn House
Tickets for sale at the
wharf at 9 a. m.
Forest City Steamboat Company will
run α boat after the fireworks this evening
to all points along its line, leaving the city
at 10 o'clock.
The regular officers of the police force and
speeials were provided with capital dinners
by the city on Monday, which Alex Bell prepared and served in splendid style in the
i\e

City XJuilding.
Messrs. Ε. T. Burrowes & Co., of this city
have fitted a large number of the windows
of the Maine General Hospital with their
sliding wire screens and presented them to
the institution.
There was a slight fire last evening upon
the roof of Mr. Charles Fobes' house on Emery street. The fire caught from lire works
and
was
extinguished
sent off below
without an alarm.
There was a still alarm from Mr. Mansfield's house, corner of Layfayette and Congress streets Monday. The fire was extinguished with slight effort by a force from
Portland No. 2. hamago slight.
We are informed that William II. O'Brion
of the class of '86, P. II. S., has not been late,
absent, or dismissed once in Jour years.
This is the first time that 1 Isi> îemarkable
record was ever made and this is worthy of

special notice.
A negro employed at Ilay's stable

and who
sayshisnamc is George Henry, assaulted
John Elliott, another employ.· with an axe
afternoon inflicting quite a severe
then
Elliott
wound in Elliott's head.
knocked the negro down and ( orge is now-

yesterday

locked up.
According to the measurement by the city
civil engineer the route of Monday's procesThe procession was
sion was 34 miles long.
a little over four miles long, as the last two
divisions had not started when the head
of the procession had finished the line of
march.
Owing to an accident to one of the street
sprinkling carts, occurring in its use before
daylight Monday morning, and also a breakage in the pipe supplying the tanks with
water,the Street Sprinkling Co., were unable

protect all of their patrons just right on
Tuesday, but will have all repairs made and
after
and
be in good running order on
Wednesday morning.
to

Fire in Cape Elizabeth.
The two-storied dwelling of E. G. Mountfort, Knightville, just in the rear of Mountfort's store, caught fire from a spark, as is supposed, from the chimney yesterday. Cumberland No. 3, from this city, extinguished the
burned and
flames, but the room was bad!
the interior was thoroughly w,· ('own. The
condition.
fnrniture was got out in !
w ith J. II.
There was an insurance of
Webster, which will cover the

f·"··»
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erhood of men shall become a fact and not a
dream; when we shall have not only liberty
and equality, but every talent and strength
and power unselfishly consecrited to the good
f all. we shall have true fraternity also,
that bright vision alike of Communist and
Christian.
Yet while I thus celebrate the longed-for
victory of peace, and my hope of the speedy
coming of the golden age, I was no more in
sensible than you when we beheld together
on that wonderful day of June, only a year
ago, the old men who had gone forth to battle
in the prime of their manhood, the middleaged men who had consecrated to their country the flower of their youth, go marching by
the famous general, whose mind, as lie stood
uncovered to their cheers, must have been
thronged with strange memories of the brave
days gone by. All ! we cannot help it. Whatever reason may teach, or wisdom dictate,
that heart is dead that does not vibrate with
all its chords to the flow of martial music
and the measured march of men who met
death face to face on the stricken lield.
I know that one here in my place today
ought to speak in no stinted terms of the enterprising, solid and strong men and women
who lived here one hundred years ago, whose
sturdy descendants are scattered all over this
hall, But to do it worthily would require
not the knowledge born of hurried moments
snatched from more engrossing duties, but
that ripe acquaintance with all our history
which William Willis carried with him to
the grave, and which William Goold possessEven then the day would be far
es today.
spent before 1 could close.
Nor can I speak fittingly of the poets and
artists, statesmen and scholars, who have
adorned our history, and have helped to
make the old tow n famous to the outer world.
What justice would a page of description do
to the character, the poetry, the genius of
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow? flow could
1, in a passing mention, distinguish between
w hat was brilliant and what was frivolous in
Nathaniel Parker Willis. Would you have
me undertake to portray in a
sentence the
strange genius of John Neal? 1 might as
back
to
this
well try to bring
generation the
pleasure and laughter which Jack Downing'»
Letters caused to the generation which flourished before 1 was born.
Nor have I any
idea that I could mete out the proper phrases
for the ripe scholarship of Henry li. Smith,
the theology of Dr. Nichols, the pastoral
worth of lidward l'ayson, or the great adIt
ministrative powers of Bishop Bacon.
would be invidious to select from the living,
or I could not refrain from offering my tribute of admiration and regard to that aged
minister who came to us from over the sea,
whose noble face, w hose stately beauty of
language, whose full, strong, upright life has
always made him seem to me the ideal Christian minister, preaching the faith and practice of which his own life is the shining example. I shoultUeel much freer to speak, for they
were almost of my day, of the fame which
was lost to us by the
untimely death of William Law Symonds, and of the fame which
Walter Wells might have won had not thai
■strong intellect been overborne by so frail a

body.

well
On Southern plain and many a western farm,
Where love and fortune weave their potent spell,
Yet nothing breaks the old alluring charm ;
Though years may pass, and wide her children
Still

roam
on her

hearth stones burn the fires of home.

unjoy's broad slopes, descending to the sea.
In swaying elms the wild bird builds her nest;
Across these ancient gardens still the bee
Goes murmuring on lier quest;
Ami searching for lost springs, the dragon fly,
On wings of etecly gauze, darts whirring by.
For man alone has not possessed this spot,
This strip of earth between encircling seas;
The tiny races whom we value not
Have'danced their summer revel flown the breeze,
And lightly slept within their native earth,
And still their kindred in the sunbeams dwell.
We know no story of their nation's birth,
Of them no records tell ;
But she in her great heart may hold them dear;
Her citizens, like those who gather here.

Bay ;

Dark, plumy forests swing above fhe tide
On island shores, where still in careless play,
The wild duck floats, the lonely plover calls;
In wave-washed nooks, by human eye unseen,
The glistening kelp forever lifts and falls ;
And silvery blreues lean
In sunny coves above the hard, white sand,
Where glides no skiff, no rover seeke the land.
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luit with the courage of perfect conviction hf
faced the responsibility. The occasion was
a great one, but the man
was greater thai
the occasion. Calmly ignoring except in on(
sharp, incisive sentence, all that was
personal, with his old vigor, terseness am]
simplicity, he explained to his townsmen
the momentous issues of the campaigu
the
he
From
moment
began tli<
party rage commenced to cease anil the ok
in
liis
and
greatness
honesty began to
pride
take its place. How strong he looked thai
night! Although,all the world might falter
you knew that calm face would be steadfast
To him had happened the rare good fortune
of having the courage and character wliicli
matched a great opportunity. Few men
would have been so brave, and fewer still
successful.
I have not spoken of the conduct of oui
city in either of the wars waged beyond it;
limits. Tnat subject also would he too vasl
for an occasion like this. Nor do 1 like tc
speak at all of the one within the memory oi
For us it has as much of sorrow as
us all.
of glory. It brings up to me always the vision of a fair young face, the quiet associate
of the studious hours, the bright companior
Can it be that 1
of the days of pleasure.
shall never look into those cheerful eyes
again '.' Can it be that neither the quaint
jest of the happier hours nor the solemn conlidences of the heart just opening to full
sense of the high duties of life will ever again
fall npon the ear of friendship or of love? It
He can only live in mj
can be no otherwise.
memory, but he lives there, sublimated in
all imperfections,
from
the crucible of death,
clothed upon with all his virtues, and ridianl
Otln-i
with all the possibilities of youth.
companions have failed in their careers, bul
not he. All the world has grown old, but he
is forever young. And yet the dead, however
sweetly embalmed, are but the dead. One
touch of the vanished hand were worth ali
our dreams. All our memories, however tender, are consolation only because there car
be no other, for the lost strength and vigor oi
the living, the stilled pulsations of a heart no
longer beating to thoughts of earth. Wlial
safe my heart holds, holds many a heart in
The generation to come
111 igreat audience.
This generation
will celebrate the glory.
knows the cost.
With many words unspoken, with many
thoughts unsaid, i must hasten to the close.
There have been those in times past who
have dreamed of a greater Portland than
that on which our eyes now rest. They have
believed that at some not distant day the old
town of Falmouth, from Spurwink to Clapboard island, would swarm with uncounted
thousands; that on the land on either hand
between us and the ocean, the great warehouses uould yet stand, bursting with riches
brought over the sea and across the continent: that the great roadsteads where the
tall sloops used to ride before a white man
lived on the shore, would be studded witli
ships and thronged with the commerce of the
world. If this wild vision shall ever become
reality and the things of earth then con
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domain,
comes once more, to greet her own
Young Coganesco's noble-hearted queen,
With loyal welcome guiding o'er the main
A stranger ship to yonder island green;
There the first colonists, of Saxon race,
Here

Fell the tall trees and build a goodly house;
Anon a statelier vessel seeks the place ;
While, under drooping boughs.
An Oxford scholar builds his Latin lay;
First of the bards to sing of Casco Bay.

The ships depart; their men are seen no more;
Ten years, and English trading-ships alone
Come fishing to her bay, from Richmond's shore ;
Then the ilret settler, proud to call his own
The grassy islands and the wooded strand,
Builds a lone cabin by her running brook ;
For thirty years he portions out the land
To West-of-England folk,
Bravo Devon squires, whose fathers from the

main,

Raleigh, swept the

fleets

of Spain.

"pine

flame and death her far-led captives go,
While empty streets and bleaching bones
remain ;
Long decades pass; the wasted homesteads know
Their sons once more, the hamlet thrives again.
A brave young parson comes the flock to lead ;
And savage foes are bound by solemn peace,
Westward, to sister towns, the postmen speed;
While over cool, bright seas,
Their steady course the mighty mast-ships keep,
And venturous traders skim a foreign deep.
But if, above the waves' tumultuous roar
In Biscay's bay, where the long breaker swells,
Her hardy sailors hear, when offBilboa,
The faint, far ringing of Spain's convent-bells,
And note, across, dark olives on the height.
Where the lone belfry cute the glowing skies,
The monk slow passing in his robe of white,
What longings wild arise
To see that log-built meeting-house once more,
Under the pine-trees of a northern shore.
mourns again;
Sixty glad years, and Falmouth ner
foe

;
Her old protector has become
All day she shrinks before the scorching rain
Of shot and shell; all night the heavens glow
With blazing ships and mansions wrapped in tire.
From pitiless seas, from battle's dread alarms,
To echoing fields her stricken sons retire :
At length, from Gorliam farms
And war-worn camps, her exiles homeward flee,
Hailing the Peace that makes a nation free.
a prouder name to know
Neck, with years of strength

begun,

hails, a century ago,
Christening and independence dav in

Fair Portland

advance

swift

hundred

a

When home-bound from the deep, a tiny shape
On dancing waves, the fisher's boat is seen
Rounding the eastern shores of that broad cape
Named at her death for England's mighty queen,
How welcomc to his gaze each curving line
From Scarboro's river-capes to Barberry creek !
At Spurwink's mouth the long white bcaclies shine ;
Beyond, his glances seek
Richmond's lone island, on whose farthest odge
Breaks the white surf o'er Watts's fatal ledge.
Its one lone farmhouse has no tale to tell
Of vanished fleets and storehouses and pier;
Ills fancy hears 110 pealing cliapel-bell,
Nor sees young l'arson Jordan sauntering near,
Joining the captains from their busy ships,
And mistress Sarah in her London gown,
And passing In to pray with fervent bps
For good King Cliarles's crown.
Nor does his thought that earlier vision hold
Of slaughtered trader, and his buried gold.
Nor yet upon their towers the twin lights gleam ;
For still on Alden's Rock the sunbeams dwell;
Through Portland Roads lie hurries with the stream
Past their white tower, and feels the rising swell
That rocks the ekiffs In Simonton's broad cove;
From Preble's ramparts booms the sunset gun
O'er Cushing'e Point, where erst a village throve;
And now the sunken sun
Crimsons the wave, where gleaming silks out
blown
Once scarfed a sea with priceless wreckage strewn.

Despite embargo, war, and raging flame!
Great industries her changing needs have brought
To feed her commerce; where the postman
came,
Fly train and steamboat to lier lighted shore :
For two good parsons that in sorrow spake,
Thirty she nears ; for one gazette, a score ;
She quaffs Sebago lake,
For Majory's
spring; and from lier long, low

bridge.

There rest the mugs the Peter Waldo knew,
From which old seadogs have been wont to drain,
In deep carouse, their healths of Admiral rum;
Pale Canton silks, that tell in rent and stain
How the Grand Turk came home ;
There Mo watt's iiery shot, embedded deep,
Have had a century for cooling sleep.
Such the long memories that her heart has keptjj
Loss and disaster, but triumphant gain :
Four times the tomahawk or the flame has swept
Her narrow slopes; yet unto her remain
A people crowding to the billowy strand
And o'er the fields; a brave and courtly race;
With merchant-princes worthy to command
The destinies of peace.
Nor wealth alone, nor strength ; a mightier power
her
She gives
children,—learning's priceless

dower.

Happy are we to greet thy festal year,
Ο blessed town, which many ne'er behold,
And none but once; for all who gather here
Shall see their vigor spent, their brief lives told,
Ere thou still wearing thine immortal grace,
And throned, as now, beneath resplendent skies,
Shalt see another century end its race,
Another dawn arise,
When mighty throngs shall tread thine ancient
way 8,
And countless thousands chant their votive lays.
And thou shalt sit again among thy dead,
Happy as now, and grown to prouder state;
Roses as fresh shall wreathe thy
head,
And prouder strains thy glories celeurate.
But fairer than the splendors round thee then.
Clearer than other scenes by memory brought,
This one glad summertlde shall live again
And brighten in thy thought;
This summertlde, when first before thy feet
Thy singing children flung their garlands sweet.
While still in breeze and sunshine we rejoice,
And echoes of our fleeting song remain,
Ere yet the swelling anthem drowns our voice,
Give ear, great mother, to our parting strain ;
Hail, dear protectress of our lives and toll!
A
feet we bear :
homage to
Still bless our lives upon thy sacred soil;
And Heaven, that made thee fair.
And gave thee strength, and kept thee through all
fears,
Shall hold thee still another hundred years.

peopled

thy

The Centennial Hymn composed by Chas.
P. Ilsley, of Cambridge, Mass., and set to
music by David Paine of the same city, was
one of merit and beauty. The Haydns rendered it with great effect. The audience, as
requested, rose and united in singing the last
stanza, which was sung to the tune of Old
Hundred. The following is the hymn :
Through the dim corridors of time
There floats a peal, subdued and low,
By fancy deemed a muffled clilme
Outrung a hundred jrears ago.

one who sits upon the cliff afar,
Noting the waning splendors of the light,
He moves, a floating speck behind the bar
Of Stanford's ledge, and vanishes from sight.
Against the lingering radiance of the west,
With dome and slender steeples ranged a-row;
The tree-einbowered city on her crest
Burns in a golden glow ;
While warmer gleams that through the waters

As faintly on our listening cars
In weird-like cadence falls the strain,
Behold, tne Present disappears—
The buried Past revives again !

Flush the far sails and manile all the

By vandal hands this work

play

bay.

Like lovely Venice throned above the tide,
At such an hour the glimmering
seems;
Or some rich caravan at eve descried
Nigh to Damascus,—journeying In our dreams.
And when the misty branches sway and glance,
We see an army's
legions stand,
With blazing standards lifted to advance ;
One signal of command,
And the great host shall move forever by,
Its floating banners sweeping down the sky.

city

glittering

A

leafy home, by oaken branches made,
dryads love,"though murmuring streets

The

arc

wrought—

This widespread scene of dearth and
Yet here, with dauntless ardor fraught,
Our Infant city plumed her flight.

blight

Heaven speed and prosper her emprise!
What'er the burden on her laid,
As in the past, may she arise
In strength and beauty fresh arrayed!

For eeven generations came to sleep
Where the tall pine tree flung its shadow down ;
There lies the parson, shepherding his flock;
And there the pine tree made its grave at last;
The captains feel no more the battle's shock,
Their rivalries all past;
And sailors hold,that knew this winding shore
Better than charts celestial, cruise no more.
From old Munjoy what glimpses toward the West,
Of mighty summits, gleaming in their snows
When plains are bare; of Blackstrap's needled
crest !
From Westbrook's daisied fields how lightly
blows
The thistle-globe upon the scented breeze,
Threading the mazes of the wind-swept town
To float and ride upon the summer seas !
And there, still looking down
J η faithful vigil, stands the broad red tower,
Waving its flags to hail this happy hour.

glad festal days is toil forgot;
Merchants and lawyers throng the crowded way;
For wind and tide the sailor careth not;
His little sloop, with all her pennons gay,
Waits in the stream that he may walk in pride
Among lier sons; 110 farmer's scythe is swung;
No laughing children seek the country side;
But all, the old and young,
Together come, their city's name co bless;
Happier to share each other's happiness.
On these

Within her gates no stranger's voice is mute;
They who have shared her welcome sing her
fame ;
The waiting steamships blow their shrill salute;
From anchored frigates seamen shout her name ;
And where, beside the wave, the fortress lowers,
Thunder the booming cannon, keeping time;
Even the fog-bells, in their open towers
On breezy headlands chime;
And the swift-coming engiues, rushing near,
Snort like great steeds, rejoicing to be here.
The tree-tops swaying o'er the crowded street,
The island forests; the resounding main,
Broad, inland fields, with waving grasses sweet,
All voices of the summer swell the strain.
The swallow from the roof-tree sends his note;
Birds in the garden-branches pipe and sing;
The sea-gull, screaming as he rocks afloat
Or soars on circling wing,—
All these of her dominion proudly raise
In one glad chorus their exultant praise.

Dreaming she sits, this mother of us all,
This city that has blessed us from our birth ;
About her brows a fresh green coronal,
Twined by her children in their hour of mirth;
Seaward she looks, yet with a tender glance;
lier mantle backward blown along the hill,
Her head down-dropped, as in a thoughtful trance,
Her fair hands clasped and still ;
Scarce noting how the land-blown breezes sweet
And the glad billows crowxl to kiss her feet.
the ships come in,
Bringing her exiles to their home once more;
Beneath her clifl' resounds the passing din
Of trains that speed their thousands to her shore ;
Each wanderer to her loving heart is dear;
No child that she hath known liatii she forgot;
Arross the

bay she

sees

Matched Itace—Junior Four-oared Working Boats— was entered by R. E. Davis, H.
F. McGee, S. H. Cady and J. D. Randall of
the Dirigo Boat Club, and M. A. Clary, P.
H. McDonough, E. W. Lander, and A. A.
Frates, of the Cumberland Boat Club. The
two boats struck out together, the advantage
if any, being in favor of the Dirigos ; but as
they approached the wharf of the Portland
Company it was manifest that the Cumberlands were at least half a boat's length ahead,
and crept gradually away from the other
four, turning the stake boat about 40 feet
ahead, and at once increased the distance to
six or eight boat's lengths, opening the gar
still wider between themselves and the Dirigos, as they neared the line. Time—Cumberland», 14m. 10s. ; Dirigos, 14m. 28s.

:

The exercises closed with the benediction
by the Kt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D.
THE

RECATTAS.

An Interesting Series of Races Witnessed by an Immense Crowd.
A more perfect day for boat races than
yesterday could not be desired. The morning was bright and beautiful and the water
Shortas "tranquil as a'slumbering infant
ly ajter 8 o'clock the steamer Express boarded by the referee, Mr. Peter O'Connor, the
press boat time-keeper, James A. Con well,
the official time-keeper, W. H. Green, on
starting boat, (whose time is given here)
many prominent boating men, members of
the City Government, and press, and invited
guests among whom were many ladies, in all
numbering about 25β, started from Custom
House wharf for the Union boat house where
the starting line was placed, and then proceeded to put the stake boat in position opposite Fish Point. This made a course of
one mile each way. .The Express then returned to the boat house, and the first race,
consisting of professional single sculls, in
which F. A, Plaisted, W. F. Stevens, J.
O'Donnell, J. T. Buckley and P. Conley enBuckley
tered, was started at 9.10 o'clock.
and Conley took the water first and for a
moment lead Plaisted, who was rowing an
easy but steady stroke with Stevens and

O'Donnell in the rear. When nearly opposite the Elevator, Conley made a spurt and
shot ahead of Buckley, the others remaining
in the same relative positions. Conley gradually lengthened his distance and when opposite the Portland Company lead Buckley
six boat lengths. The latter was now even
with Plaisted, with Stevens one boat length
behind and O'Donnell some distance in the
rear. At the stake boat Conley came round
several boat lengths in advance, Plaisted
and Buckley turned together, Stevens next
and O'Donnell last.
Nearing the Elevator
Buckley fell behind Plaisted and up to the
line had to contend for third place with Stevens.
All the contesting parties,rowed hard
to tho line crossing it in the following order:
Time—Conley 14 minutes, 45 seconds ; Plaisted 14 minutes, 50 seconds ; Buckley 14 minutes, 52 seconds ; Stevens 14 minutes, 53 sec-

onds; O'Donnell 15 minutes, 9 seconds.
SECOND RACE.

Junior
this raee

Sinyle Scull.
were

W.

—

F.

»(ΦΪ.Λ

Senior Four-oared—Three boats entered
this race, two from the Cumberlands and one
One of the Cumberlands
from the Dirigos.
boats contained S. P. Deunis, R. Norton, Τ
J. McMahon, W. J. Dennis; the other, John
Weber, J. Flaherty, J. Morgan and W. W,
The Dirigos' men were M. L
Stowell.
Greeley, W. P. Prinn, P. Gibbons and M. G
Davis. There was some delay in getting this
last race started, one of the small steamer!
of the men-of-war having run afoul of the
line and breaking it. But the contestants
were at last got in line and started, the
three boats taking the water simuitaneously
Dennis and crew steered rather wildly al
the outset. The Emita entering her berth al
Franklin wharf, crossed just ahead of the
boats and disturbed the water somewhat. II
was neck and neck as far as the elevator, bul
when opposite the Portland Company, Weber and crew struck out three boat lengths
ahead, with Dennis and crew second, and
Greeley and crew third. When the stake
boat was reached, Weber and crew turned
first, the Greeley and Dennis fours cominj
rounei together. The home stretch was excitingly contested between the Greeley anc
Dennis crews for second place. It took
sharp eye to see any difference betweer
them, but as they neared the Grand Trunl
elevator wharf, Dennis and associates strain
ed every muscle and bade good-bye to Gree
ley and his men, to the tune of two boa
lengths, which they held to the end. Webe:
and crew all this time, saw the other tw<
crews recede farther and farther from thei:
view, until they crossed the line eight boa
lengths ahead. Time—Weber and crew, 14m
20s.; Dennis and crew, 14m. 25s.; Greele;
and crew, 14m. 30s.
The regatta committee, consisting of Λ1
derinan SIcMalion, Councilmen McCann am I
O'Neil, are to be congratulated on the sue
cess of the regatta, which was witnessed b;
thousands of people along the wharves am L
in boats in the harbor.
■

BAKE.

The clambake at Long Island yesterday ai
ternoon was a successful feature of the grea
celebration. Λ large number of people wen
to the island in the forenoon and when th
steamer City of Richmond, which left Cus
torn House wharf at the conclusion of the es
ercises at City Hall had landed her contin
gent fully two thousand people were waitin
for the clam bake in the broiling sun an

The entries for

Buckley, M. A.
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until the moment and then it came to him
like a split bullet, one-half a little before
the other. This was the way he conversed
and it shows the wonderful inspiratien that
was over him at the time.
During the ten years that I resided in
Portland it was warm political times. Parties
were breaking up and discussions were warm
and bitter. Editors of that day were identified with their paper. The editor could uot
hide behind the editorial "we." They were
known and held responsible. Greeley of the
Tribune, Raymond of the Times, Webb of
the Courier, Houghton and Schooler of the
Atlas, Green of the Post, and here in the
city were Holden and Kingsbury of the
Argus, Poor of the State of Maine, and
Carter of the Advertiser. The discussions
were far more personal than at the present
time, and, as Mr. Dow has said, I will exthe better,
no opinion as to which is
>ut simply record the facts. But still it has
given me great pleasure when I have returned here to meet not only my old political
friends, but I have been delighted at the
greeting by my old political opponents. But
what gave me most pleasure was to be called
upon just before the election of Lincoln to
speak and meet upon the same platform,
identified with the same party, my old opponents—Holden and Kingsbury, that shows
what wonderful changes come about in the
political world as well as in other matters.
One year when I was identified with the
Portland Advertiser, I was also Judge of the
Municipal Court and I think I had an experience which no other judge ever had, and as
it made an impression upon me and upon the
community I cannot refrain from alluding to
it. In my office one day I was notified that I
was wanted at the court room where I went
and found the room filled with the temperThere had
ance men opposed to Neal Dow.
been a petition for more law. It was said
that judges and magistrates didn't issue warrants when they ought to and they had obained the passage of a law that whenever
tthree voters made oath that a man had liquor
with the intent to sell, a warrant for seizure
should issue at once. There was no discretion left with the magistrate. I found my
room lined with men opposed to Neal Dow
and his execution of the law. I took my
seat and a complaint was handed me and
three men stepped up and made oath against
Neal Dow for having liquor in his possession
It
intent to
sell it illegally.
with
has always been said of Mr. Dow as of some
other men that he would be a very clever
man if he would let rum alone. I had no discretion in the matter. Mr. Dow had left me
no discretion by the law and he became the
first victim. lie was hoisted by his own petard. I think he was the only victim of that
provision of the law. I had to make out the
didn't know
warrant and issue it, but I
about the constable and so delayed matt«rs
nntil I could send for Mr. King and put the
matter into his hands. But I will not pursue the subject further as I shall get into the
I will
riot with which we are all familiar.
close by simply expressing to you my great
thanks for the opportunity of meeting and
addressing you. 1 desir to congratulate the
Mayor ana the citizens of Portland oe the
I have algreat success of the celebration.
ways had the kindliest feelings for Portland.
When your base ball club comes to Haverhill
I want them to beat as often as the Have
hills do or else they shall be draw games,

Îiress

My early recollec
tions are associated with one whose eloquent
voice has been heard in our midst but mucli
too seldom in later years. I will now presenl
to you Hon. Hugh S. Carpenter of New
York :
HON. m;Gii s.

wi

the forward deck, gave
delightful
cert, although the music was occasional!;
drowned by the deep whistle of the steame
on

η

(Applause.)
Ex-Mayor Libby said :

sixteen cords of burning wood in the bei
But who ι
and seemed liotter that the sun.
the bake was ready, at about 3 o'clock, a 1
were satisfied and forgot how hot they were
Messrs. Littlefield & Mitchell had done ι
good job. The clams and lobsters were a
good as could be desired and rapidly disap
peared Iefore the onslaught of 2,000 liungri
people. Three hundred bushels of clams ai 3
on
a great deal, however, and when every
had finished there was a great quantity re
maining. The tables occupying an acre c f
ground, gave a good idea of the proportion s
of the bake. In addition to the tables in th 9
open air, a large number of invited guesl s
were served indoors.
At about a quarter of five the City of Kiel
mond took a great number on board an
started on the homeward trip. The steame r
moved out and passing the back side c
Peaks and Cushing's Islands, turned aroun 1
Bam Island and entered the harbor by th :
ship channel. Chandler's band, statione I
a

nnnnxUw.n

literally clothed with lies as with a garment?
They put them on as a Dutchman does his
breeches six or seven pairs at a time." Mr.
Fessenden asked him the next
morning
where he got that dual metaphor and he said
he never heard of it? Never thought of it

FIFTH BACE.

înuucu

Warm welcomes to her wand'rlner sons
J<o\v gatnerea at tneir native nome.
And greetings to the absent ones,
Where'er their truant steps may roam i

The fireworks' magic dazed our childish eyes,
Shooting its splendors to the startled skies.

Munjoy still guards, upon its eastern steep,
The ancient graveyard of the little town ;

:

Cradled In ashes—doomed anew,
As if the sport of destiny,
The fiery ordeal to pass through,
She bravely faced the stern decree.

And nnto Him whose sovereign care
Prolonged our lives to see this day,
Whose bounties manifold we share,
Our grateful honlftge we would pay !

o-nlfi ni(rlit.«

1IENRY CARTER OF BRADFORD, MANS.
Mr. Carter said:
Ladles and Gen-ltmen—In the words of a
speaker last Sunday, 1 sympathize witli you
and hope you sympathize with me at this
late stage of th>>se proceedings, so successful
and so brilliant up to this time, to be called
upon to make a speech, when I am tempted
to say so many things at [he same time my
judgment tells me I must cut them short.
Some months ago I read an extract from a
speech by Senator Frye. in which, among
other bright and sparkling things, he said
thev had a forest in Maine in which they
commonwealth of
could place the whole
Massachusetts and they would need guides
to find their way out. In reply, I would say
that those of us who have resided in Maine,
and especially those who have resided in
Portland, need no guide to find our way back
My
especially on such an occasion as this.
residence has been in another State for
I
about 30 years. A portion of that time was
too busy to return but ever since I have been
in the habit of coming here almost annually.
My memory of .Portland extends back to
1840 when the legislature sat herein two
buildings occupying very nearly this (site. I
remember the famous campaign of 1840, and
that wonderful speech of Gen. James Wilson
I remember the
in old Exchange Hall.
campaign of forty-four when that wonderful
orator, Sargent S. Prentiss, gave us a'noble
speech from the portico of Old City Hall to
whole square and
an audience packing the
all windows within hearing. I shall never
on
that occasion :
he
used
forget a metaphor

tlon.

Beyond dividing waters, where the field
Slopes to the mansion 011 its level brow,
Sweet orchard-glades their stern traditions yield

At»

Davis. The first named pair struck out first
O'Brien and mate second, Conley and mate
third. This was one cf the most interesting
races of the regatta, the men keeping on a
straight line to the elevator and maintaining
the positions which they gained at the start,
down nearly to the stake boat, but in turning Paine and mate made an excellent turn
and gained one boat length. O'Brien and
mate and Conley and partner turned together with Gillis and mate Hast. Opposite
the Grand Trunk coal sheds O'Brien and
mate put in some good work and passed
rainc's bow. The excitement at this juncture was intense, the crowds of spectators
which lined the wharves cheered lustily.
Conley and mate also worked well and partly closed the lead of the two contending
them. At the elevator
boats ahead of
O'Brien and mate lead Paine and Kinsley
two boat lengths, but when Kandall & McAllister's wharf was reached the latter made
a desperate spurt and shot past their rivals
two boat lengths, which lead they held to
the end of the race. Time—Paine and McKinsley 16 minutes ;40 seconds ; O'Brien and
Donahue 16 minutes, 42 seconds ; Conley and
Buckley 16 minutes, 44 seconds ; O'Donnell
and Davis 16 minutes, 54 seconds.

THE CLAM

All honors to our sires accord
Who nurtured her and shaped her ways
All honors due to them award,
The guardians of her later days!

Of savage conflict centuries ago.
And westward still, with fonder memories blent,
A furzy pasture tells of strange delights;
For there the circus held its tournament,

THIRD BACB

surprise
was

EX-MAYOR LIIÏIÏY.
Ex-Mayor Libby said :
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This centennial celebration has brought toold friends andcitizenswho were
gether many
formerly identified with its prosperity, it has
been thought that a few remarks from them
would prove a pleasing feature of the closing
exercises. 4My only regret is that the limited time assigned for this feature of the programme this evening will preclude your hearing from many of the distinguished visitors
whom 1 know it would give you great pleasure to hear from. We have with us tonight
a former citizen of Portland, onewhoior ten
years had editorial charge of one of our principal journals, the Portland Advertiser. It
is nearly 30 years since he left u« and went to
a neighboring State, but his face is still familiar to many of our citizens, and I now
have the great pleasure of introducing to you
Hon. Henry Carter of Bradford, Mass.

A Successful Feature of the Célébra

held In magic thrall,
Amazed,
:
We gaze around in mute
Lo, shattered roof and crumbling wall
And blackened ruins meet our eyes!
as

near,
For Deerlng's Woods within its solemn shade
Preserves a hush, a spell, that kindles fear;
As though the bandits of good Robin Hood,
Or playful fairies, trooped its aisles at night,
And only hid within the listening wood
When wanderers came in sight;
Yet rushingtrains the sturdy branches shake,
And children's laughter all the echoes wake.

Anil tliprp

have

years

selections for almost an hour before the stage was filled, and then gave
another while the large audience sought the
old familiar faces upon the platform.

beautiful

FOUBTH Β ACE.

wrought,

a

fect him.
At the Grand Trunk elevator
Frates had a lead of five boat lengths on
Buckley and Morgan, who were side by
side, Clarye last. Just before the Portland
Company's wharf was reached Morgan passed ^Buckley, and
lead him
throughout.
Frates turned the stake boat ten lengths
ahead of Morgan who was nearly the same
distance in advance of Morgan, with Clarye
i* third position, six boat lengths behind.
When nearly opposite the coal sheds on the
home stretch Buckley appeared to drop out
of the race and rowed leisurely behind. The
boats kept about the positions last named
until the line was reached. Time—Frates 14
minutes, 58 seconds ; Morgan 15 minutes 45
seconds ; Clarye 16 minutes.

one.

An ocean-mart, she comes to rule the wave,
To stand its foremost city wise and great,
When Gorges' province, with the name he gave,
Steps forth, a sovereign State.
Stills longs lier Devon blood to tempt the breeze
And drive her foemeu from insulting seas.
What

her dock, directly crossing Buckley's course
and making such a swell as to seriously ef-

Double Scull Werking Boats
—Entered by Paine and Kinsley;
Conley and Buckley ; O'Brien and Donahue;
Gillis and Harrington;
O'Donnell and

Through

Soon free, herself,
Than Falmouth

A. A. Frates and J. Ε. Morgan.
At the word "go" Frates took a sweeping
stroke which sent him half a boat length
ahead, hut in a moment Buckley was directly opposite him, Morgan and Clarye bringing
As the oarsmen approached
up the rear.
Portland Pier the "Cornelia H." came out of

Professional

Within his grave, beneath the lofty
His axe had spared, the pioneer has lain
But ten brief years, when forth, a flying line,
From raided farms, her settlers seek the main.
But homeward drawn, at last, by love and hope,
They build anew, with fort and palisade;
Then a day's battle on an orchard slope,
A long-besieged stockade,
With desperate, vain defence, and wild uproar,
And Indian warriors hold the land once more.

stately

To

Nor will I speak of the statesmen exceptas
I saw them. Time would fail me to do justice to tlieiu also. George Evans came to
I well remenibei
Portland in his old age.
hearing him present a case in court ; and the
impression which his quiet power, clearness
ami strength made on me then has enabled
me ince to understand how he might have
been the peer of the best in the days
of Webster,
and
Clay, and Calhoun,
and to
comprehend what manner oi
man he was in his prime, when he attacked
John Quincy Adams with such vigor and
power that tiie old man eloquent, who nevei
declined battle with any other man, saw til
to make him no reply.
The most impressive scene I ever witnessed took place in this very hall. Ilere, almost
on the very spot where 1 now stand, William
Pitt Fesseuden stood, before the constituency which had loved and lianored him for so
many years. The ball was black with the
thronging multitude. It was at the beginning of a great Presidential campaign, the
last he was ever to witness. The great problem of Iieeonstruction was to be reviewed,
Mr. Fessenden had been the master spirit in
its solution. The war debt was to be assailed. Mr. Fessenden had been chairman
of the committee of finance and secretary ol
the treasury. To all this was added the intense personal interest of his recent defeal
of the impeachment of Andrew Johnson

glade,
The light canoe drawn on the sandy ueacu,
And 'mid the forest's shade
frow ns,
Sees the great Sagamores, with darkling
In haughty council rear their feathered crowns.

claim;

crown

native charm from Casco

fje

Has razed her ancient homes, a sacred few
Preserve eome treasures that the past would

M

one

again.

place.
She seems the brooding spirit of
vision, sweep
Before whose gaze, in solemn
race
Long centuries, since first the dusky s lone steep,
Came here to dwell on Machigonne
Again she listens to their savage speech.
the
Hears the swift arrow whistling through

With Drake and

\V. Stevens, Boston ; Attorney General O. D.
Baker, Augusta ; Horatio King, Washington ;
Gen. Horatios S. King, New York; Benj.
J. Dodge, President of Natives of Maine, of
Worcester county, Mass., an organization of
750 members, who have sent Mr. Dodge as
delegate to this celebration ; Gen. Geo. C.
Beal, Kev. Henry Chase, Rev. Dr. E. C.
Bolles, ex-Mayors Deering, King and Richardson ; Gen. Hall, Damariscotta.
Chandler's Band had been playing some

Clarye,

beyond our ken,

Dips the old country-road to many

And nature loves her well; a sheltering wood
Of waving verdure canopies the town.
Still Bramhall's oaks, a mighty brotherhood,
Cling to her steeps; though pines no longer

ships that in its haven ride

hundredth year,

ridge,

In summer's sunshine every land is fair,
But fair are her dear coasts in sun or shade;
Nor winter's sleet, nor August's sultry air
Can make her other than fond nature made;
Better her ocean gales, her spray-swept shore,
Her fog-clouds driven o'er the shivering land,
Her wild tempestuous breakers, and their roar,
Than alien zephyrs bland ;
No storms can wreck her beauty; fairer glows
Her freshened lustre, like a rain-dashed rose.

Not all the
Cau take

Their joyous greetings, on her
She hears, but answers not;
For memory, running back
Recalls the storied past to live

cor
r

to the salutes of passing vessel·
The lines were made fast at Custom IIous 3
wharf at just half past five.
Among those who attended the clam bak ,
were Governor Kobie,
Mayor Chapmar ■
Bev. Phillips Brooks, Hon. J. B. Bodwel
Dr. A. C. Hamlin, Bev. Elijah Kellogg, Ger
Bowers
eral Geo. L. Beale, Hon. Boscoe
and
Marks
Aldermen
Beale, Bicker
Councilinen Gatley, H. P. Dewey, Trefeth
en, A. G. Dewey, Boberts, John P. Hobbs
Esq., president of the Common Council, Cit
Clerk Burgess, Hon. Charles McLanghlin
Geo. S. Hunt, H. H. Burgess, Col. H. S. Oi
good, Bev. Dr. E. C. Bolles of Salem, 0. SI
Lord, Bev. Mr. Hallock, Cyrus Farley, Johi ι
E. Dow, Leander W. Fobes, Col. John 5)
Adams, H. W. Bichardson, County Attorne
Seiders, M. N. Bich and H. H. Emery.

responding

MEETINC.
Interesting and Influential Speeche:
by Distinguished Visitors.
At 7.30 o'clock last evening the invite l
guests began to assemble in the Mayor' 5
room in City Building, where they were re
ceived by Hon C. F. Libby. After an hou
of conversing and reminisencing, Mayo r
Chapman and Hon. C. F. Libby led the fol
lowing distinguished guests upon the plat
form in the hall : Bev. Phillips Brooks, Bev
James P. 'Γ. Ingraham, of St. Louis, Mr. liic !
of Bangor, Geo. M. Merrill of Bangor, Wm
Gov. Bobie, Bislio]
Goold of Windham,
Neely, Geo. H. Shirley, of New York, Mayo
Henry L. Gregg of Hudson, Ν. Υ., 'Γ. W
Simonton of Camden, Isaac Allen Jack ant
D. li. Jack of St. John. H. Carter, Haverhill
former editor of the Portland Advertiser ;
Mayor Williams, Bockland; Major Chas
THE EVENINC

■

carpenter's remarks.

Mr. Carpenter said : I think you
hav(
about
liad
enough
oratory,
enougl:
poetry, enough marching and gome of yoi
1
probably enough clams.
[Laughter.]
think Portland has been well praised, perhaps too much for when they proceed tc
lather a man to his face I always think they
sometimes as if the extravagent affection of the children of this blessed mothei
A
was
a little troublesome and teasing.
mother is very fond of having her childrer
tell her how much they love her but J
said
think perhaps to-day
she
has
"Well
I know it don't come hanging
for I am so
hot. [Laughter.
over me
It is tme that those of u· who come back
after an interval can best appreciate the rap
id strides and extensive improvements of
town like this. I see great growth in its out
skirts and great beauty in its houses as ]
never saw before, and both promenades an
]
now
worthy of the highest praise.
see changes not only on the face of naturt
I see greai
but in individual}' development.
progress made in our Representative in Conas I noticed him this morning and
îeard his eloquence, for when 1 knew hin
here he was a lad;and very slender.
(Applause.) And he was, if I remember, somewhat freckled, but the do say that freckle.'
in youth make very fair personality in latei
life and 1 hope you have found out that h<
is making a very fair representative for you
(Applause.) At the same time he has be
come so broad in his statemansbip and sc
stout in patriotism that if bye and bye you
shall send him to the Senate he must take the
place of the big man of the Senate who hat
(Great applause.) A1
just passed away.
I
all events
you
upor
congratulate
n
this
city as
prospects in
your
of
this
land.
of
the
Maine, i
prospects
part
a President ol
never
elected
has
yet
believe,
the United States, but perhaps she may some
(Applause.) Portland has its owr
day.
native charms and its great culture, and w<
cannot help believing that it is destined tc
be a leading power, fully realizing the mottc
of the State, Dirigo—I direct. Who car
stand on these eminënees, who can stand bj
the brow of these continents here uplifted
and look down the slope of its whole extenl
to where its feet are laved in the South Pacific, of its unity in variety and the symmetry of its development? Bye and bye
there will be but one country on this continent; bye and bye it is clear to our eyes thai
little flaxen-haired Canada as the head will
take its rich, curling locks, and then the
the
of
the
chest
broad
interior,
Mi<ldle States, will be further developeei
both in intelligence and athletic strength,
and then the arms east and west that stretch
out will become brawny and vigorous, and
then the hot central (life o£ the interior
further south will come in as the extremities,
until this whole continent as one shall stand
in its manhood, in its sense of right recognizing the God who made it and the people
who constitute it. Then will it turn in its
manhood to that old world where new life is
breeding, where they are studying housekeeping and home rule. Then will there be
wooing and soon there will be actual betrothal and espousal. Then time will put its
golden ring around the worlel and make one
country, in which there is one God, one liberty, one manhood, a cosmopoly, at which
time it shall be said, "what hath God wrought
and what God hath joined together let not
seem

Îpress

put asunder."
Who can stand in the midst of this lovliness
can watch the progress of the community,
who can behold it and not believe that there
There shall
is a perfect world somewhere.
come a day, there must come a day when the
be
emancipated, for in these few
earth shall
years if these feeble and partial powers,
with all the drawbacks and all the hinderenees which we have here in the terrestrial
man

state we still go forward, are our fathers
who began it never to see it in its crystal
clearness. I think man's progress is the
proof of man's immortality? I insist upon
it that the progress of nations in the evolution of communities shows that there is to
be a world without death, a time without
crime, a race without corruption and a glory
without shame. Let that be the theme of
to
your expectation, and let your gratitude
Him who is above us all go as far as the
earth.
the
(Apon
heavens while it glistens

plause.)
Ex-Mayor Libby then introduced Rev. J.
S. Elder, whom he remembered as a schoolmate in the Portland High School, in the
class of '56

:

BEV. MB.

ELDER'S REMARKS.

Mr. Elder said his foot was on his native
heath ; that his interest in this town and in
this occasion is very largely as a school boy
He never cast a
rather than as a citizen.
vote here ;when he left school he'went to college, and has not been baek here for the last
thirty years but onceor twice. He described
the old school house back in '46, on the corner of Danforth and Tyng streets, and the
Park street grammar school under Master
Jackson, and then the old school house up on
He paid a high tribute to
Spring street.
Master Lyford, and of the class of '56, of
which he was a member with Thomas B.
Reed and J.W. Symonds. He gave a number
He said when they got
of reminiscences.
through they were ambitious to have an
original Greek dialogue. Tom Reed was Jupiter, Joe Symonds was Neptune, he was
Pluto and A1 Cross was Radamanthus. He
thought that as far as Reed was concerned,
an
unconscious prophecy, for
it was
he has since taken his place among the
Olympian gods a worthy Jupiter as they had
seen today. He wished that the subject of
education might receive a fresh impetus.
The orator for the next centennial is not to
be born for fifty years to come, but we can
begin to mould the orator and the poet for
that coming event. All we can do is to do
our best for the generation we are serving
now, put into it whatever God has given us
of strength, knowledge, intelligence, wisdom and love, and we shall find as time rolls
round that the roots and germs which will
be our pride in that hour were planted long
before.
Γ Hon. Horatio King of Washington was introduced by Mr. Libby and spoke as follows:
HON'. 1IORATIO

KINO'S REMARKS.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Allow me to say that I came to this city
from my native town of .Paris, bringing my
printing establishment of the Jeffersonian in
May, 1833; and I continued the publication of
my paper here until January, 1838, when I
sold out to the proprietors of the Standard,
then edited by Mr. John F. Hartley, afterwards, for many years, an efficient officer of
the Treasury Department at Washington.
A day or two ago I sat down to recall the
names of the citizens best known to me during that period, and it was startling to see
how many of them had passed to the Silent
Land. X ran off a list of them, and here it is
—over fifty—starting with the names of William Pitt Preble and AshurWare, who Xmay
truly (say '.were my foster fathers, for
each was to me emphatically "guide, philosopher and friend." Hardly less near to me
were Nathaniel Mitchell and John L. Megquier. I shall not detain you by reading the
list. Alas ! Only here and there among the
livinc

ran
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whom I may claim as old acquaintences :
Wm. Pitt Treble, Ashur Ware, J. L. Megquier, Nathaniel Mitchell, Zenas Libby.John
Anderson, Gen. Fessenden, William Pitt
Fessenden, Thos. A. Deblois, H. A. L. Codman, Drs. Miles, Clark and Gilman, Wm. H.
Codman, Seba Smith, Samuel Coleman, Ezra
Holden, Charles Smith, Thomas Todd, F. O.
J. Smith, Charles Q. Clapp, John Appleton,
Nicholas Emery, Charles Holden, John
Neal, St. John Smith, J. B. Brown, S. B.
Beckett, Eben Steele, Abner Lowell, John
Yeaton, David Drinkwater, H. H. Boody,
Luther Jewett. Nathaniel Jewett, Revs. Dr.
Nichols and Jason Whitman, William Goodenough, Nathan Winslow, James Furbush,
Albert Smith, A. H. Putney, H. J. Little,
Wm. E. Edwards, Charles Codman, Arthur
Shirley, James Brooks, Judge Potter, Gen.
John Chandler, Stephen Longfellow; over
fifty familiar names of those among whom I
was best acquainted, all gone.
In my finely illustrated card of invitation,
observing that special care had been taken
to signalize the great stride made in the post
office and mail facilities here within the last
century, I took it as a hint to me, should I
be called on to say a few words on the subject, since twenty-two years—from March,
1839, to March, 1861—of the best part of my
life have been devoted to the service of the
post office, saying nothing of the interest I
nave ever since taken in its progress and improvement. I do not know whether the
humble one-story building in the distance is
intended to represent the post office of 1786
or not, but the mail carrier is evidently making his roundabout way thither, or possibly
no
more
to some
pretentious
nearer,
deliver the
to
house
mail; and no
one can mistake his occupation nor fail
to mark the great difference between such a
building and your rpresent substantial post
office. Could I have availed myself of records I have at home,I might have been able
to present some interesting facts touching
the post office more than I now do. It is of
record that, as early as 1711, the mail was
carried weekly between Boston and Maine,
and it is probable that the service was made
by horseback then and for many years afterwards, as it appears that an act was passed
on the 7th of September, 1785, authorizing the
mail to be learned in stage coaches. Γ am
not prepared to say how often the mail was
carried to and from Falmouth in 1786.
Doubtless this information may be found in
Willis's history of Portland.
I have obtained from the Post Office Department the following official record In regard te the post office at Falmouth, Casco
Bay, showing that Samuel Freeman was
charged with balance due the department—

The Portland Transcript issued this for
at 44 Exchange street in addition to^
full account of the celebration has several
pages of reminiscences of old Portland by
Just the thing to send to
Portland writers.

ts 11th reunion and entertained graduates of
he school' The class had provided lemonide which was appreciated by all who parThe motto of
ook of their hospitality.
he boys of the class, "T. W. O." and of the
;lrls "V. Α. V." occupied prominent posi;ions as did also the shield bearing the name,
'That Boy Tommy," in memory of the
'amous play produced by the class of '72 in

noon

friend9 abroad.
MARRI ACES.

lid of the High School library.
Letters and telegrams from absent memat the
were read
bers of this class
:lass meeting. The class of '83 elected these

Henry Blanchard,

y
J^v.
George'W^oigol^'of
Yarmouth!*

officers
President—Harry S. Higgins,
Vice President—Miss Josephine Foster.
Secretary—c. K. Phinney.
Treasurer—Miss Margie Drummond.

Fred B*

v1?!800,Chute
Miss Nellie
oiSDeeringbLideVMH5n

Hooper
Casco.

:

Ml" LUl"

ε ana

of

iSSSS^P68"**
ggg
B. Shack«-.Ftavlus
Po,aud.

ferdaod
In Brookline, June 30 f: β
Shepley of et Lnf.I·
<*°r/e K.Richardson.
Hayden
ttlchardson of

The committee of the city government in
charge of the reunion, consisted of Alderman Wilson and Councilmen Adams and

«

Broo"s.
B5UIJ"
M'" Julia

diuirhÎir,^

Brookline"Saw

Ute H M·

Kent.
DEATHS.
THE PROMENADE CONCERT.
At the conclusion of the exercises it took

Berwick, June 30, Jas. F. McCorrhon,
β3 years.
In Montvilie, June 19, Nathan Clark. aged 83
years 3 months.
In Searsmont, June 34, Beuben Higglns, ;iged
82 years 4 months.
In Georgetown, June 18, Ephralm Spinney,
aged « I years 7 moatba.
In Wales, June 27. Miss Lydla Lombard, aged
82 years 7 months.
Iu Blddeford, July 2. George P. Hardy, aged
36 years.
In Blddeford, July 1, John Doyle, aged 52 years
In Wlntlirop, July 1, Mrs. Isabel Kuel, aged
42 years.
In North

nine minutes to clear the hall of settees,
after which a large and brilliant party enjoyed a short but well arranged order,
dancing to music furnished by Chandler.
The committee of arrangements for the
promenade concert consisted of Messrs.
Howard Gould, ffm. Senter, Jr., A.S.Gilson, Fritz H. Jordan, C. J. Farrington, F. R.
Farrington, II. B. Virgin, £dward York.

just

aged about

FINAL.

Delays

Thus closes the great Portland centennial
celebration of 1880, which has been, from
first to last, a series of delightful features,
heartily enjoyed by all. No serious arcidents
have occurred to mar its pleasures.
descendants, in 1!»86, enjoy as good

May

a

our

time.

Dangerous

are

The time to take a medicine is wheu nature
gives her first warning. That tired feeling Is
often the forerunner of serious disease, which
may be warded off if you attend to yourself in
time. Don't wait till your system is all run down
and you are obliged to stop work, but take Hood's
It will purify, vitalize and
Sarsaparilla now.
enrich your blood, create an appetite and tone
the digestive organs, cure headache, billiousness
and dyspepsia, rouse and regulate the liver and
kidneys, and give strength to the whole body.

1

Vale.
The Trades Procession.

The description of J. W. Perkin's elegant
That Tired Feeling
exhibit in Monday's trade procession was
"I never took any medicine that did me so
accidentally omitted, as was the case with
much good in so short a time as Hood's Sarsap*
Messrs. J.
L. A. Gray's Business College.
rllla. I was very much run down, had no strength,
Vf. Perkins & Co. had one of the finest and
! no energy, and felt very tired all the time. I comThere were all
most attractive displays.
menced taking Hood's Sarsaparilla, and before I
kinds of chemicals and patent medicines ar- had used one bottle felt like a different person.
That extreme tired feeling has gone, my appetite
the
various
colors
ranged in fancy packages,
returned, and it toned me up generally. My
blending most harmoniously with the brother and sister have also received great benefit from it." Claba W. Phelps, Shirley, Mass.
drapery while distributed among them artisNew Life and
tically were handsome paintings. But the
"Hood's Sarsaparilla bas done me a very great
charm of the exhibit was tho little fellow
deal of good. It has built up my general health,
dressed in sponges, who, placed on top,
given me a regular appetite, and made me fuil of
threw kisses to the spectators as the proces-

Energy

life and

Tne

face with

sores on

energy.
my
sion passed along.
which I have suffered many years are so much
L. A. Gray's Portland Business College ! better that I feel well paid for taking the meoicine." Mary Atkinson, SiunmerBeld, Pa.
was represented in the trades procession by j
a team on one side of which was a fine pen
Hood's
drawing of a deer and on the other that of Sold by all druggists, |1 ; six for }5. Prepared only
an eagle. The carriage was decorated with j byC. I. HOODS CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Massflags and bunting, pictures of the college
100 Doses One Dollar.
huflrilnff. Λ-ί\
apl
d&wlynrm
new

Sarsaparilla

era

For quarter ending Jan. 5,1776...
Receipts same quarter
For quarter ending April 5,1776 :
Receipts
Balance due
For quarte
quarter

Receipts

ending July 5,1776:

—

Balance due
For quarter
Balance due

ending April 5,1782:

NEW

ADVERTISEMENT*.

LADIES' CHOICE PARASOLS!
We shall sell all (Ills
sortment

sols at lower

prices

large

week front a

as·

and Stylish Para-

Ladies' Fine

of

than any

previous

season.

$1.98

50 Satin Lace Edge Lined Parasols
25 $3 to $5 Parasols, assorted
40 Fancy Parasols marked down to
$4.50 Black Satin Red Lined Parasols
200 assorted Parasols, various styles
These last
nearly or

U.

1.98
.39

3.00
.69

marked down,many of them from
quite double our proposed price.

are

*

50 Black small size Parasols
"
"
----medium size
40

.29
.50

BROTHERS.

RINES

dit

jy7

*

BATHING SUITS
and

Bathing Outfits for Ladies, Men and Children,

at

3
8 2
.2 14 6V2
2 10
2 0
2

7%
6V*

7 2

In the fourth quarter of 1789 he (Freeman)
is credited with paying Richard Kimball, £6,
9s. 3d, in full for carrying the mail to Oct. 1,
1789, but from what date it is not stated.
The name of the office first appears as
"Portland" in the appointment of postmaster, Feb. 16, 1790, as follows ;
OFFICE AT PORTLAND, CUMBERLAND
COUNTT, MAINE.
Date of Appointment.
Postmasters.
16 Feb'y, 1790.
Freeman
Samuel
1 July, 1804.
Thomas M, Prentiss
.20 Fen'y, 1805.
Joshua Wlngate. Jr
9 Aug., 1805.
James Wlngate
1 June, 1816.
Robert Ilsley
3 Dec. 1828.
Nathaniel I.ow
9 April, 1829.
Nathaniel Mitchell
8 Dec., 183*.
Thomas Todd
4 Sept., 1840.
Nathaniel Mitchell
4
B.
May, 1841.
Lyman
Sylvanus
Nathan I.. Woodbury—2 April. 1845.
5 May, 1849.
Joshua Dunn
Nathan L. Woodbury....l April, 1853.
1 April, 1857.
Samuel Jordan
8 April, 1801.
Andrew T. Dole
19 Dec., 1805.
Woodbury Davis
7 Oct., 1871.
Charles W. Goddard
0 Feb'y, 1884.
Clark H. Barker
6 July, 1885.
Joshua S. Palmer

POST

Ex-Mayor Libby then introduced Rev.
Philip Brooks of Boston, who spoke for five
ifoo

M-itli

flmf
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quence for which he is
REV. ΡΠΙΙ,ΙΓ

so

hiimînir r>ln_

noted.

BROOKS* REMARKS.

He said that in passing through the streets
to-day he had seen upon the walls of many
of the houses that Portland welcomed her
sons and daughters and knowing himself to
be neither one or the other he wondered if
he had any business here. He said he was a
grandson of Portland, for she was a mother
to his father. Ile said the life of individuals
is measured by decades, the life of cities by
centuries aud of nations by longer periods.
Λ hundred years in the life of a city Is but
Portland is but a young
the beginning.
stripling and she is to be congratulated today not simply for what she has done but because it gives great promise for the future.
Mr. Brooks paid a fine compliment to the
oration of Mr. Keed in the forenoon.
Rev. E. C. Bolles of Salem, I. Allen JackRegistar and Deputy Mayor of St. John·
Horatio C. King of New York and Col,
Charles \V. Stevens of Boston followed with
short speeches. It was 8.33 when Ex-Mayor
Libby called upon the first speaker and after 10 o'clock when Mr. Stevens closed.
During the evening Ex-Mayor Libby read
a telegram from
the city government of
Rockland, complimenting Portland upon
the brilliant success of her centennial celebration.
THE HICH SHCOOL REUNION.
A

Pleasant

Cathering

in

Reception

Hall.
The reunion of the graduates of the High
School was held in Reception Hall last evening and about six hundred were present.
The hall was hung with floral emblems
bearing the mottoes and names of the difand with the
ferent classes
handsome
dresses of the ladies the scene was exceedly pretty. The reception committee consisted of Principal A. E. Chase of the High
School, F. S. Waterhouse, Esq., of the class
of 'CO, Mrs. G. W. Moody, class 'Uô ; Mrs. GW. Way, class of '71 ; Miss Inez Blanchard
class of '60, assisted by a lady and gentleman from each of the classes. A number of
the present teachers of the school were in
attendance and also some of the former
teachers, among them being C. B. Varney,
Esq,, Mrs. G. W. Moody, Mrs. Thompson,
Mrs. G. W. Way, Miss Annabel Stetson.
Two members of the class of 41 were
present, Mr. J. J. W Reeves and Daniel
Choate. Of the class of '01 Mr. George O.
K. Cram only was present and one member
of that of '05.
In a prettily draped apartment made by
partitioning off the end of the city engineer's

office adjoining the hall, the class of '73 held

MRS. PERRY'S

THE

School for Children !
will RE-OPEN at her residence,

NO. 119 WINTER
will be

graded and fitted for the pnblic

or

on

sewing

Tlie

Saturdays. A

primary class in oral French will be formed under
an experienced teacher to meet for half an hour
three times a week, at 4.30 p.m. Special pupils will
be admitted to both sewing and French classes.
For particulars, apply to the Principal.
jy7dlw

to know that MRS. DR.
SHERMAN can be found at No. 42 South
street, for one week longer, in treatment of corns,
bad nails, outgrowing joints a specialty : any one
7-1
wishing her salve for corns can get it of ner

WANTED—Parties

which the owner can have
by preving property and paying for this advertisement. inquire at 76 MYRTLE ST. 7-1

FOUND

—

A

—

ST., SEPTEMBER 20.

for Mrs. Caswell's if desired.
schools
PUPILS
classes will be continued

Annual Meeting.
meeting of the stockholder· of the
Synchronous Time Company will be held al
the office of the company In Portland, Ne. 24 Exchange street, at 2 p. m., Wednesday, July 15.
C. D. LIVERMORE, Clerk.
Portland, Me., July 7,1886.
Jy7dtd
annual

A bracelet

to take

man

a

half interest In

small capital reqired
WANTED
article of merit
wanted
week
an
man more

;

;

than money
; $25 per
guaranteed to good man. Address or call at
MAINE REAL ESTATE* BUSINESS AGENCY
45 Exchange St.
7 1

lady good
PARTNER
dress, to tra?el with the advertiser in the
must have small
to take
WANTED—A

ad-

of

nov-

an
capital
interest in the business; good chance to make
money ; no triflers need answer. Address J. F. L.,

elty business ;
Press office.

7»!

SALE—Screens and screen doors of all
sizes made to order at low prices ;|call tee samAlso
mantles and dadoing etc. built to orples.
der. It will pay you to call and see me before
orders elsewhere. A. BOWRY, 21 Preble

FOR

glaclng
A medium pized rent for small
WANTED
family, in good location. E. F. HARLOW,
—

542 Va
tor.

Reference, John F. Proc-

Congres· street.

7-1

AUCTION MAIiKN.

CARTER'S

Eli

iiyjjp Hi

HOUSE LOTS

For Sale at Old Orchard Beach
AUCTION.

Τ

SHALL SELL at public auction, oil the premises, on WfdBfddny, Jul, 7, at 3 «Vl.rk
p. m-, my bouse and lot, and three bouse lots sltuated on the Beach, between the Traynor house
and Dr. Lapolnte's house ; said house Is 32Vix22',%
two stories high and eight square rooms, besides
closets and clothes presses, all painted and In good
good
repair; good well of water; stable with two 125*
stalls ; the lot on which the house stands Is
Ηίί feet and contains 8081 feet; the house Is No.
No. 2 lot is situated ou the Beach
1 on the plan ;
between the above and Dr. Lapolnte's house and
7800
contains
feet, It Is e4>/ixl20Vj feet: No. 3,
situated on Grand avenue, Is tUVixlOO deep and
contains 6450 feet ; No. 4, situated on Grand avenue, is <14 Vi χ 100 feet and contains 6450 feet.
Also. I shall sell all the furniture In the house imTerms at
mediately after the sale of real estate.
sale.

I

CURE

Bick Headache and relieve all the troublea incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
While their moat remarEPain in the Side, Ac.
able success has been shown in curing

SICK

Headache,yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

HEAD

JAMES COSTELLO,
Je30dlw

Ache they would be almost pricelees to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not fee willing
sick
head
to do without them. But after all

pills

J. F

DEARIKG. A—d■■■»!■.

F. 0. BAILEY 4

CO., AUCTIONEERS.

VALUABLE SHORE PROPERTY
—

AO Η Ε
pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

THURSDAY, July 8, at 3 o'clock p. m.:
half house, with 12
;
rooms,
2V» acres of land; Inshore good bathing and deep water fishing; located near residence of Judge Ooddard. Terms at
of story anil
ONconsists
and stable about

υ. W. ALLKN

dti

Jy2d6t

sale.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

AUCTIOXEEHN.

bARKS.R. BEARGE
BY

AUCTION".;

Ή3 ..J

nota.
SATURDAY. July 10, at 12 o'clock,
we shall
our rooms. 18 Exchange street,
at
now
lies
west
she
as
sell the Bark S. H. Bcarce,
side of Central wharf, Portland ; was built In 1873,
18-100
net
677
607
5ti-100,
and registers, gross
JySdlw
ons. Terms cash.

ONat

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
BAIJLKY.
marl*

—

FALMOUTH FORESIDE,

Is the bane of so many livea that here is where we
make our great boaat. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
action
their
gentle
please all who
purge, but by
In vials at 25 cents; five for #1. Bold
use them.
or
sent
mail.
by
everywhere,
by druggists

F. Ο.

AT

